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ABSTRACT
This report documents a study performed on the set of common-cause
failures (CCF) of circuit breakers from 1980 to 2000. The data studied here were
derived from the NRC CCF database, which is based on US commercial nuclear
power plant event data. This report is the result of an in-depth review of the
circuit breaker CCF data and presents several insights about the circuit breaker
CCF data. The objective of this document is to look beyond the CCF parameter
estimates that can be obtained from the CCF data, to gain further understanding
of why CCF events occur and what measures may be taken to prevent, or at least
mitigate the effect of, circuit breaker CCF events. This report presents
quantitative presentation of the circuit breaker CCF data and discussion of some
engineering aspects of the circuit breaker events.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides insights related to circuit breaker common-cause failure (CCF) events.
These events were obtained from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) CCF Database.
The circuit breaker CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in the understanding of:
completeness of the failures, occurrence rate trends of the events, circuit breaker type affected, causal
factors, coupling or linking factors, and event detection methods. Distributions of these CCF
characteristics and trends were analyzed and individual events were reviewed for insights.
General Insights. The study identified 119 events occurring at U.S. nuclear power plant (NPP)
units during the period from 1980 through 2000. Twenty-nine NPP units each had one CCF event
during the period; 54 NPP units did not experience a circuit breaker CCF event. This accounts for about
76 percent of the NPP units. Seventy-four percent of the total circuit breaker CCF events occurred at 51
of the NPP units. Of the 119 events, four of them (three percent) were Complete common-cause failures
(failure events with all components failed due to a single cause in a short time) and two events were
Almost Complete. The small fraction of Complete and Almost Complete events is mainly due to the
large populations of circuit breakers in NPP units and the large number of minor events such as slow
closing times, trip voltage out-of-specification, etc.
Failure Modes. The events were classified as either fail-to-open or fail-to-close. The failure
mode for the majority of the circuit breaker CCF events is fail-to-close (55 percent). The fail-to-open
failure mode accounted for the other 45 percent of the events.
Trends. Figure ES-1 shows the trend for all circuit breaker CCF events. The decreasing trend
for all circuit breaker CCF events is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.0001. Based on the
review of failure data for this study, improved maintenance and operating procedures, as well as
increased maintenance focus and emphasis on equipment reliability from initiatives throughout the
industry (NRC, utilities, INPO, and EPRI), appear to be a reason for the observed reduction of the
occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years of experience included in this study. The fail-to-close and
the fail-to-open failure modes both exhibited statistically significant decreasing trends.
Method of Discovery. When the method of discovery was investigated, Testing accounted for
71 events (60 percent), Demand for 25 events (21 percent), Maintenance 11 events (9 percent), and
Inspection 12 events (10 percent). The testing program has shown that it is successful in detecting faults.
Proximate Cause. As shown in Figure ES-2, the leading proximate cause group was Internal to
Component and accounted for 61 percent of the total. Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture
Inadequacy accounted for about 18 percent of the total events. The Operational/Human error cause
group accounted for 13 percent of the total events. There were eight events attributed to the Other cause
category. Although the Intemal to Component cause group had the largest fraction of the events, only
three percent were Complete failures.
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Figure ES-1. Trend for aU circuit breaker CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant
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Figure ES-2. Proximate cause distribution for all circuit breaker CCF events.
The Intemal to Component proximate cause category is the most likely for the circuit breakers
and encompasses the malfunctioning of hardware intemal to the component. Circuit breaker failure due
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to internal causes are most likely the result of phenomena such as dirt and dust, hardening of lubricants,
aging, normal wear, and binding. Generally, these failures are though of as being preventable by more
frequent maintenance.
The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is
important for the circuit breakers and encompasses events related to the design, construction,
installation, and manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in
this category are events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material
specifications, and calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.
The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group is the next most likely for circuit breakers
and represents causes related to errors of omission or commission on the part of plant staff or contractor
staff. Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures or
following inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration, and
testing. This proximate cause group also includes deficient training.
The Other proximate cause group is comprised of events that include setpoint drift and the state
of other components as the basic causes. All of these events were attributed to setpoint drift, which
tends to be a minor failure mode. Half of these events were in the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) and
involved failure of the undervoltage trip mechanism to trip the breakers within the required time or
voltage tolerances.
Coupling Factors. Maintenance, with 80 events (67 percent), is the leading coupling factor.
Design coupling factors, with 20 events (17 percent) result from common characteristics among
components determined at the design level. Quality coupling factors, with 16 events (13 percent) result
from common manufacturing and installation faults. These three coupling factors account for the top 97
percent of the events.
Circuit Breaker Type. As shown in Figure ES-3, the highest number of events occurred in the
RTB breaker type (50 events or 42 percent). The Medium Voltage and 480 Vac circuit breaker types
also had many events (34 and 31, respectively). The dc distribution circuit breakers had very few events
in the data set. The distribution has less to do with a comparison of circuit breaker CCFs than with the
reporting of non-safety significant components and the initial data gathering performed for the CCF
database.
Piece Parts. For all breaker types, the nechanical assembly had the most events, 31 (26
percent). The mechanical assembly was identified for all breaker types. Most of these events were
coupled by inadequate maintenance. The undervoltage (UV) trip assembly had the second most events,
28 (24 percent). The UV trip assembly was identified mostly for the RTBs.
The most likely piece part involved in a reactor trip breaker CCF event was the LTV trip
assembly. The most likely piece part involved in both medium voltage and 480 Vac breaker CCF events
was the mechanical operating assembly.
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FOREWORD
This report provides common-cause failure (CCF) event insights for distribution circuit breakers.
The results, findings, conclusions, and information contained in this study, the initiating event update
study, and related system reliability studies conducted by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
support a variety of risk-informed NRC activities. These include providing infonnation about relevant
operating experience that can be used to enhance plant inspections of risk-important systems, and
information used to support staff technical reviews of proposed license amendments, including riskinformed applications. In addition, this work will be used in the development of enhanced performance
indicators that will be based largely on plant-specific system and equipment performance.
Findings and conclusions from the analyses of the circuit breaker CCF data, which are based on
1980-2000 operating experience, are presented in the Executive Summary. High-level insights of all the
circuit breaker CCF data are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the events by circuit breaker
type. Section 5 provides information about how to obtain more detailed information for the circuit
breaker CCF events. The information to support risk-informed regulatory activities related to the circuit
breaker CCF data is summarized in Table F-1. This table provides a condensed index of risk-important
data and results presented in discussions, tables, figures, and appendices.
Table F-1. Summary of insights from circuit breaker common-cause failure events.
-

Item Description
1. CCF trends overview
2. CCF circuit breaker type
overview
3. CCF proximate cause overview
4. CCF coupling factor overview
5. CCF discovery method overview

Text Reference
Section 3.2
Section 3.3

Page(s) Data
14
Figure 3-1 - Figure 3-3
16
Figure 3-4

Section 3A
Section 3.5
Section 3.6
Section 4.2

17
20
21

Figure 3-5
Figure 3-6
Figure 3-7

27

Figure 4-1 - Figure 4-3

6.

Engineering Insights - RPS Trip

7.

Engineering Insights - Medium

Section 4.3

30

Figure 4-4 - Figure 4-6

8.

Voltage Circuit Breakers
Engineering Insights - 480 Vac
Circuit Breakers

Section 4A

33

Figure 4-7 - Figure 4-9

9.

Engineering Insights - Dc

Section 4.5

36

Breakers

Distribution Circuit Breakers
10. Data Summaries

Appendix A and B

The application of results to plant-specific applications may require a more detailed review of the
relevant Licensee Event Report (LER) and Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) or Equipment
Performance Information and Exchange System (EPIX) data cited in this report. This review is needed to
determine if generic experiences described in this report and specific aspects of the circuit breaker CCF
events documented in the LER and NPRDS failure records are applicable to the design and operational
features at a specific plant or site. Factors such as system design, specific circuit breaker components
installed in the system, and test and maintenance practices would need to be considered in light of specific
infonnation provided in the LER and NPRDS failure records. Other documents such as logs, reports, and
inspection reports that contain information about plant-specific experience (e.g., maintenance, operation,
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or surveillance testing) should be reviewed during plant inspections to supplement the infonnation
contained in this report.
Additional insights may be gained about plant-specific performance by exanining the specific
events in light of overall industry perfornance. In addition, a review of recent LERs and plant-specific
component failure information in NPRDS or EPIX may yield indications of whether performance has
undergone any significant change since the last year of this report. NPRDS archival data (through 1996)
and EPIX failure data are proprietary information that can be obtained from the EPIX database through
the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). NRC staff and contractors can access that information
through the EPIX database.
Common-cause failures used in this study were obtained from the common-cause failure database
maintained for the NRC by the INEEL. NRC staff and contractors can access the plant-specific CCF
information through the CCF database that is available on CD-ROM and has been provided to the NRC
Regions and NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). To obtain access to the NRC CCF
Database, contact Dale Rasmuson [dmr@nrc.gov; (301) 415-7571] at the NRC or S. Ted Wood at the
INEEL [stw@inel.gov; (208) 526-8729].
Periodic updates to the information in this report will be performed, as additional data become
available. In the future, these insights will be available on the RES internal web page.

Scott F. Newberry, Director
Division of Risk Analysis & Applications
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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alternating current
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GLOSSARY
Application-A particular set of CCF events selected from the common-cause failure
database for use in a specific study.
Average Impact Vector-An average over the impact vectors for different hypotheses
regarding the number of components failed in an event.
BasicEvent-An event in a reliability logic model that represents the state in which a
component or group of components is unavailable and does not require further development in
terms of contributing causes.
Common-cause Event-A dependent failure in which two or more component fault states
exist simultaneously, or within a short time interval, and are a direct result of a shared cause.
Common-cause Basic Event-In system modeling, a basic event that represents the
unavailability of a specific set of components because of shared causes that are not explicitly
represented in the system logic model as other basic events.
Common-cause Component Group-A group of (usually similar [in mission,
manufacturer, maintenance, environment, etc.]) components that are considered to have a high
potential for failure due to the same cause or causes.
Common-cause FailureModel-The basis for quantifying the probability of commoncause events. Examples include the beta factor, alpha factor, basic parameter, and the binomial
failure rate models.
Component-An element of plant hardware designed to provide a particular function.
Component Boundary-The component boundary encompasses the set of piece parts that
are considered to forn the component.
Component DegradationValue-The assessed probability (0.0 < p < 1.0) that a
functionally- or physically-degraded component would fail to complete the mission.
Component State-Component state defines the component status in regard to its intended
function. Two general categories of component states are defined, available, and unavailable.
Available-The component is available if it is capable of performing its function
according to a specified success criterion. (N.B., available is not the same as
availability.)

Unavailable-Thecomponent is unavailable if the component is unable to
perform its intended function according to a stated success criterion. Two subsets
of unavailable states are failure and functionally unavailable.
Coupling Factor/Mechanism-Aset of causes and factors characterizing why and how a
failure is systematically induced in several components.
Date-The date of the failure event, or date the failure was discovered.
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Defense-Any operational, maintenance, and design measures taken to diminish the
probability and/or consequences of common-cause failures.
Degreeof Failure-The Degree of Failure category has three groups: Complete, Almost
Complete, and Partial. The degree of failure is a categorization of a CCF event by the magnitude
of three quantification parameters: component degradation value, shared cause factor, and timing
factor. These parameters can be given values from zero to 1.0. The degree of failure categories
are defined as follows:
Complete-A common-cause failure in which all redundant components are failed
simultaneously as a direct result of a shared cause; i.e., the component degradation
value equals 1.0 for all components, and both the timing factor and the shared
cause factor are equal to 1.0.
Almost Complete-A common-cause failure in which one of the parameters is not
equal to 1.0. Examples of events that would be termed Almost Complete are:
events in which most components are completely failed and one component is
degraded, or all components are completely failed but the time between failures is
greater than one inspection interval.
Partial-Allother common-cause failures (i.e., more than one of the
quantification parameters is not equal to 1.0.)
Dependent Basic Events-Two or more basic events, A and B, are statistically dependent
if, and only if,
P[A n B] = P[B I A]P[A] = P[A I B]P[B] • P[A]P[B],
where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.
Event-An event is the occurrence of a component state or a group of component states.
Exposed Population-Theset of components within the plant that are potentially affected
by the common-cause failure event under consideration.
Failure-Thecomponent is not capable of performing its specified operation according to
a success criterion.
FailureMechanism-The history describing the events and influences leading to a given
failure.
FailureMode-A description of component failure in terns of the component function
that was actually or potentially unavailable.
FailureMode Applicability-The analyst's probability that the specified component
failure mode for a given event is appropriate to the particular application.
Functionally Unavailable-Thecomponent is capable of operation, but the function
normally provided by the component is unavailable due to lack of proper input, lack of support
function from a source outside the component (i.e., motive power, actuation signal), maintenance,
testing, the improper interference of a person, etc.
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Impact Vector-An assessment of the impact an event would have on a common-cause
component group. The impact is usually measured as the number of failed components out of a set
of similar components in the common-cause component group.
Independent Basic Events-Two basic events, A and B, are statistically independent if,
and only if,
P[A ) B] = P[AJP[B],
where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.
Mapping-The impact vector of an event must be mapped up" or "mapped down" when
the exposed population of the target plant is higher or lower than that of the original plant that
experienced the common-cause failure. The result of mapping an impact vector is an adjusted
impact vector applicable to the target plant.
Mapping Up Factor-A factor used to adjust the impact vector of an event when the
exposed population of the target plan is higher than that of the original plant that experienced the
common-cause failure.
P-Value-A p-value is a probability, that indicates a measure of statistical significance.
The smaller the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally
considered statistically significant.
Potentially Unavailable-Thecomponent is capable of performing its function according
to a success criterion, but an incipient or degraded condition exists. (N.B., potentially unavailable
is not synonymous with hypothetical.)
Degraded-The component is in such a state that it exhibits reduced performance
but insufficient degradation to declare the component unavailable according to the
specified success criterion.
Incipient-The component is in a condition that, if left un-remedied, could
ultimately lead to a degraded or unavailable state.
Proximate Cause-A characterization of the condition that is readily identified as leading
to failure of the component. It might alternatively be characterized as a symptom.
Reliability Logic Model-A logical representation of the combinations of component
states that could lead to system failure. A fault tree is an example of a system logic model.
Root Cause-The most basic reason for a component failure, which, if corrected, could
prevent recurrence. The identified root cause may vary depending on the particular defensive
strategy adopted against the failure mechanism.
Shared-CauseFactor(c)-A number that reflects the analyst's uncertainty (0.0 < c < 1.0)
about the existence of coupling among the failures of two or more components, i.e., whether a
shared cause of failure can be clearly identified.
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Shock-A shock is an event that occurs at a random point in time and acts on the system;
i.e., all the components in the system simultaneously. There are two kinds of shocks distinguished
by the potential impact of the shock event, i.e., lethal and nonlethal.
Statistically Significant-The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too
closely correlated to be attributed to chances and consequently have a systematic relationship.
System-The entity that encompasses an interacting collection of components to provide a
particular function or functions.
Timing Factor(q) -The probability (0.0 < q < 1.0) that two or more component failures
(or degraded states) separated in time represent a common-cause failure. This can be viewed as an
indication of the strength-of-coupling in synchronizing failure times.
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Common-Cause Failure Event Insights for Circuit
Breakers
1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents insights about the common-cause events that have occurred in circuit
breakers at operating nuclear power plants.
The insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information captured in the common-cause
failure (CCF) database maintained for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (1NEEL). The database contains CCF-related events that
have occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants reported in licensee event reports (LERs) and
reports to the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and the Equipment Performance
Information Exchange (EPIX) system maintained by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
The information presented in this report is intended to help focus NRC inspections on the more
risk-important aspects of circuit breaker CCF events. Utilities can also use the infornation to help focus
maintenance and test programs such that circuit breaker CCF events are minimized.

1.1

Background

The following four criteria must be met for an event to be classified as resulting from a commoncause:
*

Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded, including failures during
demand, inservice testing, or from deficiencies that would have resulted in a failure if a
demand signal had been received;

*

Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded in a select period of time such
that the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) mission would not be certain;

*

The component failures or degradations must result from a single shared cause and coupling
mechanism; and

*

The component failures are not due to the failure of equipment outside the established
component boundary.
To help resolve NRC Generic Issue 145, 1 Actions to Reduce Comnon-Cause Failures,and to

address deficiencies related to the availability and analysis of CCF data, the NRC and the INEEL
developed a CCF database that codifies information on CCF-related events that have occurred in U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants from 1980 to date. The data is derived from both licensee event reports
(LERs) submitted to the NRC and equipment performance reports submitted to the INPO.
Accompanying the development of the CCF database was the development of CCF analysis software for
investigating the CCF aspect of system reliability analyses and related risk-informed applications.
The quantitative results of this CCF data collection effort are described in the four volumes of
NUREG/CR-6268, Common-Cause FailureDatabaseandAnalysis System. 2 3.4,5 Some quantitative
insights about the data for use in PRA studies were also published in NUREG/CR-5497, 6 Common-Cause
FailureParameterEstimations. Copies of the CCF database together with supporting technical
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documentation and the analysis software are available on CD-ROM from the NRC to aid in system
reliability analyses and risk-informed applications.
The CCF event data collected, classified, and compiled in the CCF database provide a unique
opportunity to go beyond just estimation of CCF frequencies but to also gain more engineering insights
into how and why CCF events occur. The data classification employed in the database was designed with
this broader objective in mind. The data captured includes plant type, system component, piece parts,
failure causes, mechanisms of propagation of failure to multiple components, their functional and
physical failure modes. Other important characteristics such as defenses that could have prevented the
failures are also included.
Section 1.2 of Volume 3 of NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 4) proposes methods for classifying
common-cause failures using the concepts of causes, coupling factors, and defensive mechanisms. The
methods suggest a causal picture of failure with an identification of a root cause, a means by which the
cause is more likely to impact a number of components simultaneously (the coupling), and the failure of
the defenses against such multiple failures. Utilizing these methods, the CCF data associated with circuit
breakers were analyzed to provide a better understanding of circuit breaker CCFs. This report presents
the results of this effort.
The data analyzed are derived from the CCF database. The coding and quality assurance (QA)
process for entering data into the database is as follows: Each event is coded from an LER or an NPRDS
or EPIX report by analysts at the DiEEL. Each analyst has access to coding guidelines (NUREG/CR6268), which provides specific direction to the analyst about what the required information means and
how to enter the information into the database. Each analyst is knowledgeable about PRA and plant
systems and operations. Each event is initially coded by one analyst and reviewed by another analyst
with a comparable background. Any disagreement is resolved before coding of the event is considered
completed. An additional review of the events is done by another person familiar with PRA and CCF
concepts. An independent outside expert in CCF and PRA then reviews the coding. Any differences are
resolved and the final coding changes made in the database. The data collection, analysis, independent
review, and quality assurance process are described in more detail in NUREG/CR-6268, Volumes 1 and 3
(References 2 and 4).

1.2

Common-Cause Failure Event Concepts

CCFs can be thought of as resulting from the coexistence of two main factors: one that provides a
susceptibility for components to fail or become unavailable due to a particular cause of failure and a
coupling factor (or coupling mechanism) that creates the condition for multiple components to be affected
by the same cause.
An example is a case where two relief valves fail-to-open at the required pressure due to set
points being set too high. Because of personnel error (the proximate cause), each of the two valves fails
due to an incorrect setpoint. What makes the two valves fail together, however, is a common calibration
procedure and common maintenance personnel. These commonalties are the coupling factors of the
failure event in this case.
Characterization of CCF events in terms of these key elements provides an effective means of
perforning engineering assessments of the CCF phenomenon including approaches to identification of
plant vulnerabilities to CCFs and evaluation of the need for, and effectiveness of, defenses against them.
It is equally effective in evaluation and classification of operational data and quantitative analysis of CCF
frequencies.
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It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the
root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause' is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concepts- proximate cause and root cause.
The proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.
The proximate cause classification consists of six major categories:
* Design, construction, installation, and manufacture inadequacy causes,
* Operational and human-related causes (e.g. procedural errors, maintenance errors),
* Intemal to the component, including hardware-related causes and intemal environmental causes,
* Extemal environmental causes,
* State of other component, and
* Other causes.

The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion identifying an event in the chain as
a "root cause," is often arbitrary. Identifying root causes in relation to the implementation of defenses is a
useful altemative. The root cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the component failure,
which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. Volume 3 of NUREGJCR-6268 (Reference 4) contains
additional details on the cause categories and how CCF event causes are classified.
The coupling factor is a characteristic of a group of components or piece parts that identifies them
as susceptible to the same causal nechanisms of failure - it is a characteristic that links the components.
Such factors include similarity in design, location, environment, mission, and operational, maintenance,
and test procedures. Coupling factors are categorized into the following five groups for analysis
purposes:
*

Hardware Quality,

*

Hardware Design,

*

Maintenance,

*

Operations, and

*

Environment.

Note that proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures.
The proximate causes and the coupling factors may appear to overlap because the same name is
sometimes used as a proximate cause and as a coupling factor (e.g., design, maintenance). However, they
are different. For example, maintenance, as a proximate cause, refers to errors and mistakes made during
maintenance activities. As a coupling factor, maintenance refers to the similarity of maintenance among
the components (e.g., same maintenance personnel, same maintenance procedures).
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The defense or defensive mechanism is any operational, maintenance, or design measure taken to
diminish the probability and/or consequences of a common-cause failure event. Three ways of defending
against a CCF event are the following: (1) defend against the failure proximate cause, (2) defend against
the coupling factor, or (3) defend against both the proximate cause and the coupling factor. As an
example, consider two redundant components in the same room as a steam line. A barrier that separates
the steam line from the components is an example of defending against the proximate cause. A barrier
that separates the two components is an example of defending against the coupling factor (same location).
Installing barriers around each component is an example of defending against both the cause and the
coupling factor.
Proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures. This observation suggests that defending against single component failures can have an impact
on CCFs as well. Most corrective actions usually attempt to reduce the frequency of failures (single or
multiple). That is, very often the approach to defending against CCFs is to defend against the cause, not
the coupling. Given that a defensive strategy is established based on reducing the number of failures by
addressing proximate causes, it is reasonable to postulate that if fewer component failures occur, fewer
CCF events would occur.
Defenses against causes result in improving the reliability of each component but do not
necessarily reduce the fraction of failures that occur due to common-cause. They typically include design
control, use of qualified equipment, testing and preventive maintenance programs, procedure review,
personnel training, quality control, redundancy, diversity, and barriers. It is important to remember that
the susceptibility of a system of redundant components to dependent failures as opposed to independent
failures is determined by the presence of coupling factors.
The above cause-defense approach does not address the way that failures are coupled. Therefore,
CCF events can occur, but at a lower probability. If a defensive strategy is developed using protection
against a coupling factor as a basis, the relationship among the failures is eliminated. A search for
coupling factors is primarily a search for similarities among components. A search for defenses against
coupling, on the other hand, is primarily a search for dissimilarities among components, including
differences in the components themselves (diversity); differences in the way they are installed, operated,
and maintained; and in their environment and location.
During a CCF analysis, a defense based on a coupling factor is easier to assess because the
coupling mechanism among failures is more readily apparent and therefore easier to interrupt. The
following defenses are oriented toward eliminating or reducing the coupling among failures: diversity,
physical or functional barriers, and testing and maintenance policies. A defensive strategy based on
addressing both the proximate cause and coupling factor would be the most comprehensive.
A comprehensive review should include identification of the root causes, coupling factors, and
defenses in place against them. However, as discussed in NUREG/CR-5460,' A Cause-Defense
Approach to the UnderstandingandAnalysis of Common-Cause Failures,given the rarity of common-

cause events, current weaknesses of event reporting and other practical limitations, approaching the
problem from the point of view of defenses is, perhaps, the most effective and practical. A good defense
can prevent a whole class of CCFs for many types of components, and in this way, the application of a
procedure based on this philosophy can provide a systematic approach to screening for potential CCF
mechanisms.
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1.3

Report Structure

This report presents an overview of the circuit breaker CCF data and insights into the
characteristics of that data. This report is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the
circuit breaker, a short description of the associated circuit breaker types, and a definition of the circuit
breaker failure modes. High-level insights of all the circuit breaker CCF data are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 summarizes the events by circuit breaker type. Section 5 discusses how to obtain more detailed
information for the circuit breaker CCF events. A glossary of terms used in this report is included in the
front matter. Appendix A contains three listings of the breaker CCF events sorted by proximate cause,
coupling factor, and discovery method. Appendix B contains a listing of the breaker CCF events sorted
by the breaker type.
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2.

CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
2.1

Introduction

The circuit breakers analyzed in this report are part of the Class E altemating current (ac) and
direct current (dc) electrical power distribution systems providing power to electrical buses that supply
various components necessary for accident mitigation and safe shutdown of the reactor.

2.2

Risk Significance

The Class 1E ac and dc electrical distribution circuit breakers are relied upon in every potential
accident scenario to provide power to vital safety equipment to preserve the functionality of every safety
function: reactivity control, reactor coolant system inventory control, decay heat removal, and
containment integrity. Because of their risk importance, great effort has gone into the design of the
electrical distribution systems to naximize their reliability and reduce susceptibility to common-cause
failures through diversity, redundancy, and physical separation.
The reactor trip breakers are the key safety elernent of the reactor protection systems employed in
US NPP units. The risk significance of the RTBs was illustrated by the 1983 events at Salem 1. On two
occasions in February 1983, both RTBs failed to open automatically due to mechanical binding of the
latch mechanism in the undervoltage trip attachment. The Accident Sequence Precursor Program
evaluated these events to have a conditional core damage probability of 4.6E-3.'

2.3

Circuit Breaker Type Descriptions and Boundaries

The breakers in the Class 1E ac and dc electrical distribution systems and the RPS are defined by
the application of the breaker to investigate possible differences between applications.
2.3.1

Medium Voltage (4160 Vac and 6.9 kVac) Circuit Breakers

The Medium Voltage circuit breakers considered here are feeder circuit breakers to smaller
electrical distribution centers (480 Vac motor control centers), circuit breakers between two 4160 volts-ac
(Vac) busses, and the feeder circuit breakers from off-site power. Circuit breakers, which supply power
to 4160 Vac and 6.9 kVac busses, as well as circuit breakers supplying loads from the 4160 Vac and 6.9
kVac busses, were also considered. Circuit breakers that supply individual components (e.g., safety
injection pumps) are not included in this study, but are included in the component studies as a part of the
individual component. Circuit breakers used to supply power from an emergency diesel generator to a
4160-volt bus are specifically excluded and are considered under the separate study of emergency diesel
generators. Figure 2-1 shows a typical simplified ac power distribution system. The circuit breakers
considered in this study are shown in boxes.
The boundary for the Medium Voltage circuit breaker is the breaker itself and the equipment
contained in the breaker cubicle. Ac circuit breakers have overcurrent protection that is integral to the
breaker unit. External equipment used to provide additional protection by monitoring parameters such as
undervoltage, differential faults, ground faults, and other protection schemes as required for circuit
breaker/system protection or the specific safety application are also considered part of the circuit breaker.
In addition, remote circuitry used for circuit breaker operation is considered integral to the function of the
circuit breaker for failure analysis. It includes all sensing devices, cabling, and components necessary to
process the signals and provide control signals to the individual circuit breaker.
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2.3.2

480 Vac Circuit Breakers

Included within the 480 Vac circuit breaker type are the circuit breakers located at the motor
control centers (MCC) and the associated power boards that supply power specifically to any 480-volt
equipnent. The MCCs and the power boards are not included except for the load shedding and load
sequencing circuitry/devices, which are, in some cases, physically located within the MCCs. Load
shedding of the safety bus and subsequent load sequencing onto the bus of vital electrical loads is
considered integral to the 480 Vac circuit breakers function and is therefore considered within the bounds
of this study. All instrumentation, control logic, and the attendant process detectors for system initiations,
trips, and operational control are included. Batteries were included if failures impacted 480 Vac circuit
breakers functional operability. Figure 2-1 shows a typical 480 Vac circuit breaker arrangement.
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Figure 2-1. Generic distribution system.
2.3.3

Dc Distribution Circuit Breakers

Most dc loads are supplied from 125 volt-dc (Vdc) panels through individual distribution circuit
breakers, though some plants may have 250 Vdc distribution systems to support dc-powered motoroperated valves or other relatively large dc-powered loads. Multiple trains or divisions are available to
ensure dc power is supplied to redundant components. These dc distribution divisions typically number
from as few as two to as many as eight depending on the design of the plant. The dc power is normally
distributed to the loads from a battery charger in parallel with a battery. The battery charger is usually
powered from a Class 1E 480 Vac bus, supplied from off-site power or the emergency diesel generators.
In the event power is not available from the normal source, dedicated station batteries supply dc power to
the distribution system. A simplified schematic for a typical train or division of dc-power distribution is
presented in Figure 2-2.
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The dc distribution circuit breakers are normally in the closed position regardless of whether the
plant is at power or shutdown. Most of the dc distribution circuit breakers are manipulated locally with
only instrumentation available to the control room operator.
The dc circuit breakers have overcurrent protection that is a built-in part of a circuit breaker unit.
Most circuit breakers, especially for safety-related equipment applications, provide additional protection
by monitoring parameters such as undervoltage, ground faults, and other protection scheres as required
for circuit breaker/system protection or the specific safety application. This additional application
hardware is generally located external to the circuit breaker and merely utilizes the renote operating
features of the circuit breaker. This hardware, as well as the remote operating hardware, is considered
integral to the function of the circuit breaker and part of the breaker for failure analysis. It includes all
sensing devices, cabling, and components necessary to process the signals and provide control signals to
the individual circuit breaker.

480 VAC
-(-)

125 VDC
Battery
I

(+)

125 VDC Bus

Figure 2-2. Dc power distribution configuration.
2.3.4

Reactor Protection System Trip Breakers

The reactor trip breakers (RTBs) are part of the pressurized water reactor (PWR) reactor
protection system (RPS), and supply power to the control rod drive mechanisms. Both ac and dc circuit
breakers are used for the RTBs depending on the RPS design. On a reactor trip signal, the circuit
breakers will open, removing power from the control rod drive mechanisms. The control rods will then
unlatch and drop into the reactor core due to gravity. Figure 2-3 shows typical RTB arrangements.
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The RTB component is defined as the circuit breaker itself, as well the hardware and controls for
the individual breakers that enable them to close and remain closed. The rod drive power supplies and
RPS system components are not considered part of the RTB.
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Figure 2-3. Reactor trip breaker configurations.

2.4

Failure Modes

Successful circuit breaker system response to a demand requires that the circuit breakers provide
electrical power to the required safety-related loads for the duration of the mission time. The failure
modes used in evaluating the circuit breaker data were:
Fail-to-Close (FTC)

The breaker did not close during testing or upon demand, or would not have been
able to close if a close signal had been generated.

Fail-to-Open (FTO)

The breaker did not open during testing or upon demand, or would not have been
able to open if an open signal had been generated.

Administrative inoperability events, such as seismic qualification violations, were not considered
failures because they were conditional upon the circumstances that would have existed at the tine a
circuit breaker demand. The exception to this evaluation rule is if a licensee reported that the circuit
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breaker would have failed to perform its safety function in a design basis event. Failure to meet required
Technical Specification configurations also was not considered a failure unless the improper
configuration would have prevented the circuit breaker from operating properly on a safety demand.
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3.

HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW OF CIRCUIT BREAKER INSIGHTS
3.1

Introduction

This section provides an overview of CCF data for the circuit breaker component that has been
collected from the NRC CCF database. The set of circuit breaker CCF events is based on industry data
from 1980 to 2000. The circuit breaker CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in
the understanding of: degree of completeness, trends, causal factors, linking or coupling factors, event
detection methods, and circuit breaker type.
Not all circuit breaker CCF events included in this study resulted in observed failures of multiple
circuit breakers. Many of the events included in the database, in fact, describe degraded states of the
circuit breakers where, given the conditions described, the circuit breakers may or may not perform as
required. The CCF guidance documents (References 3 and 4) allow the use of three different
quantification parameters (component degradation value, shared cause factor, and timing factor) to
measure degree of failure for CCF events. Based on the values of these three parameters, a Degree of
Failure was assigned to each circuit breaker CCF event.
The Degree of Failure category has three groups-Complete, Almost Complete, and Partial.
Complete CCF events are CCF events in which each component within the comnon-cause failure
component group (CCCG) fails completely due to the same cause and within a short time interval (i.e., all
quantification parameters equal 1.0). Complete events are important because they show evidence of
observed CCFs of all components in a common-cause group. Complete events also dominate the
parameter estimates obtained from the CCF database. All other events are termed partial CCF events
(i.e., at least one quantification parameter is not equal to 1.0). A subclass of partial CCF events are those
that are Almost Complete CCF events. Examples of events that would be termed Almost Complete are:
events in which most components are completely failed and one component is degraded, or all
components are completely failed but the time between failures is greater than one inspection interval
(i.e., all but one of the quantification parameters equal 1.0).
Table 3-1 summarizes, by failure mode and degree of failure, the circuit breaker CCF events
contained in this study. The majority of the circuit breaker CCF events were fail-to-close (55 percent).
The Complete degree of failure makes up a small fraction (3 percent) of the circuit breaker CCF events.
The small fraction of Complete and Almost Complete events is mainly due to the large populations of
circuit breakers in plants and the large number of minor events such as slow closing times, trip voltage
out-of-specification, etc.
Table 3-1. Summary statistics of circuit breaker data.
Failure Mode
Partial
Fail-to-Open (FTO)
Fail-to-Close (FTC)
Total

48
65
113

Degree of Failure
Almost
Complete
2
2

Total
Complete
4
4

13

54
65
119

3.2

CCF Trends Overview

Figure 3-1 shows the yearly occurrence rate, the fitted trend, and its 90 percent uncertainty
bounds for all circuit breaker CCF events over the time span of this study. The decreasing trend is
statistically significant' with a p-valueb of 0.0001. Based on the review of failure data for this study, the
inproved maintenance and operating procedures as well as the improved testing and inspection
requirements have facilitated the observed reduction of the occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years of
experience included in this study.
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Figure 3-1. Trend for all circuit breaker CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with
a p-value = 0.0001.
Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 show similar statistically significant decreasing trends for both the failto-close and the fail-to-open failure modes for all circuit breaker CCF events, with p-values of 0.0099 and
0.0001, respectively. Figure 3-2 shows a significant increase after 1983 followed by a noticeable decease
in the number of total failures beginning in 1990. Figure 3-3 shows a large step increase in 1983,
followed by a rapid decrease from 1983 through 1987. The increase in circuit breaker unreliability was
noted in a study performed for the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program (NPAR) 9 . The study
noted that this increase was due to utility response to TE Bulletins (E 83-01 & IE 83-08) that were issued
subsequent to the RTB failures at Salem Unit I in February 1983. In addition to more frequent and
detailed inspections, the IE Bulletins required independent testing of the operation of the undervoltage

a.
The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too closely correlated to be attributed to chances and
consequently have a systematic relationship. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered to be statistically significant.
b.
A p-value is a probability, with a value between zero and one, which is a measure of statistical significance. The smaller
the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered statistically significant A p-value of
less than 0.0001 is reported as 0.0001.
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trip device, leading to the discovery of multiple undervoltage trip device failures, some of which had
occurred well before the time of detection. The 1987 study utilized data through March 1985 and
therefore did not extend to the time when the failure rates began to decrease.
The NRC originally required licensees to qualify all safety-related electrical equipment in
accordance with the 1974 Edition of 1EEE Standard 3p3 (Reference 10). However, concerns with the
industry methods developed to qualify equipment in accordance with the standard were not resolved to
the satisfaction of the NRC. This issue was originally identified in 1978 and later was determined to be
an unresolved safety issue (USI). The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) was amended in January of
1983, requiring implementation of the rules contained in 10 CFR 50.49, EnvironmentalQualificationof
Electric Equipment Importantto Safety for Nuclear Power Plants. This rule required licensees to
determine performance requirements for electrical equipment under design-basis accident conditions
considering both environnental conditions and the affects of aging, and to implement a qualification
program to assure that the specified performance can be attained. Requirements included evaluation of
the aging effects on component piece parts due to normal environmental conditions, determination of the
end-of-installed life, and corresponding preventative maintenance program provisions to assure part
replacement prior to the end-of-installed life. While the final rule required implementation of the 10 CFR
50.49 requirements by May 1983, inspections revealed significant instances of non-compliance into the
late 1980s.
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Figure 3-3. Trend for all circuit breaker CCF events for the fail-to-open failure mode. The decreasing
trend is statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0001. P-value is 0.6746 for 1987-2000 data.

3.3

CCF Circuit Breaker Type Overview

The circuit breaker CCF data were reviewed to determine the affected circuit breaker type and the
affected piece part in that circuit breaker type. This was done to provide insights into what are the most
vulnerable areas of the circuit breaker component with respect to common-cause failure events. Section
2.3 describes these circuit breaker types.
Figure 3-4 shows the distribution of the CCF events by circuit breaker type. The highest number
of events occurred in the RPS trip breaker type (50 events or 42 percent). The Complete RTB events are
fail-to-open, and all occurred in 1983 at two NPP units. The Medium Voltage (34 events, 29 percent) and
480 Vac circuit breakers (31 events, 26 percent) are also significant contributors. Together, these three
circuit breaker types comprise over 97 percent of the circuit breaker CCF events studied. Section 4 of this
report provides an in-depth analysis of the CCF events assigned to these circuit breaker types.
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Figure 3-4. Circuit breaker type distribution for all circuit breaker CCF events.

3.4

CCF Proximate Cause

It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the
root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in termns of the most obvious "cause" is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concept proximate cause and root cause.
A proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.
The proximate cause classification consists of six major groups or classes:
* DesignJConstruction/InstallationJManufacture Inadequacy
* Operational/Human Error
* Internal to the component, including hardware-related causes and internal environmental causes
* External environmental causes
* Other causes
* Unknown causes.
The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion, identifying an event in the chain
as a "root cause" is often arbitrary. Identifying root causes in relation to the implementation of defenses
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is a useful alternative. The root cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the component
failure, which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. (See Table 4-2 in Section 4.1 for a display of the
major proximate cause categories and a short description.) Reference 4 contains additional details on the
proximate cause categories and how CCF event proximate causes are classified.
Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of CCF events by proximate cause. The leading proximate
cause was Internal to Component and accounted for about 61 percent of the total events. Design/
Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy faults accounted for 18 percent of the total. Human
error accounted for 13 percent of the total events. To a lesser degree, External Environment and the Other
proximate cause categories were assigned to the circuit breaker component.
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Figure 3-5. Proximate cause distribution for all circuit breaker CCF events.
Table A-1 in Appendix A presents the entire circuit breaker data set, sorted by the proximate
cause. This table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events
described.
The Internal to Component proximate cause category is the most important for the circuit
breakers and encompasses the malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component. Internal to
Component causes result from phenomena such as normal wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms.
Specific nechanisms include corrosion of intemal parts, lack of lubrication or lubricant hardening,
intemal contamination (dust/dirt), fatigue, wear-out, and end of life. Internal to Component errors
resulted in 73 events.
Although the majority of circuit breaker CCF events were determined to have Internal to
Component as the proximate cause, there were only two Complete failures in this category. Most failure
mechanisms in this group are gradual in nature; therefore, complete failure of all circuit breakers in a
group should not occur frequently. In addition, the lack of a large number of Complete events may be
due to the method of discovery. The majority of events in this cause group were detected by Testing.
Effective testing programs should discover gradual degradation of the breakers prior to failure of all the
circuit breakers in the group.
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The most common types of events in this category involved wear, dirt, and inadequate lubrication
inside the circuit breaker. This finding is supported by a study performed for the NRC's NPAR.1° The
study identified dust, dirt, and deterioration of lubrication of the trip mechanism as significant causes of
some circuit breaker failures. The lubricant evaporates in the bearing of the trip mechanism, leaving the
soap base behind. The force required to operate the trip mechanism increases to the point where the trip
coil cannot cause the trip latch to operate.
The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is the
second most likely for circuit breakers and encompasses events related to the design, construction,
installation, and manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in
this category are events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material
specifications, and calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.
Design/Constructionllnstallation/Manufacture Inadequacy errors resulted in 22 events. There was
one Complete circuit breaker CCF event in this proximate cause group. The coupling factors affecting
most of the events are Quality and Design, accounting for 86 percent of the events.
Compared to the overall distribution of circuit breaker types, the Medium Voltage circuit breakers
have a higher contribution under the Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate
cause and the 480 Vac circuit breakers and RTBs have lower contributions.
The Operational/Human Error proxinate cause group is the next most likely for the circuit
breaker and represents causes related to errors of omission or comnission on the part of plant staff or
contractor staff. Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures
or following inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration,
and testing. This proximate cause group also includes deficient training.
Operational/Human Error resulted in 15 circuit breaker CCF events. There was one Complete
circuit breaker CCF event with Operational/Human Error as the proximate cause. These
Operational/Human Errors include disabling all circuit breakers, not restoring circuit breakers to the
correct position following tagouts, and procedure inadequacies that result in incorrect circuit breaker
actuation. Inadequate maintenance procedures, inattention to work practices, and operator error were the
most cormmon coupling factors cited in the event narratives. Many of these events involved the
observation of an incorrect system alignment (circuit breakers left open is one common observation). The
Operational/Human Error proximate cause group appears randomly throughout the time frame of this
study.
The External Environment proximate cause category represents causes related to a harsh
environment that is not within the comiponent design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
chemical reactions, electromagnetic interference, fire or smoke, impact loads, moisture (sprays, floods,
etc.), radiation, abnormally high or low temperature, vibration load, and acts of nature (high wind, snow,
etc.). This proximate cause had one event assigned to it.
The Other proximate cause group is comprised of events that include setpoint drift and the state
of other components as the basic causes. Eight events were attributed to this category. However, none of
the circuit breaker CCF events in this cause group were Complete. All of the events were attributed to
setpoint drift, which tends to be a minor failure mode. Half of these events were in the RTBs and
involved failure of the undervoltage trip mechanism to trip the breakers within the required time or
voltage tolerances.
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3.5

CCF Coupling Factor

Closely connected to the proximate cause is the concept of coupling factor. A coupling factor is
a characteristic of a component group or piece parts that links them together so that they are more
susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of failure. Such factors include similarity in design, location,
environment, mission, and operational, maintenance, design, manufacturer, and test procedures. These
factors have also been referred to as examples of coupling mechanisms, but because they really identify a
potential for common susceptibility, it is preferable to think of these factors as characteristics of a
common-cause component group. Reference 4 contains additional detail about the coupling factors.
Figure 3-6 shows the coupling factor distribution for the events.
The coupling factor classification consists of five major classes:
*

Hardware Quality based coupling factors,

*

Design-based coupling factors,

*

Maintenance coupling factors,

*

Operational coupling factors, and

*

Environmental coupling factors.
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Figure 3-6. Coupling factor distribution for all circuit breaker CCF events.
Table A-2 in Appendix A presents the entire circuit breaker data set, sorted by the coupling
factor. This table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events
described.
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The Maintenance coupling factor indicates that the maintenance frequency, procedures, or
personnel provided the linkage among the events. The single largest coupling factor is Maintenance and
it is strongly associated with the Internal to Component proximate cause. The Maintenance coupling
factor indicates that the frequency of maintenance, the maintenance procedures, or the maintenance staff
coupled the circuit breaker CCF events. The actual link for most of these events was maintenance and
test schedules, indicating that more frequent maintenance could have prevented the CCF mechanism.
Only one event coupled by Maintenance actually resulted in a Complete CCF event; most were detected
as incipient failures. An example of this is a RTB failing its trip time requirements. The circuit breakers
have historically been noted to be lacking in lubrication and worn.
The Design coupling factor is most prevalent in the DesignlConstructionllnstallation/
Manufacture Inadequacy and Intemal to Component proximate cause categories. This means that the
design was inadequate and was the link between the events. The link for most of these events was that
the breakers shared the same design and internal parts. Examples of this include loose operating springs,
interference between piece-parts, cracked and bent piece-parts, and part location.
Quality based coupling factors are factors that propagate a failure mechanism among several
components due to manufacturing and installation faults. The Quality coupling factor indicates that either
the quality of the construction or installation or the quality of the manufacturing provided the linkage.
The Quality coupling factor is also prevalent in the Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture
Inadequacy proximate cause category. Examples of this include defective undervoltage coils installed at
the manufacturer, incorrect relay type for the application, and an incorrect lug size on the trip coil pigtail.
The two Complete events in this group were due to incorrect relay installation in the circuit breaker trip
circuit and mechanical binding of the latch mechanism.
The Environment based coupling factors are the coupling factors that propagate a failure
mechanism via identical external or internal environmental characteristics. Two minor events occurred in
this category.
The Operational based coupling factors indicate that operational procedures or staff provided the
linkage among events. For example, two 4160-vac circuit breakers were racked-out because of operator
error. No Operational based coupling factors were noted for the circuit breaker CCF events.

3.6

CCF Discovery Method Overview

An important facet of these CCF events is the way in which the failures were discovered. Each
CCF event was reviewed and categorized into one of four discovery categories: Test, Maintenance,
Demand, or Inspection. These categories are defined as:
Test

The equipment failure was discovered either during the performance of a
scheduled test or because of such a test. These tests are typically periodic
surveillance tests, but may be any of the other tests performed at nuclear
power plants, e.g., post-maintenance tests and special systems tests.

Maintenance

The equipment failure was discovered during maintenance activities. This
typically occurs during preventative maintenance activities.

Demand

The equipment failure was discovered during an actual demand for the
equipment. The demand can be in response to an automatic actuation of a
safety system or during nornal system operation.
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Inspection

The equipment failure was discovered by personnel, typically during system
tours or by operator observations.

Figure 3-7 shows the distribution of how the events were discovered or detected. Testing
accounts for 71 events, (60 percent), Demand for 25 events (21 percent), Maintenance for 11 events (9
percent), and Inspection for 12 events (10 percent). The importance of Testing indicates the success of
testing in detecting common-cause failures. Testing is designed to detect faults before they occur. The
testing program has shown that it is successful in accomplishing this goal.
Table A-3 in Appendix A presents the entire circuit breaker data set, sorted by the discovery
method. This table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events
described.
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Figure 3-7. Discovery method distribution for all circuit breakcer CCF events.

3.7

Other Circuit Breaker CCF Observations

Figure 3-8 shows the distribution of breaker CCF events among the NPP units. The data are
based on 109 NPP units represented in the insights CCF studies. The largest contribution (76 percent)
consists of NPP units with either zero or one CCF event. This may indicate that the majority of the NPP
units have maintenance and testing programs to identify possible circuit breaker CCF events and work
towards preventing either the first event or any repeat events. Seventy-four percent of the total circuit
breaker CCF events occurred at 51 of the NPP units.
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Figure 3-8. Distribution of NPP units experiencing a multiplicity of CCFs for all circuit breaker CCF
events.
Figure 3-9 shows the distribution of the failed piece-parts for all breaker types. The mechanical
assembly had 31 events (26 percent). The mechanical assembly was identified for all breaker types.
Most of these events were coupled by inadequate maintenance. The UV trip assembly had 28 events (24
percent). The UV trip assembly was identified mostly for the RPS trip breakers. Table A-4 in Appendix
A presents the entire circuit breaker data set, sorted by the piece-part. This table can be refered to when
reading the following discussions to see individual events described.
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Figure 3-9. Distribution of the failed piece-parts for all circuit breaker CCF events.
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4.

ENGINEERING INSIGHTS BY CIRCUIT BREAKER TYPE
4.1

Introduction

This section presents an overview of the CCF data for the circuit breaker component that have
been collected from the NRC CCF database, grouped by the affected circuit breaker type. The circuit
breaker CCF data were reviewed to determine the affected circuit breaker type and the affected piece part
of the circuit breaker. This was done to provide insights into what are the most vulnerable areas of the
circuit breaker component with respect to common-cause failure events. For the descriptions of the
circuit breaker and the circuit breaker types, see Section 2.3.
Table 4-1 summarizes the CCF events by circuit breaker type. Each sub-section contains a
discussion of a circuit breaker type, which summarizes and displays selected attributes of that circuit
breaker type. A list of the circuit breaker CCF Complete events follows displaying the proximate cause,
failure mode, and a short description of the event. For a listing of all circuit breaker CCF events, see
Appendix A.
Table 4-1. Summary of circuit breaker types.
Circuit Breaker Type
RPS Trip
Medium Voltage
480 Vac
Dc Distribution
Total

Sub-Section
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Partial
46
34
30
3
113

Almost Complete
1

Complete
3
1

1
2

4

Total
50
34
31
4
119

Percent
42.0%
28.6%
26.1%
3.4%
100.0%

The largest number of the circuit breaker CCF events affected the RPS trip circuit breaker type.
The Medium Voltage and 480 Vac circuit breaker types each contribute significantly to the circuit breaker
CCF events. These three circuit breaker types contribute over 96 percent of the circuit breaker CCF
events. These circuit breaker types are the most plentiful and most tested circuit breaker types in the CCF
collection.
In this study, the proximate causes of the circuit breaker CCF events in the NRC CCF database
have been grouped into higher-order proximate cause categories to facilitate the graphical depiction of
proximate causes. Table 4-2 contains a hierarchical mapping of the proximate causes of circuit breaker
CCF events into the higher-order groups. Since the graph x-axis labels are restricted in length, the
proximate cause category names have been shortened and are shown in parenthesis in Table 4-2. Table
4-2 also describes each of these groups.
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Table 4-2. Proximate cause hierarchy.

PRwOXIMATE CAUSE
p

Design/Constructionlnstaflation/Manufacture
Inadequacy. This category encompasses actions and
decisions taken during design, manufacture, or
installation of components both before and after the
plant is operational.
OperationallHuTnan Error (Plant Staff Error).
Represents causes related to errors of omission and
commission on the part of plant staff. An example is a
failure to follow the correct procedure. This category
includes accidental actions, and failure to follow
procedures for construction, modification, operation,
maintenance, calibration, and testing. It also includes
ambiguity, incompleteness, or error in procedures for
operation and maintenance of equipment. This includes
inadequacy in construction, modification, administrative,
operational, maintenance, test, and calibration
procedures.
External Enviromment. Represents causes related to a
harsh external environment that is not within component
design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
electromagnetic interference, fire/ smoke, impact loads,
moisture (sprays, floods, etc.), radiation, abnormally
high or low temperature, and acts of nature.

l

DesiConst/ahstall/Mauacture (Desgn)
-Design Error
-Mantlacturing Error
-IrstlatiorOnstruction Error
-Design Modificaton Error

-Operaior

aUHuman Error (knan)
-Accidental Action
-Inadequatelnoorrect Procedure
-Failure to Follow Procedure
lnadquate Traiing
Inadequate Mainterance

-External

ErMAronmert (Ext Errv)

Internal to Component. Is associated with the
malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component.
Internal causes result from phenomena such as normal
wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms. It includes
the influence of the internal environment of a
component. Specific mechanisms include erosionl
corrosion, vibration, internal contamination, fatigue, and
wearoutl end of life.
Other. Represents other causes including the State of
Another Component; The component is functionally
unavailable because of failure of a supporting
component or system and Setpoint Drift; The component
is functional, but will not perform its function within
required range due to a degraded piece-part.
Unknown This cause category is used when the cause
of the component state cannot be identified.

-reSmoke
-kimidityMoisture
- ighLow Temperature
-Electromagetic Reld
-adation
-Bio-organisms
-QDntaminationDust/Dirt
.- Acts d Nature
- Wind
- Rood
- Ughtning
- ShOWIce
-Internal

7
-

to Component (Conponent)

State of Other Cofonert
Setpoirt Drft
Unknomn
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4.2

RPS Trip Breakers

Fifty circuit breaker CCF events affected the RPS Trip type circuit breaker (see Table B- in
Appendix B, items 70-119). Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-3 show selected distributions graphically. Half
of the RTB CCF events (25) were due to problems with the undervoltage (UV) trip assemblies. Table 4-3
contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and failure. Figure 4-1 shows that the most
likely proximate cause group was Internal to the Component.
Table 4-3. CCF events in RPS trip breaker type by cause group and degree of failure.
Proximate Cause Group

Complete

Almost
Complete

Partial

Total

Percent

7

7

14.0%

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture
Inadequacy
Internal to Component
Operational/Human
External Environment
Other

2
1

1

30
4
1
4

33
5
1
4

66.0%
10.0%
2.0%
8.0%

Total

3

1

46

50

100.0%

Although the largest number of events was attributed to the RTBs, only three (6 percent) of these
were Cornplete events. One Complete event was caused by personnel leaving jumpers installed around
the undervoltage coils following manual reactor trip functional testing (in 1983, before the shunt trip was
installed), which disabled the automatic trip function. This event was attributed to inadequate test
procedures. Another Complete event was caused by failure of the circuit breakers to open due to binding
of the latch assembly (also in 1983), which was attributed to a component design error. The third was due
to binding caused by the unused overcurrent trip pads. All three Complete events occurred in 1983. Most
RTB CCF events were the result of problems with the undervoltage trip assemblies and Internal to
Component was the dominant proximate cause.
There was one RTB CCF event affecting the shunt trip device. Four of the eight RTB shunt trip
devices were disabled because they were not properly restored after surveillance. This event occurred in
1984. The last fail-to-open RTB CCF event occurred in 1990, and that event affected two of eight
undervoltage devices.
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Figure 4-1. Distribution of proximate causes for the RPS trip breaker type.
The Internal to Component proximate cause group had 33 events (66 percent) of which two were
Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 78 -110). Affected piece
parts included the undervoltage trip assembly, the mechanical operating assembly, and the latch assembly.
The vast majority of these events were coupled by inadequate maintenance.
The DesignlConstruction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had seven
events (14 percent) of which none were Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 70-76). Affected
piece parts included the undervoltage trip assembly, the mechanical operating assembly, and the latch
assembly. The majority of these events were coupled by the quality of the manufacture or installation.
The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contained five events (10 percent) of which
one was Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 111 -115). Affected piece parts included shunt
trip, connectors, the undervoltage trip assembly, and springs. The majority of these events were coupled
by maintenance staff errors and inadequate maintenance/test procedures.
The External Environment proximate cause group contains one event (see Table B-I in Appendix
B, item 77). This event affected the mechanical operating assembly.
The Other proximate cause group contains four events (8 percent), which were all were Partial
CCF events affecting the undervoltage trip assembly (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 116-119).
Testing was the most likely method of discovery for instrumentation and control circuit breaker
events (38 out of the 50 events, 76 percent) as shown in Figure 4-2. The reactor trip breakers are
frequently tested. This tends to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection,
Maintenance, and Demand make up the rest of the observed discovery methods. The most likely piece
part involved in a RTB CCF event was the undervoltage trip assemblies as shown in Figure 4-3.
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Table 4-4 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the circuit breakers. The descriptions of all circuit breaker CCF events can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure 4-2. Distribution of the nethod of discovery for the RPS trip breaker type.
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Figure 4-3. Distribution of the affected piece part for the RPS trip circuit breaker type.
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Table 4-4. RPS trip circuit breaker type event short descriptions for Complete events.
Proximate Cause
Group

Failure
Mode

Description

Internal to
Component

Failure- During a routine startup, both reactor trip breakers failed to open
to-Open automatically on receipt of a valid low-low steam generator level reactor
trip signal. The reactor was shutdown 25 seconds later using the manual
trip on the control console. Subsequent investigation revealed that the
breaker failures were caused by mechanical binding of the latch
mechanism in the undervoltage trip attachment. All breaker undervoltage
attachments were replaced with new devices and extensive maintenance
and testing was performed on the breakers.

Internal to
Component

Failure- The static force to trip the circuit breakers exceeded allowable tolerance
to-Open due to binding caused by the unused overcurrent trip pads. The breakers
tested satisfactorily after removal of the overcurrent trip pads.

Operational/ Human Failure- Following performance of the manual reactor trip functional test, it was
Error
to-Open noted that the procedure called for jumpering out the UV trip coils with
the reactor trip breakers closed and the rods capable of withdrawal. This
was a procedural error that caused the removal of both trains of automatic
reactor trip logic. The procedure was revised to prevent recurrence of the
event.

4.3

Medium Voltage (4160 Vac and 6.9 kVac) Circuit Breakers

Thirty-four circuit breaker CCF events affected the Medium Voltage type of circuit breaker.
Figure 4-4 through Figure 4-6 show selected distributions graphically (see Table B-1 in Appendix B,
items 36-69). The primary discovery methods were Testing, Inspection, and Demands. A large number
of events involved problems with the mechanical operating assemblies and closing spring charging
motors.
The most likely proximate causes are Internal to Component and Design/Construction/
Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy as shown in Figure 4-4. Table 4-5 contains a summary of these
events by proximate cause group and degree of failure. None of the Medium Voltage breaker CCF events
were complete.
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Table 4-5. CCF events in Medium Voltage circuit breaker type by cause group and degree of failure.
Proximate Cause Group

Complete

Almost
Complete

Partial

Total

Percent

Design/Construction/nstallation/ Manufacture

12

12

3S.3%

Inadequacy

1

Internal to Component
OperationalHuman
External Environment
Other

15
5

0

Total

0

53

2

15
5
0
2

44.1%
14.7%
0.0%
5.9%

34

34

100.0%
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Figure 4-4. Distribution of proximate causes for the Medium Voltage circuit breaker type.
The Internal to Component proximate cause group had 15 events (44 percent) (see Table B- in
Appendix B, items 48 - 62). Affected piece parts included the mechanical operating assembly, the
charging spring motor, the arc chute, auxiliary contactors, latch assemblies, limit switches, over-current
relays, stab connectors, and trip coils. Most of these events were coupled by inadequate maintenance and
design.
The Design/Construction/lnstallationlManufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had 12
events (35 percent) (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 36 - 47). Affected piece parts included relays,
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limit switches, latch assemblies, the mechanical operating assembly, and the spring charging motor. Most
of these events were coupled by the common design of the components and internal parts or construction
and installation errors.
The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains five events (15 percent) (see Table
B-1 in Appendix B, items 63 - 67). Affected piece parts included the mechanical operating assembly,
latch assembly, and relays. Most of these events were coupled by inadequate maintenance and test
procedures or maintenance staff errors.
Testing was the most likely method of discovery for the Medium Voltage circuit breaker events
(14 out of the 34 events, 41 percent) as shown in Figure 4-5. The most likely piece parts involved in
these CCF events were the mechanical operating assemblies, charging motors, latch assemblies, relays
and limit switches as shown in Figure 4-6. The descriptions of all Medium Voltage circuit breaker CCF
events can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4-5. Distribution of the method of discovery for the Medium Voltage circuit breaker type.
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Figure 4-6. Distribution of the affected piece part for the Medium Voltage circuit breaker type.

4.4

480 Vac Circuit Breakers

Thirty-one circuit breaker CCF events affected the 480 Vac circuit breakers (see Table B- in
Appendix B, items 1-3 1). Figure 4-7 through Figure 4-9 show selected distributions graphically. The
majority of circuit breaker CCF events involving the 480 Vac circuit breaker type were caused by faults
internal to the circuit breakers. Of the 31 events, only one was Complete. The coupling factor for almost
all of the events (27) was Maintenance. Table 4-6 contains a summary of these events by proximate
cause group and degree of failure.
Table 4-6. CCF events in the 480 Vac circuit breaker type by cause group and degree of failure.
Proximate Cause Group

Complete

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture
Inadequacy
Internal to Component
OperationaUHuman

Almost
Complete

I

Partial

Total

Percent

1

2

6.5%

22
5

22
5

71.0%
16.1%

0

0.0%

2

2

6.5%

30

31

100.0%

External Environment

Other
Total

1

33

0
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Figure 4-7. Distribution of proximate causes for the 480 Vac circuit breaker type.
The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had 22 events (71 percent) of which none were
Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 3 - 24). Affected piece parts included the mechanical
operating assembly, relays, closing coils, latch assemblies, auxiliary contactors, and over-current relays.
Almost all of these events were coupled by inadequate maintenance and testing schedules.
The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contained five events (16 percent) of which
none were Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 25- 29). Affected piece parts included the
mechanical operating assembly, the main contacts, and the over-current relay. These events were all
coupled by either inadequate maintenance, test procedures, or by maintenance staff errors.
The Design/ConstructionlInstallation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had two
events (6 percent) of which one was Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 1 - 2). Affected
piece parts included fuses, relays, stab connectors, and trip coils. Most of these events were coupled by
shared quality issues related to installation or construction.
The Other proximate cause group had two events, neither of which was complete (see Table B-1
in Appendix B, items 30 - 31). Both events involved out-of-tolerance over-current trip relays.
There were no events in the External Environment proximate cause group.
Testing was the most likely method of discovery for 480 Vac circuit breaker events (15 out of the
31 events, 48 percent) as shown in Figure 4-8. A rather large number of these events were discovered by
demands (39 percent). Inspection and Maintenance make up the next most likely discovery methods.
The most likely piece part involved in 480 Vac circuit breaker CCF events was the mechanical operating
assembly as shown in Figure 4-9.
Table 4-7 provides a short description of the only Complete event. The descriptions of all circuit
breaker CCF events can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-8. Distribution of the method of discovery for the 480 Vac circuit breaker type.
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Figure 4-9. Distribution of the affected piece part for the 480 Vac circuit breaker type.
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Table 4-7. 480 Vac circuit breaker type event short description for the Complete event.
Proximate Cause
Group
Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Failure
Mode

Description

Failure- Four 600 Vac normal auxiliary power system circuit breakers failed to
to-Open open from local manual trip switch. The failures were caused by a relay
contact in breaker trip circuit that was normally open instead of normally
closed, as shown on wiring diagranL The relays were rewired to correct
the problem.

4.5

Dc Distribution Circuit Breakers

Four circuit breaker CCF events affected the dc Distribution type circuit breakers (see Table B-1
in Appendix B, items 32 - 35). Due to the small number of events, graphical displays of events are not
meaningful. The proximate cause for three events is Internal to Component. Design/Construction/
Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy was the proximate cause for one event. No events were caused by
External Environment. Three events were coupled by Maintenance. The discovery method was Testing.
The affected piece parts were the over-current relays, control switches, and the mechanical operating
assembly.
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5.

HOW TO OBTAIN MORE DETAILED INFORMATION

The circuit breaker CCF insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information contained in the
CCF Database maintained for the NRC by the INEEL. The database contains CCF-related events that
have occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants reported in LERs, NPRDS failure records, and
EPIX failure records. The NPRDS and EPIX information is proprietary. Thus, the infornation presented
in the report has been presented in such a way to keep the information proprietary.
The subset of the CCF database presented in this volume is based on the circuit breaker
component data from 1980 through 2000. The information contained in the CCF Database consists of
coded fields and a descriptive narrative taken verbatim from LERs or NPRDS/EPIX failure records. The
database was searched on component type (CB2, CB4, CB5, and CB7) and failure mode. The failure
modes selected were fail-to-open and fail-to-close. The additional fields, (e.g., proximate cause, coupling
factor, shared cause factor, and component degradation values), along with the information contained in
the narrative, were used to glean the insights presented in this report. The detailed records and narratives
can be obtained from the CCF Database and from respective LERs and NPRDS/EPIX failure records.
The CCF Database was designed so that information can be easily obtained by defining searches.
Searches can be made on any coded fields. That is, plant, date, component type, system, proximate cause,
coupling factor, shared cause factor, reactor type, reactor vendor, CCCG size, defensive mechanism,
degree of failure, or any combination of these coded fields. The results for most of the figures in the
report can be obtained or a subset of the information can be obtained by selecting specific values for the
fields of interest. The identified records can then be reviewed and reports generated if desired. To obtain
access to the NRC CCF Database, contact Dale Rasmuson at the NRC or Ted Wood at the INEEL.
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Appendix A
Data Summary

Appendix A
Data Summary
This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF) data
collection effort for breakers. The tables in this appendix support the charts in Chapter 3. Each table is
sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Table
Table
Table
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summary,

sorted
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sorted
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by proximate cause ................................................
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33
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Table A-1. Breaker CCF event summary, sorted by proximate cause.
Item Caue
Proxmate
reaker

Discovet

ediod

Item roximteCause BreakerMType
Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation

I
__

2

Inadequacy

Design/
Constnction/
Manufacture/
nstallation
Inadequacy

Design/
Construction/
3 Manufacture/
nstalation

Inadequacy
t!j

4

4tO Vac

_

_

Demand

_

__

_

Coupling

Piece P

CFator

Relay

_

_

_

Quality

_

Year

Mode
Failre
Description
1987 Falure Complete Four 600 Vac normal auxiliary power ystem circuit breakers filed to open from local
to pen
manual trip switch. The failures were caused by a relay contact in breaker trip circuit that
was nonally open instead of nonnally closed, as shown on wiring diagram. The relays
rewired to correct the problem.

_.

___

480 Vac

Demand

Stabs/Connectors

Design

198 Failure Par;
to Close

DC
distribution

Test

OC Relay

Design

19

_

_

_

_

_

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installadon
Inadequacy

Medin
Voltage

Demand

Design/
Constuction/
Manufacbe
Installation
Inadequacy

Medium
Voltage

Demand

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture
Installation
Inadequacy

Medium
Voltage

Design/
Consttucion/
Manufacureb
Insalladon
Inadequacy

Medium
Voltage

_

_

_

_

_

osing Coil

_

_

_

_

6

7

nspeaion

b

Rlay

199 Falure
close

Quality

IC

oein Lath Assembly

Failure
to Open

WhHe returning a savice water booster pump to service, a minor fire occuned in a 480
Vac ESF MCC. Tbis rendered several cmponents inoperable. Repeated cycling of the
pup onto the bus coupled with iadequate stab to bus bar contact and dust in the MCC
cabinet caused a fire. Opeators were reminded of undesirability of repeated cycling of
load breaker. An engineaing study to determine if the breakers are adequately sized was
also made (t rults of the study were not includ in the failure report).
most
All 72 dc molded cae circuit breakers wer tted, all4 breakers of one vendor type
mplete installed in 4 dffernt distribution panels failed to trip on overcurrent. Problem was the
deign of the trip lever in the magnetic trip circuit breakers. All breakers of this type and
vendor v
replaced.

_

ity

i

-

Failure Pari
to aose

ailure
to Open

Mntenance

wo service water pumps failed to start upon demand. Investigation vealed a high
resisace electrical contact in the pump motor circuit breaker close coil circuit.
Evluation of the filure determined that the electrical contact had high resistance due to
rpeat intrruption of current approximately three times rated. The installed contactor
curt interupt rating wa idequate. The contact failures occued aflter a fraction of
the design cycles. All 4 kV circuit breakers were determined to be susceptible to this

~~~~~~~~~filure.

____

5

Failure Degree of

___________
1998 Failure Parti
to Close

al

While attempting to transfer two 4160 Vac buses to their altemate power supply, the
alternate feeder circuit beaker. Saarately, anther 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to
close on demand Both failures were caused by an open coil winding on a telephone-type
rday within the synchronizing check relay of the circuit breaker. The telephone relay
failed due to being continuously enezed, which was not its intended application. A
de-ign modification was perforned as the long-trm cormctive action.
ing a system review, it was noted that the auxiliary transformer beakers did not trip
a designed when the Main Turbine tripped. Investigation determined that this trip signal
is blocked whe a low load (400D A) cndition is snsed at the output of the genera.
The low load block is not part of the original digal protection systen modification and
no reason for the block could be determine Tripping of these breakers on a Main
Turbine trip is needed to ensure that the timing sequence for the EDOs on a
I
/OOCA,
as defined in the FSAR, would not be affected. The block was removed
A breaker tripped when the cubicle door was closed. Subsequent inspecion vealed
sever inconect tching ehn ltmt were intalled on 4160 Vac breaken. The cause of
incorm lalching nedranisnms being instled during oiginal csftruction was
ptnine errs. The irt
latches were instaled in eight of seventeen cubicle doo in
th Division switchgear. Cntributing to this event was that nfornatien relative to the
atching mechanism was not provided to personnel working on the switchgear and that
__
_nt_
controls wre not adequate to ensue the correct prts were installed.

nI

:h
CD

Item Proximate Cause Breaker Type

Design/
Construction/
8 Manufacture/
Installation

Medium
Voltage

Dietoy
Inspection

Pc PFt

_Inadequacy

_

Design/
nstruction/
9 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy
Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
10 Inadequacy

Medium
Voltage

Inspection

Medi
Voltage

Inspection

Mediun
Voltage

Maintenance Limit Switch

_

_

_______

l

.4

_

Design/
Construction/
12 Manufacture/
Installation
_

nadequacy

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture
Itallation
Inadequacy

Year FModre De of

1995 Failure Pari
Open

_

Design

echanial Assembly

ign

_

199 Failure
Open

198 Failure Pa
Close

Inadequacy

l

______._eral

Medium
Voltage

Tat

_____

Mechanical Assembly

______

ign

1

Test

Relay

Medium
Voltage

Tat

Relay

_

_

_

_

1991 Falure Partal
to Open

Daign

1984 Failure Parti
Open

______

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Inspections revealed cracks in the lexan cam followers of control (limit) switches
insWIled in 4160 Vac and 6900 Vac circuit breakers. The same part used in 360 places in
unknown nwmber ofbreakers. Inspection showed about one third wer cracking and two
we inoperable The root cuse of this occurence was inadequate initial design of
Gen
Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
Two 6.9kV breakes failed to close due to manufacturer repair defect A cotter pin
installed by the manufacturer was striking the latch check switch mounting bracket and
bending it forward. This removed the factory set clearance between the bracket and the
switch actating paddle, resulting in the paddle rolling the trip shaft to the trip position

the breaker attempts to dose.

Design

_________

_

Failue Partial
Close

____________when

Medium
Voltage

_

All 4 kV vital busses we decld inoperable following inspection that revealed cracks
in te circuit breaker cam followers. One acual failure occurred during post maintenance
testing (aintenance was for another reason) but all cam follower limit switches at both
units were replaced. The root cuse of this occurrnce was inadequate initial design of
Electric
ElGa type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
operator racked up the emergency 4.16kv bus feeder breaker from an emergency
diesel genator and found that there was no indication of breaker position on the control
panel. It was discovered that the breaker elevator mechanism lkage was distoted and
had allowed the cell switch actuator arm to fall into an intennediate position disabling the
automatic and nanual closure circuitry. Other breaker compartnents contained distorted
luikages and it was concluded that any of 4.16kv breakers could fail during a seismic
event. The linkage distortion was caused by an interference with the breaker assembly as

it is rolled out of the compartment.
1995 Failure Partal
Close

Intallation
_

al

__________

Design

Desciption

Inspectin. of circuit breaker limt switches revealed cam follower cracking. No
equipment malfncions or plant transiens occurd, because the single atal failure
during routine post mnodifcat;on testing. The root cause of this occurrence was
inadequate initial design of Genral Electric type SBM switches by the manufacurr.

____________

________

ignlf
Constrction/
14 Manufactur

_

_________

Inadequacy

_

Design

Limit Switch

____________

Design/
Construction/
Manufacure/
Installation

oupling

Limit Switch

_

__

__

Dung survillance testing several circuit breaker lockout relays would not actuate.
The failues would have prevented breaker trips on overcurrent Mechanical binding
prented the relays from tripping. Bench testing revealed several contributing factors but
could not identify the root cause. The failed relays armature force checks yielded 5 to 6.5
pounds but newer relays required only 3.5 pounds. The vendor discourages re-lubrication
rduce frictio Also, a vendor bulletin stats that when the relay reset handle is forced
te latch ater rsetting. tripping isdelayed or prevented. The lockout relays were
replaced with spares and tested satisfactorily.
Whe performing a loss of bus teat two 4160 Vac bus-tie breakers failed to trip.
Investigation concluded that the bus-tie breakers could not trip if the diesel generator
output breaker was open. The failums to open wre caused by a design error.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Item

Proximate Cause BreakeTyp

Discovery
Method

Coupling

Mediumn
Voltage

Test

Design/
Constuction/
Manufactwe
16 Insttlaion
Inadequacy

RPS trip
breakers

Demand

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture
17 Installation
Inadequacy

RPS trip
brkers
km

Design/
Constnuction/
I 8 Manufacture
Installation
Design/
Construction/
19 Manufacturet
Installation

year

Failure Degree of
Failure
Mode

19S Falure
Close

ity

Spring Charging Motor

Design/
Consttction/
Manufacture/
Installabon
15 Inadequacy

y

Factor

Piece Pi

circuit breaker for the residul heat removal pump a failed to redrge during testing,
ng the brteaker Incapable of automatic closure. In addition to performing required
s
lance tests, an investigation reveed that the breaker charging spring motor bolts
hflen ot, allowiug the motor to rotate, and breaking the power leads. A root cause
lysis led to the conclusion that a combination of inadequate thread engagement of the
moun" bohs in the motor housing and eqipwnent vibration caused the bolts to loosen.
Becaue this event had the potentil for a common mode failure, all safety related
inspected during a scheduled maintenance outage. Three additional
Im
brekers
breakers were found to have loose bolts.
During plant protection system functional testing, two reactor trip breaker tripped free
whemaintenance personnel attempted to close them. With the vndor present. the
problem Vas ttsoed to Inadequate adjustment of the trip letch overlap. The adjustment
was initially made per vendor specifications. However, the vendor had since increased te
recommended number of adjustment turns of the tip latch screw from 4 to amaximum o

Quity

199 Failure Paal
Close

_____ ______

S_________
tnms. A change was suhnitted to change the procedure accordingly.

Maintenance W Trip Assembly

Quality

1983 Failure Partial
Open

potentil safety hazard was identified concerning certain critical dimensions of the
ndervolhge tip devie on aparticular model reactor nip drcuit breaker. An out-oftoleance measurement was fund between the moving core and rolling bracket in
addition to a missing lock rirg on the shaft pin of the undervoltage trip device. The
p tential existed for either intemittent opeation or total failure of the device. The cause
was atributed to manufacturing variatons of the undervoltage trip devices. All

RPS trip
breakers

Maintenance WVTrip Assembly

Maintenance

19S4 Failure Partial
o Close

RPS nip
breakes

Test

Mechanical Assembly

Quality

surveillance testing, two reactor trip breakers would not re-close. Troubleshooting
19& Failure PDring
found manufacttring defbcts in the front fame assemblIes (loose mechanical colars).
Close
nis problem has been identified on similar breakers. The front frame assemblies were
la..edl

RPS trip
breakers

Test

Spring

Design

198 Falure Pwtial
o Close

Two reactortnip breakas failed to close during surveillance testing. The breakers' closin
springs had become detached from the pioVactuation points. The reason for the springs
detaching could not be determined; howeve, this has been a recurring problen with this
brker design.

I

reactrip breaker filed to close. The first failed to close dusing testing, the
second failed to close while troubleshooting te flrst failure. The cause of both breaker
filum was failure of the under voltage trip coil, which was thought to be due to a
*ngdefict.

t Assembly

__________
_______
'.1'

al

Description

_______urdervoltage

trip devices on all reactor trip breakers were replaced.

ARer installation of new undervoltage trip relays, the reactor trip breakers would not stay
closed. The original trip bar design gap was sadsfactory with old style undervoltage
relays, but not with new stle relays.
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Inadequacy
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Close
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breakers
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_

_
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_
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Open

_

_

Aux. Contactor
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_
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Close
________
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________.____
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480 Vac

Demand

Closing Coil

480 Vac
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Latch Assembly
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19

Failure Partial
Close

25
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_________
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______
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M ntenance
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_____

1983 Failure Patial
o_Close

480 Vac

Demand

Mechanical Assembly

Maintenance

194 Failure Pai
Open
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__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

During routine surveillance testing of the reactor trip breakers, two breakers did not
change state inthe required time. The causes were determined to be dirty breaker
ansm.
t~~~~~~~~~~nxc
Wen aempting to dose a nonnal supply breaker to a 40 Vac bus, the dose circuit
fuse blew. The failure caused by dirty auxiliaty contuts. In another case, routine
observation found that the altemate supply circuit breaker to the same bus had failed due
a burned out closing relay.
Overaperiod of5 months, there were 6 incidents of circuit breakers of the same vendor
atype failing to dose on demand. Intermittent failures of the closing coil cutoff xrdays to properdy return to their de-energized positn prevented the relays from
egizing the breakers' closing coils upon receipt of a close signal. It was detemined
dirt and dust accumulation on the moveabie parts of the relay causes the faulty
operation. The symptoms of the x-relay malfunction were found to be failure ofthe
breaker to close upon receiving a close signal, and inmost cases, the breaker closes upon
receiving a second close signal. This failure mode can cause equipment and/or systems to
be inopersble without detection until that equipment iscalled upon to opeet, either by
tea or when actualy required. The x-relays on all safety-related breakers of this type
we inspected and cleaned. The vendor did not provide for maintenance of the x-relays

in their mainteance procedures.

Two 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to close due to worn latching mechanmiss. The latch
mebanism

were replaced.

D
surveillance testing. one circuit breaker failed to tp when the undervoltage
device was de-enerzed and two others failed to trip within the specified time limit This
occurrence may have affected the emergency diesel generator loading and its loading
sequence as specified InTechicl Specifications. The cause was dirt and lack of

_

lubrication.

Internal to
omponent

480 Vac

Demand

Mechanical Assembly

Maintenance

198 ailure Partial
Close

Two breakrs failed to close during attempts to transfer bus power from aliernate to
nmal feed, the nornal feeder breaker would not close. One failure was caused by
corrosion inthe cell switch. The second failwe was due to excessive dirt. Both were
ributed to lack of preventative maintenance. Preventitive maintenance had not been
me during the last 2 yrs because the unit had been shutdown for an unuWally long

Internal to
omponent

480 Vac

d

echanical Assembly

Maintenance

198! Failure Partial
to Close

_ __________

_______

_______

_____________

_____

_

28

_

During surveillance testing, two reactor trip breakes would not close when a close signal
was applied to the breakees control circuit Troubleshooting found defective undervoltage
devices that would not allow the closure ofthe breakers. The undervoltage devices were
repbce.

Inadequacy

External
23 Environment

24

Piee Prt

MethodY
Dicoery
Test

tim and maintenance frequency was tied to the refueling outage.

29

_ ________

______

___t_

When mpting to switch 600 Vac buses from normal to alternate feed, the alternate
breakers failed to close whn the nofmal breakes were tripped. One failus was due to
trip rod bindng in the alternate breaker due to a ack ofproper lubrication of the trip rod
beaings. Anote failure was caused by abinding pl
r inthe breaker charging motor
cutout switch due to dirt buildup. The dirty plunger caused the switch contacts to remain
open preventing the motr from charging the dosing spring and complting the closing
seuence. The third failure was caused by a dirt buildup on the trip mechanism and pivot
i, which resulted in binding of the intemal moving parts.

em Proximate Cawe BreakerT
Internal tO

Dsery

Fcor

Piece Part

48 VC

Danand

Mechanticd Anbly

Mairnce

ntemal to
Component

S0 Vac

iand

Mechanical Assenbly

Design

ntemal to
omponent

80 Vac

D and

Spring Charging Motor

ntemal to
omponent

I80 Vac

Component

m

er

FDear of

1992 Failure Partina
to Close

30

Afer hnctional testing, the breakers were retumed to service.

_

____

1984 Failure Pari
to Close

31

_
1985 Failure Partial
to ose

32
___

33

r~

ispection

~~ ~ ~

Intetnal to
Component

80 Vac

ntenal to
Component

80 Vac

temai to
Component

S0 Vac

ntemal to

480 Vac

echanical Assenbly

aintenance

~~~~~~~ajusenentpant

Two 40 Vac feeder breakers tripped and would not close while a special inaection of
brkers was being conducted. The breakers failed to close due to dirt built up and lack of

aintenance

198 Failure Ptial
to Open

airtenance

198 Falure Pti
to Close

Dung preventive naintenance, two power supply circuit breakers to motor control
clers would not automatically open when their associated load center was isolated.
They subsequently failed to tip when the manual trip button or tripper bar was pushed.
The circuit breaker latch mechanisms were dirty and sticky. The root se was
~~detrindto be normal wear and an dequat preventive maintenance procedure.
ile condcting aintenrce the main feeder breaker for a 600 Vac emergency bus
would not close. Investigation revealed the trip setpoint tleance, contact gap and tip
latch roller gap wre out of adjusument preventing the breaker operation. This bmake
was adjusted and retUned to service. Another 600 Vac breaker was found to be broken.
No exact filure mechanism was given; however, the cause was given as wear, and this

34

-

aintenance Mechianical Assembly

-

35
_

Teat

Closing Coil

_

_

Design

198 Failure Pa
to Close

echasical Assembly

Maintenance

19tl Failure

Mechanical Asnbly

Maintenance

198S

bm er was replaced.

station loss ofoffrite power (Oop) test two class IE 480 volt load center
km failed to dose during automatic load sequencing. Subsequent investigation
ealed tht the breaker spring release device In both brakes was binding against the
opening in the breaker base plate which resulted in failure of the dosing coi and failure
of the breaker to ce. Other defective breakas were also identified following

36

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~inspecL

_
_

Component

Internal to
38omponent
F_II

eat
_ose

80 Vac

et

A phase to phase fault aross the station axiliary transformer buswork caused a loss of
normd offsite power to the unit Both operable emergency diesel generators started as
fqured
During the temporary loss of normal offsite power, several breakers in the
pians lectical distribution s ystem hiled to opeate. The plant operators restored station
powethrough an alternate offsite soue, and restarted all necessary equipment
Four 40 Vac feeder breakers failed to close on demand One breaker failed to close due
to lose bolts holding the charginggebox assembly. When demnanded, the fuses for
arother breaker blew and the breaker failed to close The cause of this failure was
detnined to be dirty contacts. Another breaker hiled due to filure of the axiliary
relay. The forth breaker failed to close due to dirty and dried lubricant on the trip latch

1989 Failure Pai
to Close

~ ~ ~~~~~____lubrication.

Mainenance L h Assnmbly

Description

supply breaker for a600 Vc bus faied to close dmd when sitching
fm the from the alterateto the nonnal power supply. The failure was due to binding of
the closing mechanism in the brker. A few days later the alternate feed breaker to
another bus failed to closed during ahot transfer. The second faiure was caused by a
30 contact finger in the bus transfer Intrlock logic. The cause of the failures was
attrAbuted to a lack of lubrication or hadening of the lubricaion. The breakers were
moved from service and the csing pivot points and other moving pan lubricated.

to

I
to pen

Duing rutine inspections ofthe 480 vot unit boards two ftederbreakes were binding.
The failures were attributed to dity, hardened grease, norml aging and wear.
aalue
e power spy circuit beake to to motor contrl cente would not trip dring
eillace testng The circuit breakes were dirty. This was due to a normal
cumulation of dit during operations. The circuit beakers wer cleaned and verified to
b

operable
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Maintenance
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Maintenance
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h Assembly

Maintenance

_

_

1987 Failure Partial
to Close

_______________________

Dcription

Two 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to dose due to mechanical binding caused by dried
out, hardened lubricant The men ical operating mechanisms vere replaced.
During ce per cycle testing ofthe startup transfer feeder to the unit bus breaker, two
breaker trip units we found to be non-operational so that the breakers would not trip.
Bot failures were caused by lack of lubrication on the internal moving parts due to a lac
of proper maintenance.
high tolerance instantneo testing, several 480 Vac circuit breakers on all three
pha did not tip in the required time (0410 cycles). Failures we attributed to aging
and degraded lubricants resulting from an ineffective maintenance program.
The instantaneous trip testing of both breakers revealed excessive time prior to tripping.
T

required trip time is less than 0.15 seconds, Breakers were tripping on instantaneous
ting between 0.194 and 0.753 seconds. Cause was determined to be inadequate
preventative maintenance.
Dwig surveillance testing on the plant ac distribution system, the normal feeder breaker
from a transformer would not close when transferring from alterate to normal power.
Ibe failure was attributed to close relay contacts hanging up from a lack of breaker
lubrication. A second similar failure was attributed to the breaker having dirty contacts.
Four 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to dose during testing due to failure ofthe power
seso_rs. The power sensors were replaced.
A circuit breaker failed to close on a safety injection demand due to oxidation on contacts
for the alarm switches. Subsequent investigation revealed II other safety-related breakers
with the same problem. The cause was determined to be inadequate periodic inspectins
45 cleaning ofthe alarm switch contacts due to lack of specific guidance in the
maintenance procedure. Corrective actions included revision ofthe maintenance

procedure.

During routine observation of the 250 volt distribution boards, a normal dc power feeder
breaker was slow to transfer and another failed to transfer. The first failure was due to
witch joints being dirty and an indicating l4ht resistor being bumed out. The second
failure was due to dirty hinge joints.
1
Failure Partial
T dc bus inter-tie breakers failed to open due to lack of lubrication. Corrective action
o_Open
was to create a preventative maintenance and inspection schedule for these breakers.
1985 Failure Partial
Whie performing preventative maintenance on the dc feeder circuit breakers, the
Open
overcurrent trip devices would not set correctly. The cause was attributed to a lack of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _m_ tenan
1980 Failure Paial
During a planned line outage which de-energized a transformer, the altemate feedr
to Close
breaker failed to closA dc-energizing a 4 kv bus tie board during automatic transfer.
ohe
transfoner was re-energized the normal feeder breaker failed to close. The
fuse dip and fuse in the close circuit ofaltenate feeder breaker were not making contact
______________TMe auxiliary contacts of the normal feedr breake we dirty.
1991 Failure
artial
Oe4160 Vac circuit breaer failed to open and severarmore wer degraded due to
to pen
hakned gree and lack of lubrication. This problem could affect the ability of the
ubject brears to open or dose. Maintenance of the breakcers was inconplete despite
similar failures due to te same cause four years earlier.
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1985 Failure Partial
Close

Intemal to
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Mediun
Voltage

Test

Maintenance

198
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omponent

Medium
Voltage

Test

iechanial
Assembly

Intemal to
Component

edium
oltage

Test

eghanical Assembly

_________

Internal to
Component

_

ign
__

Spring charging Motor

_co

aintnance

_

year Failur Degree of
Description
Mode
Failure
1981 Falure
A decay heat removal pwnp 6iled srt due to the drcui breaker failing to close upon
Close
danad The cause was determined to beai intennittent sticking ofthe motor cutoff
operator due to the operator being slightly bent which prevented it from sliding.
inspections revealed that all 4.16 and 13.8 kv circuit breakers were susceptible to
this problem. All applicable circuit breakers were subsequently modified.
198 Failure Partial
Two 4160 Vac hiled to open due to failure of the breaker trip coils. Th cause were
_
Open
determed to be normal wear and aging
199 ailure Parti
4160 Vacciruitbreaken could failto rngeposidon dueto n insulatingblock (a
Open
compcnen of the breaker blowout magnets) whose adhesive had degraded with age
d become loose and fall int th b_aker wamaism and prevent breaker operation.
99 ailure Patil
WO breaker's closing spings failed to
gp when equipment operor was making
Close
readyte in feed breaker from separate station power transformers. The suspected filure
ause for one breaker w8 dirly contacts in the charging mechanism. The suspected
___fa_

55

_

"IC,

imit Switch

.
Falure
Open

.
al

56
___

Maintenance

57

ign

___

aker.

1995 Failure Partial
o Close

198 Failure Parial
Open

.

58

ilure cwse for the other breaker was binding in the charging spring nechanism.

During a schedued maintenance outage of4160v safety-related switchgear, the plant
eccal staff discoved that two circuit breaes were rendered electrically inoperable
ue tothe filure of a spot welded pivot pin. This spot welded pivot pin was on an
interal piece of linkage which actuates the auxiliaty contacts that track breaker position.
Tcoe cntacts are also used in extenal breaker trip and close schemes as interlocks. The
lefecive component Is being modified to preclude additional failures.
In two sepeate incidents while attemptirg to reaiign power to support testing, the
Iternte supply circuit breakerfailed to trip upon closure of normal supply breaker. The
of 6filure was attributed to the raised upper limit switch being ot of mechania
djusoment causing a greatr than 1 inch gap between the operating plunger and the
feaker auxiliary switch. This limit switch provides the trip signal for the atenate
A 4KV supply circuit breaker dosed during testing, but failed to instantly rechage. The
ause of the filure was aging of the latch monitor pivot bearing hbrication. lhis
roblem had previously surfaced and the bearings were reubricated at tat time. Since
ha action did not fix the problen the decision was made to replace the pivot bearings
for all affected circuit breakers..
circuit breaker iled to trip during a surveillance test Upon investigation, It was
etmined that the connecting pin for the breaker trip crank located between the trip
a~~~~~~~~~~~~~slenoid
and thre trip shaft becme loose due to a pin weld hilure, whic pevented

leccal tripping ofthe breaker. Inspection revealed seveal breakers with the same weld
_ _

Internal to
Component
59

Medium
Voltage

estC

intemal to
60
omponent

Medium
Voltage

est

Relay

Ray

Mainnance

gomety. To pmCeEneS, an nspecion pmcwiur and a trip cnk; replacarFet
prcedure w
wa
for igt sdx affected baken on site. Nine brekken failed t
_ z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~acqfance
citerah

1984 Failure
Open

.___________iadequate
Maintenance
19t! Failure
Close
_______

vrteal
ral4160Vac rcubakers oftevendor andtype iled to tripdue to age induced
hafdenig of gmmets in the electroechanica ovaurrent devie. Corective actions
included replament with new or newly rebuilt overcurn devices and establishing an
preveave mantenance surveillance interval.
time delay relay for a 4160 volt feeder baker would not time out withn its specified
lerance during caliaon and a time delay relay for a second breaker would not
The causes of bothfailurs were determined to be due to aging.
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_
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Y
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Failure_

Spring Charging Motor Maintenance

1987 Failure Partial
Close

Description

Two 4160 Vac circuit breakem failed to close. One failure was caused by the latching
pawl spring being out of adjustment, which prevented the springs from charging. The
u of the second failure was attributed to the racking mechanism slide interlock being
out of adjustment.

62

Internal to
omponent

edimn
Voltage

Teat

Spring Charging Motor Maintenance

Intemal to

Medium

Test

Spring Charging Motor Maintenance

1986 Failure Partial
Close
______

63 Component
Intenal to
64 omponent

Voltage

____________

1987 Failure

I

__

Whie performing testing of 4160 Vac boards and buses, three circuit breakers would not
lose. The failures were atributed to the breakers being dirty, needing lubrication, and
__ due to loose connections.

Partial

to Close

The closing springs for w 4160 Vac breakers woud not cage. The cas of the
failures we dirty contacts, a dirty dosing mechanism, and lack of lubrication.

RPS trip
breakers

Demand

rlosing Coil

Intemal to
Component

RPS trip
breakers

Demand

Latch Assembly

Maintenance

199

Intemal to
Component

RPS trip
breakers

Demand

Unknown

Quality

1993 Failure Partial
Close

During an attempt to close the control rod drive circuit breakers two breakers failed to
lose. The failures could not be repeated. Although the mechanical interlock, a piece part
fthis circuit breaker, was found slightly dirty and in need of lubrication, it isnot
believed o have caused the failures to close. As a preventive measure, the mechanical
interlock was cleaned and lubricated. The breakem were successfully closed on all

______________
_____

subsequent tests.

Intemal to
Component

RPS trip
breakers

Demand

W Trip Assembly

Quality

1983 Failure Complete During a routine statup, both reactor tip breakers failed to open automatically on receipt
Open
of a valid low4ow steam generator level reactor tip signal. The reactor was shutdown 25
seconds later using the manual tip on the conlrol console. Subsequent investigation
realed tat the breaker failures were caused by mechanical binding of the latch
mechanismn inthe undervoltage tip attachment All breaker undervoltage attachments
wer replad with new devices and extensive maintenance and testing was performed on

Intenal to
68 Component

RPS trip
breakers

Inspection

W Trip Assembly

Maintenance

1987 Failure Partial
Close

Internal to

RPS tip

Maintenance Aux. Contactor

M tenance

199 Failure

tenal to
omponent

RPS trip
breakers

Maintenance

tenance

1992 Failure Partial
Close

of adjustment

_

____o__

wo reactortripbreakers failedto dosefollowing atrip test Thecause ofthefailure was
believed la be due to the relay release am on the closing solenoid moving core being out

alure
Close

artial

65

While attenpting to reset the control rod drive system following a control rod drive
bmaker in the reactor protective system failed to reset. Later, during a control rod drive
braker tip tes anothera
breaker failed to reset after
atrip. The first failure was due to the
breaker trip latch being out ofadjustment The cause of the second failure could not be
prcisely determined; however, troubleshooting revealed cracked insulation on the close
coil.

I

67

___
____

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _

breakers.

Two reactor tip breakers failed to close following testing. Troubleshooting found one
breakees under voltage cl had failed (open circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
68vice pivot to amattre clearance was out of adjustment Operational/ambient conditions
were cited as causes forthe failurs.

69 Component

70

breakers

lay

tenance

Two reactor trip breakers failed to close during preventative maintenance. The failure to
close was due failure of the breaker cutoff switches.

to Close

19& Failure
Close
_M

artial

preventative maintenance two reactor tip breakers failed to close. Both breaker
falures were due to failure of the same relay. The cause was assumed to be wear and
aing.
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1994 Falure
to Close

During unit outag while performing functional testing, opetrs found that two reaor
trip breakers would not close from the handswitch in the main control room.
Tmubleshooting discovered the Inertia latch (piece part of the circuit breaker) had stuck
in mid travel. The breakers electrical trip function was lost but the control rod drive
7ytmwas not affected because of an available redundant trip breaker. Plant operation
not affected. bufficient lubricaton of the inertia latch caused the latch to stick in
id travel. The inertia latches were cleaned and lubricated and post maintenance testing

71

was performed satisfactorily.
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198 Failure Partial
Open
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Maintenance

198 Failure Partial
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breakers

Test
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Maintenance

1984 ailure Pali
to Open

ntemal to

RPS trip

Test

Relay

Malntenance

198 Failure

____________

estatic force totripthe circuit breakers exceeded allowable tolerance dueto binding
used by the unused overcurrent trip pads. The breakers tested satisfctorily after
rem_____
ofthe overcurrent trip pads.

_______ _ _oval

al

73

During nomal operation while performing surveillance testing. two reactor trip circuit
breakers failed the under voltage response time test The breaker's front frame assembly
was the suspected cause ofthe Increased time response of the one breakers undervoltage
device. The other failure was due to loose arnuture laminations in the undervoltage
device. Both are known design problems with these circuit breakers.
ng surveillane testing, two reactor trip switchgear breakers would not close. The
rst failure was due to a defective piece part In the cutout y switch on the breaker due to
cycli htigue. In the second hilure, a broken clamp was found on the closing
m_echanism, which prevented the breaker from closing.

75
76

_

_

77

During surveillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers, the under voltage trip
response time was found out of specification. Troubleshootirg found the breakem' front
frwme assemblies to be lacing the proper amount of lubricant on their bearings. This was
a_recurring problem with this breaker type. The front frame assemblies were replaced.
While performing testing of the units reactor trip circuit breakers, the undcrvoltage trip
me was found to be out of the allowable tolerance for two breakers. Dirt accumulation
in the front frame assembly and lack of lubrication were the suspected causes
Dtring surveillance testing, the trip time requirements for two reactor trip breakers were
found to be out of specification high. Historically, the bearings for the breaker front fram
semblies have been found worn and lacking the necessary lubrication, which increases
p times. After replacing the front frme assemblies and lubrication the bearings, the
breakers were retested sadsfactorily and retuned to service.
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198 Failure Pw
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79
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ntemal to
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RPS trip
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________________

____________

eSt

.___________
_

__

199 ailure
Close

prinQuity
_____c_

wo reactortrip breakers failed to close over a one.nonth period. Both failures were
attributed to relay release arms being out of adjustment

o_Close

*al

reactor trip breakers failed to trip during performance of surveillance testing. One
ilure was due to the auxiliary contact for the shunt trip was not making contact due to
isaligument with the block. The other failure was due to a faulty undervoltage relay.
jumper to change the control voltage was instliled in the 48 volt holes and should
bave
y been installed in the 125 volt holes causing the relay to overheat and melt
While performing surveillance testing on reactor trip circuit breakers, two breakers failed
to close. In one filure, the left side close spring on the breaker had fallen off and the
breaker wouldn't close with only one spring. The second breaker failure was due to a bad
control power fuse

that failed due to aging.
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196 Failure PaWial
Durg perfornance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers, two breakers failed to reto Close
close after open thm from the control mom panel controls. Troubleshooting found that
the breakes' opeating springs fell oft preventing closure but not opening, a recurring

___.__problem

nknown

tenance

with this particular breaker design.

199 Falure Partial
Close

I

r
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Design

19

Trip Assembly

Maintenance

19
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Component
89

________________
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Trip Assembly

spares.

Daft reactor trip breaker survillance tesinL the urdervoltage trip devices for two
circuit breakers exhibited scattered and unacceptable response times. The reactor trip
breakers were replaced with spares.
It was discovered during testing that some reactor trip breakers would not trip on
underoltage as expected. One device would not trip and two others tripped sluggishly.
The cause was detennined to be misaligned armatures in te undervoltage devices. A new
prenaive maintenance program was initiated to check the undervoltage coils
independently on a monthly basis.

Environmental 198 Failure Parti
to Open

___.____

Interal to
86 omponent

Two reactor trip breakers faDed to close following a trip test. The cause could not be
delrmie and te failure was not repeatable. The breakers that failed were replaced with

______

Quality

._______

D
routine suveillance testing, a the control rod drive AC breaker experienced a
dlayed trip. Subsequent testing of all AC and dc control rod drive breakers resulted ina
control rod drive dc breaker also experiencing a delayed trip. If a reactor trip had
occured, and if both malfunctioned breakers had delayed intripping, two control rod
groups would not have dropped immediately.
w tor trip breakers were found to have defec

undervoltage trip relays which
prevented opening. One failure was detected during testing and the other was detected
maintenance. The relay failures were determined to be due to aging.
During surveillance testing, four of nine reactor trip circuit breakers failed to trip on
undervoltage. The pimary cause was inadequate lubrication, possibly due to an excessive
preventive maintenance interval, cootined with a small design margin inthe tripping
force provided from te undervoltage coil. Corrective actions were to perform required
entive maintenance prior to the unit entering mode 2 and implementation of the
recommendations of IE Bulletin 7909 and vendor recommendations, increased
surveillance testig ofthe undevoltage tip feature and a decrease in the interval between
prventive maintenance.

1983 Failure Amost
Both reactor trip breakers and a bypass breaker failed to open on an undervoltage tnip
to Open Complete ignal during response time sing. The failures were due to mechanical problems of the
8ndervollage mechanisms, which resulted from manufacturing deficiencies. Fifteen days
later, one of the replacement reactor trip breakers also failed due to the same cause.
Quality
1983 Failure
artia
The undervoltage annatre for two different reactor trip breakers were found during
Open
testing to not be fulb picked up (repetitive failurs in the same month). Based on vaidr
tests, the abnonnal armature position has little or no detectable effect on the ability of the
undervoltage trip device to trip the breaker on loss of voltage. The undervoltage
anwms not being fully picked up is the result of interference between the undervoltage
and the copper shading ring arund the coil com As coreuive action, visual
veri6cation and manual adjusment of proper closed air gap position is required following
______
gler8i2ation
ofthe undervoltage device.
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resnse time test The stated cause was normal wear.
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1991 Failure
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199 Failu

c of this event

rDuing
surveillance testing, two reactor trip breakers failed to close during surveillance

__.__

96

wo reactor trip breakem failed to Cose following testing. Troubleshooting found one
a's under voltage oil had failed (open circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
pivot to am re clearnce was out of adjustment. Operational/ambient conditions
v ibration) were cited as causes for the failures.
Thunderolaogearmau for two different reactor trip breakers were found during
tting b no be fIly picked up (repedtive fhilures In the same month). Based on vendDr
ests, the abnormal amature position has litde or no detectable effect on the ability of the
undeoltge trip device to trip the breaker on loss of voltage. The undervolhage
e sahm
not bcing fully picked up is the result of interfence between the undervoltage
ture
and the copper shading ring around the coil core As corrective action, visual
verificaton and manwl adjustment of proper cosed air gap position required following
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mZKinof
the undervolttBe device
While conducting suveillnce testing of the unit's reactor protwction sysem, two reactor
Tip cirait breakers' UV devkes would not pick up after tripping the breakers.
Troubleshoing found that the UV devicee gap clences were ncorrec No direct
coi, for tho misadjustuents was found, however, operational stress and/or equipment
aging were suspectd
During surveillance testing
ar trip breakes failed to trip on undervoltage. Th
maTy cause was inadequate lubrication. possibly due to an excessive preventive
maintenance interval, combined with a small design margn inthe tripping force prvided
from the undervoltage coil. Corrective ction was to petform the required preventive
maintenance prior to etering Mode 2.Additionally, as required by E Bulledn 79-09 and
vendor recommendations, the surveillance testing interval ofthe undervoltage trip feature
s ncreased and the ierval beween preventive maintenance wa decased to pvent
rem

_

to Close

_

Description

artidal
-

Ptial

t Cloe

-

le conducting monthly surveillance testing ofthe unit's reactor protction sysm, two
trip circuit breakers failed to close after testing. Troubleshooting found a failure o
breakeres under vohage device. The second drcuit breakers pick-up coil voltage was
igh due to a change in characteristics of the voltage adjustment potentiometer. Both
failures were attributed to opertional stress and/or equipment aging.
Inseparte tests, two reactor trip breakers failed to close after trip testing. The filure to
reset was determined to be due to worn undervoltage trip coil mechanisms tD prevented
breakers from latching
Circuit bmaken were found to be susptible to tripping on nornlstat due to imper
seing of overcurrent trip. The problem was discovered when one breaker failed to close
on demn A previous modification package was determined to be inadequte in that it
*did
not require trip setpoint adjusment
Drng testing on emergency bus feeder breakes the closirg spring chagdicharge
indicator showed dat the springs were charged with the breaker closed, ndicating tt
main cntacts were closed but not erting full pressure against the stationaty
contacs. Invetigation showed the root cause to be failure to incorporate the latest vendor
information on contact adjustment into the breaker maitenance procedure.
0
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Test
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Mechanical Assenbly

Maintenance

199 Failure Parti
to Open

Test

Mechanical Assenbly

Maintenance

199

480 Vac

Test

Wires/Connectors/Board Maintenance

Operational/
Human Error

Medium
Voltage

Demand

Mechanical Assembly

Operational
Human Error

Mediurn
Voltage

Demand

Mechanical Assembly

_____________________

Description

A breaker failed to trip duing testing. Subsequent testing and inspection revealed several
breakers degraded due to lack of lubrication. Lubrication was renoved during
rurbishment by the vendor and was not re-installed
breake s failed to dose on demand during testing. Hardened grease was discovered
inthe stop roller and main drive link roller. When actuated by the closing coil, these
ollers and the associated dosing latch release the stored energy of the breaker springs,
os th breaker. Stifff rollers have resulted in multiple breaker failures in the pasL The
maintenance procedure provides instructions to clean and lubricate various friction points
fthe breaker mechanism; however, they are not specifically identified in the vendor
manul. Thes rollers were not cleaned and lubricated during the performance of the

_______

ailure Partial
Close

100

sch_d_ed preventative maintenance.

1993 Failure Partial
to Open

An Emergency Diesel Geneator (EDG) failed to pass surveillance testing because certain
loads were not shunt tripped from the safeguard bus when a simulated Loss of Coolant
ccident (LOCA) signal was initiated During troubleshooting, a loose wire was
discovered in one circuit breaker and a lifted wire was discovered inanother circuit
breaker. The wires wer restored to their normal positions and a portion of the test
procedure was performed to verify apprpriate loads were shunt tripped following a
imulated LOCA signal. The loose/disconnected wires were believed to have come loose
a plug connection during repairs made to enhance electrical separation between
lectrical divisions. Procedura were revised to alert workers ofthe potential for wires
becoming loose during removal and restoraton of plug connections on similar circuit

101
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Maintenance

1997 Failure Partial
to Open

Maintenance

199 Failure PartW
to Close

._____

___________

102

____________

________

breakers.

Two circuit breakers failed to open on dmand during separate evolutions. During
subsequent reviews, station personnel determined that the condibon of the three circuit
breakers was similar to the condition of the two safety-related circuit breakers that
previously failed to open an demand. The ause of the event was determined to be
inadequate preventive maintenance. The preventve maintenance perfonned did not
ubricate the main and auxiliary contacts in the circuit breakers as recommended by the
circuit breaker nanufacturer and also did not provihe sufficient instructions to remove the

_roughness

_

103
_

_

on the main and auxiliary contacts.

Four4160 Va circuit breakers failed to close. Each failure was due to a different
mchanism; however, investigaton revealed that all failures were related to worlmanship
adquaity contol practic by the vendor who ovehauled the circuit breakers. To
nsure the safety class circuit breakers are reliable, the utility and vendor developed a
omprehensive plan to inspet eritical components of the circuit breakers that were
p____
reviously

overhauled.
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Close

104

Relay

Design

Description
pto
failure of a rol pin curing a spring for a latch pawl on a4KV breaker was riewed
and a determination made that the failure of this pin could cae the breaker to fail.
Further investigation revealed tht the roll pin failed as a result of hydrogen
embriteent Laterw, an issue involving permanently applied lubricant which was
inadvertently emoved from the breakers was identified. This also could potenially affect
krakopertion. The cause of the crackd ril pin was the lack of knowledge of plating
induced hydrogen entrriternent Vendor personnel involved inthe procedure
development were not aware that zinc plating of hardened steel parts could produce
hydogen enbrittlement and subsequent cracking. The cause of the lubricant being
inadvertently rmoved from breaker parts is also due to the lack of knovedge by Vendor
personnel.
A circuit breaker contacted exposed relay terminals during rack-in, causing tripsAockott
of two breakas and lockout of another. The event was attributed to human error and poor

FailureDec

Mode

1998 Failure Parial
Close

(location of relays).

_____ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ ____ _ ___d_esign

106
__________

OperationaV
Human Error

_______

RPS trip
breakers

_______

Inspection

107
tn

OptionaV RPS trip
breakcrs
Human Error

est

108

A circuit breaker failed to open due to trip linkage binding caused by misalignment and
improper assembly. Subsequent Inspection of other 4160 Vac circuit breakers revealed
the sae problern. The misaignment was the result ofa procedural deficiency by the
vendor that performed circuit breaker owerhau.
_
__
___
_____________
1983 alure Complete Following performance of the manual reactor trip functional test, it was noted that the
Wires/Connecors/Board aintenance
cure
alled for jumpering out the UV trip coils with the reactor trip breakers closed
Open
the rods capable of withdrawal. This was a procedural error that caused the removal
f both trains of automatic reactor trip logic. The procedure was revised to prevent
recurrence of the event
ile performing surveillancetestg two reactor trip breakers failed to close on
1992 Failure Prtial
Maintenance
tch Assembly
occasions. In one case, the breaker latch catch and arm wae found bent,
Close
ied be from
aiing the breaker from closing The cause of this failure was believed
inwonrect installation of the breaker during previous maintenance or testing activities. In
Om second case, the breaker oprating mechanism latch was binding against the housing
ikely due to inadequate lubrication and rough surfaces.
______ ______
set of leads ineach of the four plant protective system bays were found to be
Maintance 1984 Flure Partal
Shunt Trip
isconnected. These disconnected leads removed the automatic shunt trip feature from
Open
RlBs #1, 12, #3,and #4.The subject leads had been disconnected and not restored
uring 18-month surveillance testing conducted earlier.
__________ _______ d_____
While performing initial approach to criticality testing, operators noted that the B-phase
199 Failure Parta
Design
Spring
for a reactor trip breake, was not inicating current flow after the breaker was closed.
Close
The train's funcdon of providing powerto the control rod drive mechanism was degraded
as one phase of power was unavailable. The failure was caused by a mechanical operating
spring that had come loose. With the spring loose, the B-phase contacts were getting
nsuffiient pressure to close. The vendor has provided notice that the spring could come
oos and the vendor has provided additional instructions for breaker inspection and
maintenance to address this problem. The spring was reinstallod according to the vendors
instructions. The breaker was subsequently tested and retumed to service.
___
________
________
_
.____________
Maintenance

1988 ailure
Open

_________

109

110

OperationaV
Human Error

RPS trip
kers

Test

Operational/
Human Error

RPS trip
breakers

Test

-E
0
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Item

Proxinate Cause Breaker Type

OperationaV
Human Error

RPS trip
breakers

Discry
Method
Test

Coupling
Factor

Piece Patt

UV Trip Assmbly

Maintenance

YerFiue

ereo
aMioudre Deree
of

198 Falure Parti
to Open

lTl

__.__

Other

480 Vac

Maintenance OC Relay

r

480 Vac

Test

OC Relay

Other

Medium
Voltage

Test

W Trip Assembly

Other

Mediun
Voltage

Test

Oher

RPS trip
breakers

Maintenance UV Trip Assembly

RPS trip
ber

Test

RPS trip
breakas

Test

Dcito

Description
During the p
_fonnance
of reactor trip cucuit breaker undervoltage device surveillance
tsD three
hreakers failed to open within the acceptance time criteria The following
day, and then S days later, two additional breakers failed to meet the acceptance criteria.
he reactor trip breake s failed even though extensive maintenance and testing was
performed on all eight of the trip system breakers II days prior to te first 3 failures.
Maintenance included proedures specified in the vendor service advisory letter. The
deficiencies ware corrected by again performing the vendor approved refurbishment
procedures on the slow bukers, followed by successful testing.

Maintenance

199 Failure Partial
to Open

A preventive maintenance procedure was being perfomned on 480V molded ce circuit
breas. These are magnetic only breake with an adjustable instantaneous trip range of
0 to I0 amps. With the breakers adjusted to their lowest setting, the right phase for two
breakes tripped at 71.7 amps and 69 amps. The maximum allowable trip point was 57.5
amps. The breakers had a date code that meant they were manufactured in August of
1978. Considering the breakes we apprximatly 16 years old, the drift in calibration is
associated with the beaker service life. Therefore, it was decided to replace the
breakers. The circuit breakers would stil trip on instantaneous within its adjustable range
which would provide adequate overcurrent protection. The cause was attrbuted to the
reakers' long svice life. Like for like breakers were installed All tests were performed

tenance

198 Failure Partial
to Open
_
1986 Failure Partial
Open

During routing surveillance testing, three circuit breakers would not trip on short time
ovecurrent trip test The failures were caused by the breakers being out of calibration as
a result of nomal wear.
During routine testing it was found that the under voltage relays for two 4160 Vac feeder
breakers from an auxiary transformer to the buses wcre out of calibration. The failures

112

__.____nsatisfictorily.

113
I
114

_____

aintenance

_wee

_

Trip Assembly

I

attributed t relay wear.

Maintenance

1994 Failure Partial
to Open

Mainteiance

198 Failure Partial
to pen

UV Trip Assembly

M tenance

1983 Failure Partia
to Open

Trip Assembly

tenance

115t
________

116

______

_________

Other

_

____to

117
___________

Other
18

_____

19

be vibration and aging.
Dring monthly surveillance test ofthe reactor trip circuit breaker undervoltage trip
ice the response time oftwo breakers was slower than allowed by Technical
Specificatio This event was caused by setpoint drift and worn/binoing font fame
y mechanisms. Corrective actions included replacement of front frame assemblies

nderOvolge trip devices.

_______ _

_______

Undervolage dropout relays in two sep.me, similar breakers drifted out of specification
bew times they were checked by scheduled maitenance. A root cause investigation
attributed the relay selpoint shift to a combination of I) relay setpoint repeatabiity, 2)
are sensitivity of the relays, and 3)testing techniques. Applicable test equipment
and procedures have been changed to addrss the causes of the setpointshift.
Additionly, the testing freqncy has been increased from quarly to monthly pending
relay performance treding results.
D g preventive maintenance on te reactor trip breaker, the undervoltage trip units on
two breakers werm found to be out of specification. One undervoltage device could not be
adjusted within specification and was replaced. The causw for both failures was

alure
Open

____setpoints

surveilance testing of the reacr trip circuit breakes' deoltage device the
time of two breakers than allowed by Technical Specifications Te caw of the
.nt was setpoint drift and wormbinding front frame assembly mechanisms. The
were adjusted and the trip shaft and latch roller bearings were lubricated.

x

Item Proximate Cause Bker
°er

RPS trip
breakers

19
_~~~~~~~~~~

Tp

Discovey
Test

Piece Part

Coupling

UV Trip Assmbly

I

ntnance

I
-

ye

Fdlure

Dgme f

1983 ailure Partal
to Open

It

_

Descripon
Te trip response time oftwo eor trip breakes was slower than allowed by Technical
Specifications. The breakers wer retested satisfactorily and mturned to service after
justing the UV trip device setpoints and lubricating the trip shaft and latch roller
bearings. The breakes were still considered operable since the shunt trip devices were
operationdlwith satisfactory msponse times.

Table A-2. Breaker CCF event summary, sorted by coupling factor.
Item

Coupling
Factor

Proximate Cause

Type
Breaker
Discovery
____
Methd

Piec Part

_______

of
Degree
Year Failure
Failure
Mode

Design

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Demand

480 Vac

Stabs/Connectors

1980 Failure Partial
to Close

Design

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation

Inspection

Medium
Voltage

Limit Switch

199 Failure Partial
Open

2

Description
_______________________________

While returning a service water booster pump to service, aminor fire occurred in a480
Vac ESF MCC. This rendered several conponents inoperable. Repeated cycling of the
pump onto the bus coupled with inadequate stab to bus bar contact and dust in the MCC
cabinet caused afire. Operators were reminded of undesirability of repeated cycling of
load breaker. An engineering study to determine if the breakers are adequately sized was
also made (the results of the study were not included inthe failure report).
Inspection of circuit breaker limit switches revealed cam follower cracking. No
equipment malfunctions or plant transients occurred, because the single actual failure
occured during routine post modification testing. The root cause of this occurrence was
inadequate initial design of General Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.

Inadequacy

I

An operator racked up the emergency 4.16kv bus feeder breaker from an emergency
diesel generator and found that there was no indication of breaker position on the control
panel. It was discovered that the breaker elevator mechanism linkage was distoned and
had allowed the cell switch actuator arm to fall into an intermediate position disabling the
automatic and manual closure circuitry. Other breaker compartments contained distorted
linkages and it was concluded that any of 4.16kv breakers could fail during aseismic
event The linkage distortion was caused by an interference with the breaker assembly as
it is rolled out of the compartment.
Partial = l4kV vit busses wer declard inoperble following inspection that revealed cracks
inthe circuit breakercam followers. One actual failure occurred during post maintenance
testing (maintenance was for another reason), but all cam follower limit switches at both
units were replaced. The root cause of this occurrence was inadequate initial design of
General Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
Inspecions revealed cracks in the lexan cam followers of control (limit) switches
Partial
installed in 4160 Vac and 6900 Vac circuit breakers. The same part used in 360 places in
unlnown number of breakers. Inspection showed about one third were cracking and two
were inoperable. The root cause of this occurrence was inadequate initial design of
General Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
Al 72 dc molded case circuit breakers were tested, all 44 breakers of one vendor type,
Almost
omplete installed in 4 different distribution panels failed to trip on overcuffent. Problem was the
esign of the trip lever inthe magnetic trip circuit breakers. All breakers of this type and
endor were replaced.

Design

Design/
Construction]
Manufacture!
Installation
Inadequacy

Inspection

Medium
Voltage

Mechanical Assembly

1988 Failure Paial
to Close

Design

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy
Design
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy
Design]
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation

Inspection

Medium
Voltage

Limit Switch

1995 Failure
Open

Maintenance Medium
Voltage

Limit Switch

1995 Failure
Close

4
Design
5
Design
6

Test

DC
distribution

Test

Medium
Voltage

X Relay

199 Failure
Open

Inadequacy

Design

7

Design/
onstruction/
Manufacture!
Installation
Inadequacy

Relay

199 Failure Partial
Open

______

During surveillance testing several circuit breaker lockoit relays would not actuate.
These failures would have prevented breaker trips on overcurrent Mechanical binding
prevented the relays from tripping. Bench testing revealed several contributing factors but
could not identify the root cause. The failed relays' annature force checks yielded 5to 6.5
pounds but newer relays requird only 3.5 pounds. The vendor discourages re-lubrication
reduce friction. Also, a vendor bulletin states that when the relay reset handle is forced
I the latch after resetting, tripping is delayed or prevente& The lockout relays were
with spares and tested satisfactorily.
____ __laced
tep_____

OL
x

Item

Coupling
Factor

Design
8

Proximate Cause
_______

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture
Installation
Inadequacy

____

ign
9

Design/
Construction/
Manufactul

ery Breaker Type

D

Method

Mechanical Assembly

Medium

Test

Piece Part

Mode

Failure

199 Falure Patial
to Close

Voltage

______

___________________________

Two 69kV breakes failed to close due to manufacturer repair defect A cotter pin

installed by the manufacturer was striking the latch check switch mounting bracket and
bending it forward. This rernoved the factory set clearance between the bracket and the
switch actuating paddle, resulting in the paddle rolling the trip shaft to the trip position
when the breaker attempts to close.

______

_____

Description

Year Failure Degree of

_____________

Test

Medium
Voltage

Relay

194 Failure Partial
to Open

Test

RPS trip
bteakers

Spring

1981 Falure
to Close

Demand

480 Vac

and

When perfonning alossofbustest, two 4160 Vac bus-tie breake failed totrip.
Investigation concluded that the bus-tie breakers could not trip if the diesel generator
output breaker was open. The filures to open were caused by a design error.

Installation
adequacy

Design

sign/
Constructionl
Manufacture
10
Installation
__Iaeuacy__
Intemal to
Design
Component

I
q0

tial

wo reator trip breakers failed to close during surveillance testing. The breakers' closing
springs had become detached from the pivottactuation points. The reason for the springs'
detaching could not be determined; however, this has been a recurring problem with this
breaker design.

Mechanical Assembly

1984 Failure Partial
to Close

Medium
Voltage

Mechanical Assembly

1981 Failure Partial
Clos

A phas to phase fault acoss the station auxiliary transformer buswork caused a loss of
nonal offsite power to the unit. Both operable emergency diesel generators started as
required. During the temporary loss of normal offsite power, several breakers in the
plants electrical distribution system failed to operate. The plant operators restored station
power through an altemate offsite source, and restarted all necessary equipment
decay heat removal pump liled to start due to the crcuit breaker failing to close upon
demand. The cause was determined to be an intermittent sticking of the motor cutoff
switch opetor due to the operator being slightly bent, which prevented it from sliding.
Further inspections revealed that all 4.16 and 13.8 kv circuit breakers were susceptible to

_

_

_

_

__

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

Design

Interal to
Component

Design

Intemal to
Component

Inspection

Medium
Voltage

Arc Chute

199 Failure Partial
to Open

4160 Vac circuit breakers could fail to change position due to an insulating block (a
omponent of the breaker blowout magnets) whose adhesive had degraded with age,

Design

Intemal to
Component

Test

480 Vac

Closing Coil

198 Failure Parial
to Close

During a station loss ofoffsite power ooop) test, two class IE 480 volt load center
breaken failed to close during automatic load sequencing. Subsequent investigation
reveaed that the breaker spring release device inboth breakers was binding against the
t which resulted in failure of the closing coil and failure
opening in the breaker ba plate
of the breaker to close. Other defcive breakers were also identified following

Design

Intemal to
Component

Test

Medium
Voltage

Mechanical Assembly

ign

Internal to
Component

eat

Ptrip

12

this problem. All applicable circuit breaken were subsquently modified.

13

14

ould become loose and fall into the breaker mechanism and prevent breakeroperation.

~~~~~~~~~inspecons

_____

19

ailure
to Open

15

artial

A circuit breaker failed to tripduring a survillance test Upon investigation, it was
det ned that the connecting pin for the breaker trip crank located between the trip
solenoid and the trip shaft became loose due to a pin weld failure, which prevented
electrical tripping ofthe breaker. Inspection reveaed several breakers with the same weld
geometry. Two procedurs, an inspection procedure and a trip crank replacement
procedure were written for eighty six affected breakers on site. Nine breakers failed the
accepnce criteria.

16

ch Assemby

reakers
__

_I

1983 Falure
to Open
_

omplete Theasttic force totrip the circuit breakrs exceeded allowable tolerance due to binding
caused by the unused overcurrent ttip pads. The breakers tested satisfactonly after
reval ofthe overurrent trip pads.
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x

Item

Coupling
Factor

Proxiate Cause
__

___

Diovery

Breaker

Type

Piece Pat

Method

W

Trip Assembly

Failure
Degree_

Year
Mode

______

1983 Failure Partial
to Open

Design

Intemal to
Component

Test

RPS trip
brakera

Design

Internal to
Component

est

RPS trip
breakers

Spring

19

Design

Operational/
Human Error

inspection

Medium
Voltage

Relay

1998 Failure Partial
to Close

Design

Operational/
Human ErTor

Test

RPS trip
breakers

Spring

Environmental Extemal
Environment

Test

trip
as

Environmental Intemal to
Component

Test

RPS trip
breakers

17
18

19

______

I__

ailure Partial
Close

_____________desiin

1994 Failure
to Close

artial

20

21
0

22
Hardware

Design
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Inspection

Modium
Voltage

Maintenance

Design/
Construction/
Manufacture
Installalion
Inadequacy

npection

edium
Voltage

23

24

echanical Assembly

__Description
____Failure______________

194 ailure Partial
Open

__m

reactor trip breaker swveillac tetng, th undervoliage trip devices for two
=
circuit breakers exhibited scattered and unacceptable response times. The reactor tuip
breakers were replaced with spares.
perfomunce testing of the reactor trip circuit breakes, two breakers failed to relose after open them from the control mom panel controls. Troubleshooting found that
breakers' opeating springs fell oft, preventing closure but not opening, a recurring
problem with this particular breaker desigrL
circuit brea contacted exposed relay terminal during rack-in, causing trips/lockoit
of two breakers and lockoit of another. The event was attributed to human error and poor
(location of relays).
While performing initial approach to criticality testing, operators noted that the B-phase
for a reactor trip breake, was not indicating current flow after the breaker was closed.
he train's function of providing power to the control rod orive mechanism was degraded
one phase of power was unavailable. The failure was caused by a mechanical operatin
pring that had come loose. With the spring loose, the B-phase contacts were getting
insufficient pressure to close. The vendor has provided notice that the spring could come
loose and the vendor has provided additional instructions for breaker inspection and
maintenance to address this problem. The spring was reinstalled according to the vendors
instructions. The breaker was subsequently tested and returned to service.
During routine surveillance testing of the reactor trip breakers, two breakers did not
cnge state in the required time. The causes were determined to be dirty breaker
imechanisms.

During outine surveillance testing, a the control rod drive AC breaker experienced a
dayed trip. Subsequent testing of all AC and dc control rod drive breakers resulted in a
control rod drive dc breaker also experiencing a delayed trip. if a reactor trip had
occurred, and if both malfunctioned breakers had delayed in tripping, two control rod
groups would not have dropped immediately.
uring a system review, it was noted that the awiliary tansformer breakers did not trip
2000 Failure Partial
I&C
a designed when the Main Turbine tripped. Investigation determined that this trip signal
to Open
is blocked when a low load (4000 A) condition is sensed at the outpt of the gnerator.
The low load block is not part of the original digital protection system modification and
o reason for the block could be determined. Tripping of these breakers on a Main
Turbine trip is needed to ensure that the timing sequence for the EDGs on a
LOOP/LOCA, as defined in the FSAR, would not be affected. The block was removed
A breaker tripped when the cubicle door was closed. Subsequent inspection revealed
1998 Failure Partial
Latch Assembly
seral incorrect latching mechanisms were installed on 4160Vac breakers. The cause of
to Close
the incorrect latching nechanisms being installed during original construction was
ponnel eor. The incorrect latches were installed in eight of seventeen cubicle doors in
the Division 1 switchgear. Contributing to this event was that information relative to the
latching echanisms was not provided to personnel woring on the switclgear and that
controls were not adequate to ensure the correct parts were installed.
____Lrement
_
_________________
W Trip Assembly

1983 ailure Partial
Open

x

Item

Coupling
Factor

Proximate Cause
_______

Piece Pad

Discovery BreakerTy
Method

_

___

Year Failo

Mode

________

Description

Degree
Failure

___________________________

UV Trip Assenbly

19& Failure Patia
Close

Afinstllatison of new undervoltage trip relays, the reactor trip breakers would not stay
losed The original trip bar design gp was satisfactory with old style undervoltage
eys, but not with new style relays.

480 Vac

Closing Coil

1984 Failure Pal
Close

aperiod of 5 months, there were 6 incidents of circuit breakers of the same vendor
nd type failing to dose on demw Intermittent failures of the closing coil cutoff xlaysto property return to their de-energized position prevented the relays from
nezing the breakers' closing coils upon receipt of a close signal. It was determined
t dirt and dust accumulation on the moveable parts of the relay causes the fhulty
pettion. The symptoms of the x-relay malfunction were found to be failure of the
eaker to close upon receivig a close signal, and in most cases, the breaker closes upon
civing a second close signal. This failure mode can cause equipment and/or systems to
)einoperable without detection until that equipment is called upon to operate, either by
est or when atually required. The x-relays on all safety-related breakers of this type
Ne inspected and cleaned. The vendor did not provide for maintenance of the x-relays

Demand

480 Vac

Mechanical Assmbly

1988 Failure Parll
o Close

Intemal to
Component

Demand

480 Vac

Mechanical Assembly

194 Failure Partial
Open

Maintenance

nterna to
omponent

Demand

480 Vac

Spring Charging Motor

Vac feeder breakers failed to cose on demand. One breker failed to close due
1985 Failure Pour480
lose bolts holding the charging gearbox assembly. When demanded, the fuses for
Cloxt
mother breaker blew and the breaker hiled to close. The cause of this failure was
determined to be dirty contacts. Anothembdiaker failed due to faire of the auxiliary
elay. The fourth breaker failed to close due to dirty and dried lubricant on the trip latch

Maintenance

Intemal to
omponent

emand

480 Vac

Mechanical Assmnbly

Design/
onstuction
Manufature/
instailation

Maintenance RPS trip
breakers

Maintenance

Intemal to
Component

Demand

Maintenance

Intemal to
Component

Maintenance

Maintenance
25

Inadequacy

26

l

27

28

n their maintenance procedures.

breakers fhiled to clse during attempts to transfer bus power from alternate to
onmal Ibed, the normal feeder breaker would not clow. One failure was caused by
rrosion in the cell switch. The second failure was due to excessive dirt. Both were
ttrlbuted to lack of preventative maintenance. Preventative maintenance had not been
one during the last 2years because the unit had been shutdown for an unusuy lorg
me and maintenance frequency was tied to the refueling outage.
During surveillance testing, one circuit breaker filed to trip when the undervoltage
kvice was d-eneized and two others failed to trip within the specified time limit This
ccufence may hve affected the ernergeicy diesel generator loading and its loading
squenceas specified in Technicd Specifications. The cause was dirt and lack of
l ubricationL

29
_

__
_ _

30

_

_____

_________

______

_____

_______

_

_ _

_

_

Failure Partial
Close

_

_

djewnentpm

A normal suply breaker fbr a 600 Vac bus failed to close on demand when switching
iom the from the alternate to the normal power supply. The ailure was due to binding of
he dosing nechanism in the breaker. A few days later the lternate feed breaker to
bus hiled to closed during a hot transfer. The second failure was caused by a
a
tuk contact finger in the bus transfer interiock logic. The cause of the failures was
mributed to a lack of lubrication or haidening of the lubrication. The breakers were
mmoved fron service and the dosing pivot points and other moving parts lubricated.
fler functional testing, the breakers were retuned to ssvice.
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Ftoli

Ftamorn

Proximate Cause

i
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isoeydT

Intemal to
Component
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Intemal to
Component
Intemal to
Component

Demand

Maintenance

Maintenance

480 Vac

|

Piece Part

Discovery Breaker Type

Failure Degree of
Failure
Mode
198 Failure Partial
to Close

Mechanical Assembly

31

1983 alue
to Close
1986 Failure Partial
to Close

When attempting to switch 600 Vac buses from normal to alternate feed, the alteate
breaker failed to close when the normal breakers were tripped. One failures was due to
trip rod binding in the alterate breaker due to a lack of proper lubrication of the trip rod
bearings. Another failure was caue by a binding plunger in the breaker charging motor
cutotswitch due to dirt budildup. The dirty plunger caused the switch contacts to remain
pen preventing the motor from charging the closing spring and completing the closing
uence. The third failure was caused by a dirt buildup on the trip mechanism and pivot
ints, which resulted in binding of the intemal moving parts.
480 Vac circuit breakers failed to cose due to woM latching m_chanisms. The latch
nechnisms were replaced.
attempting to dose a nomal supply breaker to a 480 Vac bus, the close circuit
blew. The failure caused by dirty auxiliary contacts. In another case, routine
dthe altemate supply circuit breaker to the same bus had failed due
observation fod that
to_a burned out closing relay.
uring a planned line outage which de-energized a transformer, the altemate feeder
breaker failed to close, de-enagizing a 4 kv bus tie board during automatic transfer.
When the transformer was re-energized the normal feeder breaker failed to close. The
fuse clip and fuse in the close drcuit of alternate feeder breaker were not making contact.
auxiliary contacts of the nomal feeder breaker were dirty.
_ _ _
e 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to open and several more were degraded due to
hardened grease and lack of lubrication. This problem could affect the ability of the
ubject breakers to open or close. Maintetunce of the breaker was incomplete despite
imilar failures due to the same cause four years earlier.
wo 4160 Vac failed to open due to failure of the breaker trip coils. The cause were
etermined to be normal wear and aging.
Two reactor trip breakers failed to close following a trip test. The cause of the failure was
believed to be due to the relay release arm on the closing solenoid moving core being out
fadjustment.
o______
hile attenpting to reset the control rod drive system following a control rod drive
breaker in the reactor protective system failed to reset. Later, during a control rod drive
breaker trip test, another breaker failed to reset after a trip. The first failure was due to the
breaker trip latch being out ofadjusttnent The cause of the second failure could not be
precisely determined; however, troubleshooting revealed cracked insulation on the close
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80 Vac

Aux. Contactor

Intemal to
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Demand
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Voltage

Aux. Contactor

1980 Failure Partial
Close
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1991 Failure Partial
Open
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UV Trip Assembly

1988 Failure Partial
to_Open
199 Failure Partial
Close
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Demand
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breakers

Latch Assembly

1992 Failure Partial
Close

Maintenance

Intemal to
Component

nspection

480 Vac

Mechanical Assembly

1989 Failure Partial
Close

Two 480 Vac feeder breakes tripped and would not close while a special inspection of
breakcrs was being conducted. The breakers failed to close due to dirt built up and lack of

Maintenance

Intemal to
Component

Inspection

edium
Voltage

Sping Charging Motor

1992 Failure Partial
Close

wo breakeres closing springs failed to charge-up when equipment operator was making
ready the in-feed breaker from separate station power transformers. The suspected failure
4wuufor one breaker was dirty contacts in the charging mechanism. The suspected
aure cause for the other breaker was binding in the charging spring mechanism.
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Two reactor trip breakers failed to close following testing. Troubleshooting found one
198 Failure Partial
breakees under voltage cdl had failed (pen circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
to Close
device pivot to amature clearance was out of adjustmmet Operationalambient conditions
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199

to Close

Mechanical Assembly

_preventative

Two reactor trip breakers failed to close during preventative maintenance. The failure to
close was due fihre ofthe breaker cutoff switches.
During routine inspectons ofthe 480 voltunit boards, two feeder breakers were binding.
failures wer attributed to dity, hadened greae, nomal aging and wear.
Two 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to close due to mechanical binding caused by dried
hardene lubricant Th mechanical operating mechanisms we replaced.
The power supply circuit breakers to two motor control centers would not trip during
survellance testing. The circuit breakers were dirty. This was due to a normal
accumulation ofdirt dting opeations. The circuit breakers were cleaned and verified to

operable
The instantaneous trip testing of both breakers revealed excessive time prior to tripping.
e required trip time is less than 0.15 seconds. Breakers were tripping on instantaneous
een 0.194 and 0.753 seconds. Cause was determined to be inadequate
bweting
maintenance.
During high tolerawce instantaneous testing several 480 Vac circuit breakers on all three
didnot trip inthe required time (0-10 cycles). Failures were attributed to aging

~~~~~

and degmded lubricants resulting from an ineffective maintenance program.

[`~~

51

During preventative maintenance two reactor trip breakers failed to close. Both breaker
failures were due to failure of the same relay. The cause was assumed to be wear and
aging.
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be norm wear and an inadequte peventive maintenace procedure.
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causes for the 6ilures.

While conductint maintenance, the main feeder breaker for a 600 Vac emergency bus
would not close. Invesdgation reveaed the trip setpoint tolersance, contact gaP and trip
4ltch roller ga were out of adjustmet preventing the breaker operaion. This breaker
was adjused ad retumed to savice. Another 600 Vac breaker was found to be 'broken."
No exact filure mechanisn was given; however, the cause was given as wear," and this
wa
0 Mr
placed.
er~~~~~W
ng preventiv maintenac, two power supply circuit breakers to motor control
cen would not automatically open when their associated load center was isolated.
They subsequendy failed to trip when the manual trip button or tripper bar was pushed.
The circuit breaker latch mechanisms were dirty and sticky. The root cause was

Dwing once per cycle testing ofthe startup transfer feeder to the unit bus breaker, two
baker trip unks we found to be non-operational so that the breakers would not trip.
Both failures were csed by lack of lubricaion on the intemal moving parts due to alack
of proper mainteance.

_______

______

_________

Duing surveillance testing on the plant ac distriWbuon systm the normal feeder breaker
from a transfomier would not close when transferring from altemate to normal power.
fbilure
a
was attributed to close relay contacts hanging up from a lack of breaker
_ lubrication. A second similar failure was attributed to the breaker having dirty contacts.
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Four 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to dose during testing due to failure of the power
rs. The power sensors wrre replaced.
A circuit breaker failed to close on asafety injection demand due to oxidation on contacts
or the alarm switches. Subsequent investigation revealed II other safety-related breakers
with the same problem. The cause was detwmined to be inadequate periodic inspections
wn cleaning of the alann switch contacts due to lack of specific guidance inthe
maintenance procedure. Corrective actions included revision of the maintenance
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procedure

The dc bus inter-tie breakers failed to open due to lack of lubrication. Corrective action
was to create a preventative maintenance and inspection schedule for these breakers.

During routine observation of the 250 volt distribution boards, anormal dc power feeder
brer was slow transfer and another failed to transfer. The first failure was due to
witch joints beinrg dirty and an indicating light resistor being bured out The second
failure was due to dirty hinge joints.

57

59

While performing preventative maintenance on the dc feeder circuit breakers, the
rcurrent trip devices would not set correctly. The cause was attributed to alack of
maintmace.

______

61

artial

time delay relay for a4160 volt feder breaker would not time out within its specified
lerance during calibration, and atime delay relay for asecond breaker would not
The causes of both failures were determined to be due to aging.
Severa 4160 Vic circuit breakers of the vendor and type failed to trip due to age induced
hardening of grommets in the electromechanical overcurrent device. Conective actions
included replacement with new or newly rebuilt overcurrent devices and establishing an
adequate preventive maintenance surveillance interval.
Intwo separate incidents while attempting to realign power to support testing, the
temate supply circuit breaker failed to trip upon closure of normal supply breaker. The
:ause of failure was attributed to the raised upper limit switch being outof mechanical
adjustnent causing agreater than 1/8 inch gap between the operating plunger and the
breaker auxiliary switch. This limit switch provides the trip signal for the alternate

~~~~~~~breaker.

____________

Tatial
wo4160 Vac circuit breakers failedtoclose. One failure was caused by the latching
pawl spring being out of adjustnent which prevented the spiings from charging. The
cause of the second failure was attributed to the racking mechanism slide interlock being
out of adjustment
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hile performing testing of4160 Vac boards and buses, three circuit breakers would not
lose. The failures were attributed to the breakers being dirty, needing lubrication, and
ue to loose connections.
Ihclosing springs for two 4160 Vac breakers would not charge. The cause of the
falures were dirty contacts, a dirty closing mechanism, and lack of lubrication.
4KV supply circuit breaker closed during testing, but failed to instanty recharge. The
cause of the failure was aging of the latch monitor pivot bearing lubrication. This
em had previously surfaced and the bearings were relubricated at that time. Since
action did not fix the problem, the decision was made to replace the pivot bearings
or all affected circuit breakers..
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___________________________

While conducting surveillance testing of the units reactor protection system, two reactor
trip circuit breakes UV devices would not pick up after tripping the breakers.
Troubleshooting found that the UV devices gap clearances were incorrect No direct
cause for the misadjustrents was found, however, operational stress and/or equipment
aging were suspected.
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71

Talure
wo reactor trip breakers failed to trip during performance of surveillance testing. One
failure was due to the auxiliary contact for the shunt trip was not making contact due to
misaligment with the block. The other failure was due to a faulty undervoltage relay.
The jumper to change the control voltage was instaled in the 48 volt holes and should
have been installed in the 125 volt holes causing the relay to overheat and melt
Tw reacor trip breakers were found to have defective undervoltage trip relays which
ted openig One failure was detected during testing and the other was detected
uring maintenance. The relay failures were determined to be due to aging.
While performing testing of the unit's reactor trip circuit breakers, the undervoltage trip
time was found to be out of the allowable tolerance for two breakers. Dirt accumulation
in the front frame assembly and lack of lubrication were the suspected causes
During surveillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers, the under voltage trip
respone time was found out of spedfication. Troubleshooting found the breakers' front
frame asemblies to be lacking the proper amount of lubricant on their bearings. This was
a recurrin problem with this breaker type. The font frame assemblies were replaced.
During surveillance testing, four of nine reactor trip circuit breakers failed to trip on
undervoltage. The primary cause was inadequate lubrication, possibly due to an excessive
pre tive maintenance interval, combined with a small design margin inthe tripping
coil. Corrective actions were to perform required
force provided from the undervoltage
p70etive maintenance prior to the unit entering mode 2 and implementation of the
omnodations of IE Bulletin 79-09 and vendor recommendations, increased
surveillance testing of the undervoltage trip feature and a decrease inthe interval between
revetivemaintenance.
During normal operation while performing surveillance testing, two reactor trip circuit
breakers failed the under voltage response time test The breaket's front frame assembly
was the suspected cause ofthe increased time response of the one breaker's undervoltage
device. The othr filure was due to loose atmture laminations in the undervoltage
device. Both are known design problems with these circuit breakers.
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In separate tests, two reactor trip breakers failed to close after trip testing. The failue to
was determined to be due to worn undervoltage trip coil mechanisms to prevented

~~~~rbreaken

from latching.

Two reactor trip breakers failed to close following testing. Troubleshooting found one
breakers under voltage cdl had failed (open circuit) and the other breakers undervoltage
device pivot to amature clearance was out of adjustment. Operational/ambient conditions
(heat_vibradon)
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were cited as causes for the failures.

wo reactor trip breakers failed to close over a one-nonth period. Both failures were
attributed to relay release ms being out of adjustment.
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During surveillance testing, the trip time requirements for two reactor trip breakers were
found to be out of specification high Historically, the bearings for the breaker front frame
semblies have been found wom and lacking the necesary lubrication, which increases
trip times. After replacing the front frame assemblies and lubrication the bearings, the
____ breakers were retested satisfactorily and retumed to service.
uring unit outage, while performing functinal testing, operators found that two reactor
1994 Failure Partial
trip breakers would not close from the handswitch in the main control room.
to Close
Troubleshootig discovered the inertia latch (piece part of the circuit breaker) had stuck
194 alure Partial
Open

rod drive
in id travel. The breakers' electrical trip function was lost, but the control
Plant operation
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system was not affected because of an available redundant trip breaker.
not affected. Insufficient lubrication of the inertia latch caused the latch to stick in
mid travel. The inertia latches were cleaned and lubricated and post maintenance testing
was perfomied satisfactorily.
Two reactor trip breakers failed to close following a trip test. The cause could not be
mi and the failure was not repeatable. The breakers that failed were replaced with
pares.
During surveillance testing, two reactor trip breakers failed to close during surveillance
response time test The stated cause was normal wear.
While conducting monthly surveillance testing of the unit's reactor protection system, two
reactor trip circuit breakers failed to close after testing. Troubleshooting found a failure o
ne breaker's under voltage device. The second circuit breaker's pick-up coil voltage was
igh due to a change in characteristics of the voltage adjustment potentiometer. Both
failures were attributed to operational sruss and/or equipnent aging.
During surveillance testing, three reactor trip breakers failed to trip on undervoltage. The
primary cause was inadequate lubrication, possibly due to an excessive preventive
tenance interval, combined with a small design margin in the tripping force provided
was to perform the required preventive
from the undervoltage coil. Corective action
maintenance prior to entering Mode 2. Additionally, as required by IE Bulletin 79-09 and
vendor recommendations, the surveillance testing interval of the undervoltage trip feature
was increased and the interval between preventive maintenance was decreased to prevent
recurrence of this event
It was discovered during testing that some reactor trip breakers would not trip on
undervoltage as expected. One device would not trip and two otbers tripped sluggishly.
The cause was determined to be misaligned armatures in the undervoltage devices. A new
preventative maintenance program was initiated to check the undervoltage coils
independently on a monthly basis

During surveillance testing, two reactor trip switchgear breakers would not close. The
first failure was due to a defective piece part inthe cutout 'y' switch on the breaker due to
cyck fatigue. In the second failure, a broken clamp was found on the closing
which prevented the breaker from closing.
__
mecam,
_
c beake wer found to be susceptible to tripping on normal start due to improper
of overcurent trip. The problem was discovered when one breaker failed to close
on demand A previous modification package was determined to be inadequate in that it
did not require trip setpoint adjustment
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Two circuit breakers failed to open on demand during separate evolutions. During
subsequent reviews, station peronnel determined that the condition of the three circuit
breakes was similar to the condition ofthe two safety-related circuit breakers that
prously failed to open an demand. The cause of the event was determined to be
84inadeqte preventive maintenance. The preventive maintenance performed did not
ubricate the main and auxliay conacts in the circuit breakers as recommended by the
circuit breaker manufacturer and also did not provide sufficient instructions to remove the
muglness on the main and auxiliary contacts.
our 4160 Vac circuit breakers failed to close. Each failure was due to a different
anism; however, investigion revealed that all failus were related to workmanship
and quality control practices by the vendor who overhauled the circuit breaker. To
ensursthe safety class circuit breakers are reliable, the utility
uand vendor developed a
prehensive plan to inspect critical components of the circuit breakers that wer
_ __v_ously overhauled.
A failure of a roll pin securing a spring for a latch pawl on a4KV breaker was reviewed
and a determination made that the failure of this pin could cause the breaker to fail.
Further investigation revealed that the roll pin failed as a result of hydrogen
embritdent Later, an issue involving pennanently applied lubricant which was
inadvertently removed from the breakers was identified. This also could potentially affect
braker operation. The cause of the cracked roll pin was the lack of knowledge of plating
induced hydrogen enbrittlenent Vendor personnel involved in the procedure
development were not aware that zinc plating of hardened steel pats could produce
hydrogen embrittlement and subsequent cracking. The cause of the lubricant being
inadvertently removed from breaker parts is also due to the lack of knowledge by Vendor
pernnel.
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Nires/ConnectoisBoard 1983 Failure Complete Following performmce of the manual reactor trip functional test, it was noted that the
procedure called forjunpering out the UV trip coils with the reactor trip breakers closed
to Open
and the rods capable of withdrawal. This was a procedural error that caused the removal
of both trains of automatic reactor trip logic. The procedure was revised to prevent
________________
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circuit breaker failed to open dw to tip linkage binding caused by misalignment and
improper assembly. Subsequent inspection of other 4160 Vac circuit breakers revealed
the same problen. The misalignment was the result ofa procedural deficiency by the
vendor
v_
that performed circuit breaker overhauls.
During testing on emagency bus feeder breakers, the closing spring charge/discharge
indicator showed that the springs were charged with the breaker closed, indicating that
main contacb were dosed but not exrting full pressure against the stationary
tacts. Investiion showed the root cause to be failure to incorporate the latest vendor
information on contact adjustment into the breaker maintenance procedure.
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hree breakers failed to close on demand during testing. Hardened grease was discovered
inthe stop roller and main drive link roller. When actuated by the closing coil, these
rollers and the associated closing latch release the stored energy of the breaker springs,
losing the breaker. Stiff rollers have resulted in multiple breaker failures inthe past The
maintenance pocedur provides instructions to clean and lubricate various friction points
f the breaker mechanism; howevea, they are not specifically identified in the vendor
manual. These rollers were not cleaned and lubricated during the performance of the
scheuled preventative maintenance.
A breaker failed to trip during testing. Subsequent testing and inspection revealed several
breakers degraded due to lack of lubrication. Lubrication was removed during
refurbishment by the vendor and was not re-installed
An Emergency Diesel Gneator (EDG) failed to pass surveillance testing because certain
oads wer not shunt tripped from the safeguard bus when a simulated Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) signal was initiated. During troubleshooting, aloose wire was
discovered in one circuit breaker and a lifted wire was discovered in another circuit
reaker. The wires wee restored to their normal positons and a portion of the test
ocedure was performed to verify appropriate loads were shunt tripped following a
imulated LOCA signal. Te loose/disconnected wires were believed to have come loose
a plug cnection during repairs made to enhance electrical separation between
lectrical divisions. Procedures were revised to alert workers ofthe potential for wires
becoming loose during removal and restoration of plug connections on similar circuit
breakers.
One set of leads ineach of the four plant protective system bays were found to be
isconnected. These disconnected leads removed the automatic shunt trip feature from
#1,#2, 3,and #4.The subject leads had been disconnected and not restored
d_____
uring 18-month surveillance testing conducted earlier.
Whileperformingsurveillancetesting, two reactortripbreakers failed to close on
separate occasions. In one case the breaker latch catch and arm wer found bent
preenting the breaker from dosing. The cause of this failure was believed t be from
incorrect i ation of the breaker dudring previous maintenance or testing activities. In
the second case, the breaker operating mechanism latch was binding against the housing
likely due to inadequate lubrication and rough surfaces.
gthe performance of reactor trip circuit breaker undervoltage device surveillance
eting three breakers failed to open within the acceptance time criteria The following
y, and then 8days lata, two additional breakers failed to meet the acceptance criteria.
reactor hip breakes failed even though extensive maintenance and testing was
onmed on all eight of the trip system breakers II days prior to the first 3 failures.
tenance included procedures specified in the vendor service advisory letter. The
idencies were corrected by again performing the vendor approved refurbishment
urea on the slow breakers, followed by successful testing.
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A preventive maintenanc proedu was being perfimned on 480V molded coo circuit
breakers. Thes e magnetic only breake with an adjustable instanne trip range of
SO to ISO amps. With the breakes adjusd to thcir lowest settrg the dght phas for two
ken tripped at 71.7 amps and 69 amps. The maximum allowable trip point was 57.5
6
The breakers had a date code that meant they were manufactured in August of
1978. Cosidering the breakers were approximatey 16 years old, the drift in calibration is
ated with the breaked service life. Therefore, it was decided to replace the
kers. The circuit brker, would stil trip on instantaneous within its adjustable lunge
ich would provide adequate overcurrent protecion. The caUSe was attributed to the
kea long service life. Like for like breakers were installed. All tests were performed
*sftrily,
lhi prevenive maintenance on the reactor tip breakers, the undervoltage tp units on
two breakers were found to be out of specification. One undrvoltage device could not be
adjusted within specification and was replaced. The cause for both failures was
~~~~etrindto bevibraton andaging.
During routing srveillac testing, hr circuit breaker would not tp on short tme
trip tes The fihes were caud by the breakers being out of cibration as
result of nomal wear.
Duing
*sta
rutine testing it was found that the under voltage relays for two 4160 Vac feeder
e s from an auxiliary transformer to the bus were out of calibration. The failures
were attributed to relay wear.
Undervolage dropout relays Intwo sepate, similar breakers drifted out of specification
beteen times they were checked by scheduled maintenance. A root caue Investigation
attributed the relay setponit shift to a combination of I) relay setpoint repetabiity, 2)
empere sensitIvityofthe relays, and 3)testingtechniques. Applicable test equipment
mn procedures have been changed to address the causes of the setpoint shifl.
Additionaily, the testng fqiuency has been reased from quarteriy to monthly pending
ayperf monnnc trending resuts
During surveiliance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers' undervoltage devices, the
pons time of two breakers than allowed by Technical Specifications. The cause of the
avet W sepoint drift and worn/binding front frame assenbly mechanisms. The
oints were adjuste and the trip shaft and latch roller bearings wr lubricated.
During monthly sreillance test ofthe reactor trip circuit breaker undervoltage trip
devices, the response time of two breakers was slower tan allowed by Technical
Speclfcaions. This event was caused by setpoint drift and worn/binding font frame
s bly nechanisms. Correcdve acdons included replacement of front frame asembiles
_
undervoltage trip devices.
e tip response time of two reactor trip breakers was slower than allowed by Technical
Speifications The breakers were retst satisfktorily and returned to service after
justing the UV trip device setpoints and lubricating the trip shaft and latch roller
The breakers were still considered operable since the shunt trip devices were

perational with satifactory respone times.
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198 Failure Complete Four 600 Vac nonnal auxiliary power system circuit breakers failed to open from local
to Open
manual trip switch. The failures were caused by arelay contact in breaker trip circuit that
was normally open instead of nomially closed, as shown on wiring diagram. The relays
we rewired to corect the problem.
1
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__________________________
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1994 Failure artial
to Close

1983 ailure Partial
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Open

____________

__

Met
edium
Voltage

Spring Charging Motor

19a Failure Partial
Close

RPS trip
breakers

UV Trip Assembly

1990 Failure Partial
Close

While attempting to transfer two 4160 Vac buses to their alternate power supply, the
altenate feeder circuit breaker. Separately, another 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to
close on demand. Both failures wer caused by an open coil winding on atelephon-type
relay within the synchronizing check relay of the circuit breaker. The telephone relay
failed due to being continwusly energized, which was not its intended application. A
oes____________
ign modification was performed as the long-term corrective action.
wo service water pumps failed to start upon demand. nvestigation revealed ahigh
resistance electrical contact Inthe pump notor circuit breaker close coil circuit
valuation of the failure determined that the electrical contact had high resistance due to
intruption of current approximatelythree times rated. The inswtailed contactor
t interrupt radng was inadequate. The contact failures occurred after afraction of
design cycles. All 4kV circuit breakers we determined to be susceptible to this

failure.

During plant protection system functional tsting two reactor trip breaker tripped free
when maintenance pasonnel attempted to close them. With the vendor present, the
problem was traced to inadequate adjustment of the trip latch overlap. The adjustment
was initially made per vendor specifications. However, the vendor had since increased the
re _ d number of adjustment turns of the trip latch screw from 4 to amaximum o
5 turs. A change was subnitted to chiange the procedure accordingly.
A potental safety hazard was identified conceming certain critical dimensions of the
undervoltage trip device on aparticular model reactor trip circuit breaker. An out-oftolerance measurement was found between the moving core and rolling bracket in
adion to amissing lock rirg on the shalt pin of the undervoltage trip device. The
potential aisted for either intermittent opeation or total failure of the device. The cause
was attributed to manufacturing variations of the undervoltage trip devices. All
undervoltge trip devices on all reactor trip breakers were replaced.
The circuit breaker for the residual heat removal pump afailed to recharge during testing.
rendering the breaker incapable of automatic closure. In addition to performing required
surveillance tests, an investgaion revealed that the breaker charging spring motor bolts
had fallen out, allowing the motor to rotate, and breakdng the power leads. A root cause
analysis led to the conclusion that acombination of inadequate thread engement ofthe
mounting bolts in the motor housing and equipment vibration caused the bolts to loosen.
Because this event had the potential fora common node failure, all safety related
breakers wer inspected during ascheduled maintenance outage. Three additional
_ek__

110

Inadequacy

Test

__

_wem

found to have loose bots.

Two reactor trip breakers failed to close. The first failed to close during testing, the
sezod failed to dose while troubleshooting the first failure. The cause of both breaker
alures was failure of the under voltage trip coil, which was thought to be due to a
ufacturing defect.
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Test

RPS trip
breakers

UVTrip Assembly

1983 Falure PadW
to Close

Test

RPS trip
breakers

Mechanical Assemnbly

198 Falure Paral
Clow

During surveillance testing, two reactor trip breaken would not re-close. Troubleshooting
found manufactuuing defects in the front fame assemblies (loose mechanical colars).
This problem has been Identified on similar breakers. The front frame assemblies were
mplaced.

1993 Failure Partidal
Clow

uring an attempt to close the control rd drive circuit breakers two breakers failed to
lose. The filures could not be repeated. Although the mechanical inteolock, a piece part
of thi circuit breaker, was found slightly dity and in need of lubrication, it Isnot
bieved to have caused the faihres to ciose. As a preventive measure, the mechanical
intedock wu cleaned and lubricated. The breakeis were successfuly closed on al

During surveillane testing, two reactor trip breaken would not close when a close signal
W appied to the breakees control circuit Troubleshooting found defective undervolta
devices that wouid not allow the closure of the breaken. The undervohage devices were
mplaced.
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.esubequent
tests.
1983 FaiLlure
ompete During a routine startup, both reactor trip breakers failed to open automatically on receipt
to pen
ofa valid lowlow steam gentor level reator trip signal. The reactor was shutdown 25
seonds latr using the manual trip on the conrol console. Subsequent investigation
revealed tlt the breaker failures were caused by mechanical binding of the latch
mechanism in the undervottage trip attachment All breaker undervoltge attachments
we replaced with new devices and extensive maintenance and testing was perfned on
the breakes.
1985 Failure Patial
During a scheduled maintenance outage of4160v safety-related switchgear, the plant
to Close
lectrical staff discovered that two circuit breakers were rendered electrically inoperable
due to the filure of a spot welded pivot pin. This spot welded pivot pin was on an
intemal piece of linge, which actuates the auxiliary contacts that track breaker position.
Ibae concts are also used in external breaker trip and close schemes as intedocks. The
efective component is being modified to preclude additional failures.
1983 ailure
a
he undervolbge armatures for two diffaent reactor trip breake were found during
Open
tetng to not be fully picked up (repetitive filures in the same month). Based on vendor
testhe abnomal amature position has little or no detectable effect on the ability of the
undervolge trip device to trip the breaker on loss of voltage. The undervoltage
mduts not being flily picked up Is the result of interference between the undervoltage
mature and the copper shading ring aound the coil core. As corrective action, visual
veflication and m _ adjustment of proper dosed air gap position is required following
energization of the undervoltage device.
198 Failure Partial
While performing surveillance test on reactor trip circuit breakas, two breakers failed
Close
to dos In one failure, the left side dose spring on the breaker had fallen off and the
breaker wouldn't dose with only one spring. The second breaker failure was due to a bad
control pwer fuse that failed due to aging.
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198 ailure
undavoluge armatures fo two different racor trip breakers we found during
to Open
testing to not be fuly pickod up (repetitive failures in the same month). Based on vendr
test, the abnomal arnature position has litde orno detectable effect on the ability ofthe
undavoleIe
device
trip theupbreaker
on loss
voltage. The
undervolage
annaturcs nottrip
being
fullytopicked
isthe result
of of
interfrcnce
betwen
the undervoltage
umature and the copper shading ring around the coil core As corrective action, visual
verifacation and manual adjustment of proper closed air gap position isrequired following

IIS

________________

lity
119

VTrip Assembly
______

198
_

_

~

~

magatin of the undervoltage device.

ailure Almost
Bothreactortripbreanu andabypass
breaker faledto open on a undervoliagetrip
Open Complete ignal during response time testing. Tbe failures were due to mechanical problems of the
o=bge n nisms which resulted from manuficturing deficiencies. Fifteen days
rone of the replacenlt reactor trip breakers also failed due to the m
cause.

i

Table A-3. Breaker CCF event summary, sorted by discovery method.
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pring Charging Motor

1985 Failure
o Close

___
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ial

Palure
atial
Close

7

Demand

While returninga smvice water boostr pump to smvice a minor fire occurred in a 480
Vac ESF MCC. This rendered several components inoperable. Repeated cycling of the
punp onto the bus coupled with inadequate stab to bus bar contact and dust in the MCC
cabinet caused a fire. Operators were reminded of undesirability of repeated cycling of
oad breaker. An engineering study to detenmine if the breakeas are adequately sized was
so made (the rsuts of the study were not included in the failure report).
A phse to phase hult across the station awdliary transformer buswork caused a loss of
normal offsite power to the unit Both operable emergency diesel generators started as
requfed During the temporaty loss of normal offsite power, several breakers in the
plants electrical distnibuon system failed to operate. The plant operato restored station
power through a altenate offsite source, and restarted all necessaty equipment
A decay heat removal pump Siled to start due to the circuit breaker failing to close upon
demnd. The cause was determined to be an intermittent sticking ofthe motr cutoff
switch opeator due to the operator being slightly bent, which prevented it from sliding.
Furter inspections rvealed that all 4.16 and 13.8 kv circuit breakers were susceptible to
his problem. All applicable circuit breakers were subsequently modified.
Two 480 Vac cicuit breakers failed to dose due to worn latching mechanisms. The latch
rnechanisms were replaced.
*ng surveillance testing, one drcuit breaker failed to trip when the undervoltage
ice was de-energized and two others failed to trip within the specified time limit This
occutrenoe may have affected the emergency diesel generator loading and its loading
sequence as specified in Technical Specifications. The cause was dirt and lack of

lubrication.

_

Demand
6

Descripton
____________________________

_

en attempting to close a notmal supply breaker to a 480 Vac bus, the close circuit
fu blew. The failure caused by dirty auxiliay contacts. i another case, routine
observation Ibund that the altemate supply circuit breaker to the same bus had failed due
to a burned out closing relay.
Two beakefs failed to close during attempts to transfer bus power from alternate to
normal ed, the normal feeder breaker would not close. One failure was caused by
irroen
in the cell switch. The second failure was due to excessive dir. Both were
attributed to lack of preventative mainten
Preventaive maintenance had not been
done during the last 2 yeas because the unit had been shrtdown for an unusually long
dm and maintenance frequency was tied to the refueling outage.
Four 480 Vac feeder breakers failed t close on demand. One breaker failed to dose due
to lose bolts holditg the chrging gearbox assembly. When demanded, the fuses for
da breaker blew and the breaker failed to
dcose. The cause of this failure was
determined to be ditty contacts. Another breaker failed due to failure of the auxiliaty
relay. The fMth breaker hiled to close due to dirty and dried lubricant on the trip latch

-ad9ustment
parts.
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Over a period of 5 months, there were 6 incidents of cimut breakem of the same vendor
and typ failing to dose on deman Intermittent failures of the closing coil cutoff xrdays to propely return to their denergized position prevented the relays from
gizing the breakerscdosing coils upon receipt of a dose signal. It was ddeemined
that dirt and dust accumulation on the moveable parts of the relay causes the faulty
operation. The symptoms of the x-elay malfiunction were found to be failure ofthe
brmaker to dose upon receiving a close signal, and in nost cases, the braker closes upon
receiving a second close signal. This failure mode can cause equipment and/or systems to
be inoperable without detion until that equipment is called upon to opete, either by
test or when adually required. The x-relays on all safetyrelated breakes ofthis type
wo ispected and cleand. The vendor did not provide for maintenance of the x-elays
Din
their maintenance procedures.
When attempting to switch 600 Vac bues from normal to altemate feed, the alternate
breakers failed to dose when the nomal breakers were tripped. One failures was due to
trip rod bin5ng in the alternate breaker due to a lack of proper lubriaon of the trip rod
bearings Another failure was caused by a bu ding plunger in the breaker chuging motDr
sutwitch due to dirt buildup. The dirty plunger caused the switch contacts to remain
open preventing the motor from charging the dosing sprng and completing the closing
sequence. The third failure was caused by a dirt buildup on the trip mechanim and pivot
points, which resulted in binding of the internal moving parts.
A orma supply breaker for a 600 Vac bus failed to close on demand when switching
from the fom the alternate to the normal power supply. The failure was due to binding of
dosing mchanian in the breaker. A few days later the altenate feed breaker to
ther bus faied to dosed during a hot transfer. The second failure was caused by a
st contact fng in the bus transfer interlock logic. The cause of the failures was
*rbutedto a lack of lubrication or hudening of the lubication. The breakers wae
removed from service and the dosing pivot points and oher moving parts lubricated.
A
functional testing, the breakers we returned to service.
One 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to open and several more were degraded due to
grease and lack of lubrication. This problem could affect the ability of the
bpet breakers to open or dose. Maintenance
of the breakers was incomplete despite
similar failures due to the same cause four years eadier.

______________

1981 Failure

Description

Failure

Partial

wlwo
4160 Vac failed to open due to failue of the breaker trip coils. The cause wre
determined to be normal wear and aging

During a planned line outage which de-energized a transformer, the altemate feeder
breaker failed to close, doewegizing a4 kv bus tie board during automatic transfer.
W the transformer was re-energized the normal feeder breaker failed to close. The
fise dip and fuse in the close circuit of alenate feeder breaker were not making contact
auxiliary contacts of the normal feeder breaker were dirty.

e attempting to reset the control rod drive systan following a control rod drive
in the reactor protective system failed to reset Later, during a control rod drive
breaker trip test, another breaker failed to rese alter a trip. The first failure was due to the
eaker trip latch being out ofadjusanent The cause of the second failure could not be
y determined, however, troubleshooting revealed cracked insulation on the close
cil.
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Close
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lnadequacy
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199 Failure Partial
Close
19
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Close

23

Desn
reactor trip breakers failed to close following atrip test The cause of the failure was
beved to be due to the relay release afm on th closing solenoid moving core being out
ircuit breakers were found to be susceptible to tripping on normal start due to improper
*ng of overcurrent trip. The problem was discovered when one breaker failed to close
demand. A previous modification package was determnined to be inadequate in that it

199 Failure Partiai
Close

Four 4160 Vac circuit breakers failed to close. Each failure was due to adifferent
mwhanisn; howver, investigation revealed that all failures were rlated to workmanship
and quality control practices by the vendor who overhauled the circuit breakers. To
sure the safety class circuit breakers are reliable, the utility and vendor developed a
comprehensive plan to inspect critical components of the circuit breakers that were
~~~pevously overhauled.
199 Failure
taa
wo circuit breakers failed to open on demand during separte evolutions. During
Open
subsequent reviews, station personnel determined that the condition of the thr circuit
breakers was simila to the condition ofthe two safetyrelated circuit breakers that
prviouly failed to open an demand. The cause of the event was deterinted to be
in
te prevative naintenance. The preventive nintenance performed did not
lubricate the main and auxiliary contacts in the Crcuit breakers as recommaded by the
ircuit breaker manufacturer
also did not provide sufficient instnructions to remove the
______________
mugihness on the main and auxiliary contacts.
19S Failure Complete Four 600 Vac nonal auxiliary power system circuit breaker failed to open from local
Open
manual trip swith. The failues were caused by arelay contact in breaker trip Crcuit that
w normaly open Instead of nonnally closed. as shown on wiring diagram. The relays
were rewired to conc the problem.
1990 Failure partia
Close

__________

While attempting to transfer two 4160 Vac buses to their altemate power supply, the
lternate feeder cicuitbreaker. Separtely, another 4160 Vac drcuit breaker failed to
lose on demand. Both failures wre caused by an open coil winding on atelephoretype
day within the synchronizing check rei ofthe circuit breaker. The telephone rely
failed due to being continuously energized, which was not its intended application. A
sign modification was perfonned as the long-term corrective action.

_____________e_

22

of

dId not require trip setpoint adjttment

I8

I.

Degr

Partial

wo service wae pumps failed to star upon demand. Investigation revealed a high
reistance electrical contsat Inthe pump motor drcuit breaker ose coi circuit
Elution ofthe failure determinedt the electrical ontact had high resistance due to
ed i
prtion of current approximatelyt
tim rated. The Installed contactor
urrnt eipt rating was inadequate. The contact failures ocmrred after a fraction of
design cycles. All 4 kV circuit brakers were determined to be suscepdble to this
During plant protection system functional tesing two reactor trip breaker tripped free
when m enance personnel atemtd to close them. With the vendor pese the
blem was traced to inadequate adjustment ofthe tip latch overlap. The adjustment
was initialy made per vendor spedfications. However, the vendor had since increased th
mended number of adjustment turns ofthe rip latch screw from 4 to amaximum o
Fturns. A change was submitted to change the procedure accordingly.
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An opertr Facked up the emergency 4.16kv bus feeder breaker from an emergency
lel geneator and found that there was no indication of breaker position on the control
A. It was discovered that the breaker elevator mechanism linkage was distwrted and
i allowed the cell switch actuator arm to fall into an intemediate position disabling the
sic
and manual osur cireuitry. Other breaker comparns contained distorted
inkages and it was conduded that any of 4.16kv breakers could fail during a seismic
ant The lnkage distortion was caused by an interferenee with the breaker assembly as
is rolled out of the compartment.
Impection of circuit breaker lint switches revealed cam follower cracking. No
equipment malfunctioas or planttransien occurred, because the single acual failure
o ed during routine post modification testing. The root cause ofthis occurne was
nadequate initial design of General Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.

_

1999 alure
Open

__________de______

Design/
ConsnctionJ
M ufacte/
stlion
Inadequacy

Dwing a routine startup, both reactor trip breakers failed to open automatically on receipt
of a valid low4ow steam generator level reactor trip signal. The reactor was shuldown 25
seconds later using the manual trip on the contol console. Subsequent investigation
revealed that the breaker failures were caused by medanical binding of the tch
mechanismn in the undervollagc trip au
_bment
All breaker undervolage aahnts
wee replaced with new devices and extesive maineace and testing was peformed on
the breakers.
A 4 kV vital busses were dedard inoperable following inspection that revealed cacs
i the irct breaker cam followem One acual failure occurred during post maiance
esding (mainenance was for another reason), but all cam follower limit switches at both
units wer replaced. The root cwse of this occurence was inadequate iniil design of
GnealElectric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
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Inadequacy

__

Ipection

rtial
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28

_

1995 Failure
to Open

DCiAO
Ding an attempt to dose the control rd drive cicuit breakes two breakes failed to
close. Te failures could not be repeated Althugh the mechanical indock. a piece pat
of this circuit beaker, was fbund slightly dirty and in need of lubrcation, it is not
believed to have caused the failures to lose. As a preventive measure, the mnical
ieloc waS caned and lubrcated. The brakess were successf1ly closed on all
_scription

alure
to Open

160 Vac circuit breakers could fail to change position due to an insulating block (a
component of the breaker blowout mag ) vwhose adhesive had degraded with age,
could
become loose and fall irto the breaker mechanism and prevent breaker opertion.
circuit breaker contated exposed relay terminas during rack-in, causing trips/lockout
f two breakers and lockout of another. The event was attributed to human error and poor
sign (location of relays).
a system review, it was oted that the axiliay tansformer breake did not trip
designed when the Main Turbme tripped. Investigation determined that this trip signal
blocked when a ow load (4000 A) condition is sensed at the output ofthe generator.
low load block is not pat of the original digital protection system modification and
reason for the block could be determined. Tripping of these breakers on a Main
ine trip is needed to ensure that the timing sequence for the EDGs on a
P/IOCA, as defined in the FSAR, would not be affected. The block was removed
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reakere
tripped when the cubice door ws dosed. Subsequent inspection revealed
Iera
incorrect latching mechanisms were installed on 4160 Vac breakers. The cause of
Incorrect latching mechanisms being installed during original construction was
error. The incorect latches were instahled ineight of seventeen cubicle doon in
he Division n switchgear. Contributing to this event was that hfomation relative to the
itching mechnisms was not Prvided to personnel working on the switchgew and that

480 Vac

Mehanical Assembly

1989 Falure Partial
Close

480 Vac feeder breaken tripped and would not dose while a special inspection of
kers was being conduwtedl The breakers failed to dose due to dirt built up and lack o
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Two breakees dosing springs f2iled to charge-up when equipment operator was making
ey the in-feed breaker from separate station pow transformes. The suspected failure
cam for one breaker was dirty contas in the chrging mechanism. The suspected
ilure cause for the oher breaker was bin int chrging spng mechanism.
Wreacor trip breakefs fled to close following testing. Troubleshooting found one
under voltage coil had hfled (open circuit) and the oher breakeres undervoltage
pivot to annature clearance was out of adjushent OperationaVanbient conditions
cited.as causes for the failures.
failure of a ll pin Mecuring a sping fr a latch pawl on a4KV beaker was reviewed
nd a determination made that the 6ilure of this pin couid cause the breaker to hil.
Furher investigation revealed thatthe rdl pin filed aresult ofhydrogen
ebrildaeent Later, an issue involving permanently applied lubricant whih was
inadvetntly removed from the breakers was idenified. This aiso could ponidally affect
operation. The cause of the cracked roll pin was the lack of knowledge of plating
induced hydrogen enbrittlement. Vendor persnnel involved in the procwdure
developmet were not aware that zinc plating of hardened steel parts could produce
hyrogen embrittlement and subsequent cracking. The cause of the lubricant being
inadvertently moved from breaker Pts is also due to the lack of knowledge by Vendor
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ollowng perfo
of te manual reactor trip functional test, it was noted that the
called forjumpering out the UV trip coils with the ractor trip breakers plcsed
and the ros capable of withdrawal. This was a procedural error that caused the removal
f both trains of automatic reactor trip logic. The procedure was revised to prvent

event.

Inspectins revealed cracb in the lexan cam followers of control (iimit) switches
insaled in4160 Vc and 6900 Vac circuit breakers. The same part used in 360 places in
uknown number ofbreakers. Inspection showed about one third were cracking and two
inoperable The root caue of this occumnce was inadequate initial design of
Ieneral
Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturar.
After installation of new undervoltage trip relays, the rctor trip breakers would not sty
losed. The original trip bar design gap was satisfectory with old style undervoltage
rays, but not with new style relays.
_
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____

40 Vac

r
____Description
While conducting maintenance, the main feeder breaker for a 600 Vac emergency bus
would not close Investigat
revealed th trip setpoint tolerance, contact g and trip
latch roller gap wer out of adjustment preventing the breaker operation. This breaker
w adjusted and retuned to sevice. Another 600 Vac breaker was found to be broken.
No exact failure mechanism was given; however, the cause was given as 'wear,' and this
eaker was replaced.

r peventive mantenance, two power supply circuit brakers to motor control
cenes would sot automatiafly open when their associat load center was isolated.
They subsequently failed to trip when the manual tip button or tipper bar was pushed.
Thecircuit breaker lach nhanim wer dirty and sticky. The root cause was
d_e__ined to be normal wear and an inadequate preventive maintance procedure.
Du preventative maintenance two reactor trip breakers faild to close, Both breaker
falures were due to failure of the same rlay. Tec cause was assumed to be wear and
wo reactor trip bmakers failed to close during preventative maintenance. The failu to
close was due failure of the breaker cutoff switches.
A circuit breaker failed to open due to trip linkage binding caused by misalignment and

improper assembly. Subsequent inspection of other 4160 Vac circuit breakers revealed
44 same probler. The misalignment was the result of a procedural deficiency by the

endor that performed circuit breaker overhauls.
Apreventive maienance procedure was being perforned on 4S0V molded case circuit
. These are magnetk only breakers with an adjustable instantaneowus trip range of
50 to 150 ampsVWith the breaks adjusted to their lowest setting, th right phase for two
breakers tripped at 71,7 amp. and 69 amps. The maximum allowable trip point was 57.5
amps Th breakers had adate code thatmeant they were manufactued in Augut of
1978. Considering the breakers wer approxumately 16 years old, the drift in calibmaion
assited with the breake service life. Theefore, it was decided to repac the
breakas. The circuit breakes would still trip on instantaneous within its adjustable range
hich would provide adequate ovecurent protectm The cause was attributed to the
breakrs' long service life. Like for like breaker were installed. All sts were perfrned
preventive maintenance on the reactor trip breakers, the undervoltage trip units on
breaks were found to be out of specification. Oue undervoltage device could not be
ated within specification and was replaced. The cuse for both failures was
______ned _to
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be vibration

and aging.

ptnilsfety hazard was dfi concemig certai crtcal dimnsi
of th
hip device on a particular model reactor trip circuit breaker. An out,oftrolte
tolerancasuirement was found between the moving core and rolling bracket in
tion to a missing lock ring on the shaft pin of the undervoltage trip device. The
potential existed for either intermittent opaeation or total failure of the device. The case
attributed to manufacturing variations ofthe undervoltage trip devices. All
w voltege trip devices on all reactor trip breakers were replaced.
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Wben performing aloss of bus test two 4160 Vc bus-tie bakes failed to trip.
n gation concluded that the bus-ic bmakers could not trip if the diesel g ator
output breker was open. The filies to open were caused by a design error.

_ Failure Partial
t Open

During surveillance testing several drcuit breaker lockout relays would not actuat
T faires would have prev i breaker trips on overacnt Mechanical binding
prevn the relays from tripping. Bach teting revealed sevea contribut factors but
dnot identify the root cause. The failed relays' armature force checks yielded to 6.5
pInadequacy
ounds but newe relays required only 3.5 pounds. The vendor discourages re-lubrication
to reduce friction. Also, a venor bulletin states that when the relay reset handle isforced
spint the latch after reseting. tripping is delayed or pmvented. The lockout relays were
eplaced with spares and tested satisfactorily.
Tw 6.9kV breakets fied to dose due to manufacturer repair defeca A cotter pin
installed by the manufacturer was striking the latch check switch mounting bracket and
bnding it forward. This removed the factory set clearance between the bracket and the
swich actuating paddle resulting in the paddle rolling the trip shaft to the trip position
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Duriga sceduled maitenance outage of4160v safety-relaed switchgar fte plant
lecdrical staff discovered tht two circuit breakes were rndered lectrialy inoperable
heto the failure of a spot welded pivot pin. This spot welded pivot pin was on an
ntrnal piece of linage, whkh atuats the auxiliary cornacts tha track braker position.
econcts are also used inextmal braker trip and close schemes s interocks. The
__
_
lefective component is being modified to preclude additional failures.
199 Failure
inost
l n dc molded cue chauk brers vwere tested, all 44 breakers of one vendor type
to Open Complete installed in4 diffent distribution panels failed to trip on overcment Problem was the
esign of the trip lever in the magnetic trip circuit breakers. All breakers of this type and
r were replaced.
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the breaker attempts to close.

Two reactor trip breakers filed to ciose during surveillance testing. The beakers' closing
spngs had become detached from the pivotacuation points. The reason for the springs
detaching could not be determined; hoever, this has been a recurring problem with this
bfeakerdesign.

______________

_

_inspectin

l

During a station loss of offsite power (loop) test two class IE 480 volt load center
ker failed to lose ding autmatic load sequencing. Subsequent nvestigation
re4aled that the breaker pring release device in both breakers was binding against the
opening in the breaker be pte hich resulted in failure of the closing coil and failure
of the breaker to close. Ohr defective breaken were also identified following
.
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actor trp breaker surveillac tesng th undervoltage trp devics for wo
circuit breakers exhibited sateed and unauptable response times. The reactor trip

~~~~~~~brs were relcdwith spkres.
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The static force to trip the circuit breakers ecedd allowable tolerance due to binding
cwsed by the unused overcurrt trip pads. The breakers tested saisfactrily after
rero_val ofthe overcurrea trip pads.
During ofmance testing of the reacior trip circuit breakers, two beake failed to redose after open them from the control oom panel controls Troubleshooting found that
de breakese' operating spings fell of4 preventing closure but not opening, a recurring
problen wih this paicular breaker design.
h e performing initial approach to criticality testing, opeors noted that the B-phase
for a reactor trip breaker, was not inicating current flow after the breaker was closed.
train's function of providing power to the control rod drive nechanism was degraded
as one phase of power was unavailable. The failure was caused by a mechanical opaating
spring that had cone loose. With the spring loose, the B-phase contacts were geting
insufficient pressure to dose. The vendor has provide notice that the spring could come
oose and th vendor has provided additional insructions for breaker inspection and
to adress this problem. The spring was reinstalkd acording to the vendors
instctions. The breaker was subsequently tested and returned to service.
Du
routire surveilce testing of the rectr trip breakes, two breakers didnot
chne state in the required time. The causes were detennined to be dirty breaker
DurigDroutine surveillance testing, a the control rod drive AC breaker experienced a
dayed trip. Subsequent tsing of all AC and dc control rod drive breakers resulted in a
cor rod drvedc breakr also expeiencing a delyed trip If a reactor trip had
ocairred,and if both nalfunctioned breakers had delayed in tripping, two control rod
groups would not have dropped immediately.
The power supply circuit breakers to two motor control centers would not trip duing
surveillace tesg. The circuit breakers were dirty. This was due to a normal
&a;umuI&Iiw'ofdirt during opeations. The circuit breakers were deaned and verified to

~beopmerbe

_____________

_ reat

A circui breaker failed to trp during a surveillance test Upon investigation, it was
determined that the connecing pin for the breaker trip crank located bteen the trip
solenoid and the trip shaft became loose due to a pin welt fAilure, which prevented
tripping ofthe breaker. Inpection revealed several bakes with the same weld
Two procedures, an nspection proedure and a trip crank replacement
ecedure we writen fr eighty six affeed breakers on site. Nine breakers failed the

I

alure Pa
Open

D

oingonce
per cycle testing of the startup transfer feeder to the unit bus breaker, two
brke trip unks were found to be noperional so that the breakers would not tip.
Both failures were caused by lack of lubrication on the intrnal moving parts due to a lack
f proper maintance.
Dw high tolerance sttaneous tesdng. several 4S0 Vac circuit breakers on all three
p
didnot trip in the required time (0.10 cycles). Failures were attributed to aging
- and degraded lubricn resulting from an ineffective maintenance program.
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replaced.

The instantneous trip esting of both breakers revealed excessive time prior to tripping.
h required trip time h less than 0.15 seconds. Breakers were tripping on insamntaneous
testing between 0.194 and 0.753 seconds. Cuse wa determined to be inadequate
preventative maintenance.
TO 480 Vac circuh breakers failed to dose due to mechanicl binding caused by died
ou hardened lubricant Te mchanieal operting mechanisms were replaced.
A circuit breake iled to close on a safety injection demand due to oxidation on contacts
for the alarm switches. Subsequent investigation revealed II other safety-related breakers
with the same problem. The cause was determined to be indequate periodic inspections
wnd ckaning of the aim switch contacts due to lack ofspeciflc guidance in the
mintenance prooedw. Corrective actions included revision ofthe maintenance
DuTing routine inspections of the 480 volt unit boards, two feeder breakem were binding.
The failures were attributed to dirty, hardened grase, normal aging and wear.
While performing preventative maintenance on the dc feeder circuit breakers, the
ercurrent ipdevices would not set corffecly. The cause was attributed to a lack of
_nt

198 Failwe Parial
o Close

Description_______________________

During sveillance testing on the plant ac distibution system the normal feeder breaker
from a transformer would not close when tansferring from altanate to normal power.
faihiure was attributed to close relay contacts hanging up from a lack of breaker
lubrication. A second simar fbilue was attributed to the breaker having dirty contacts.
Four480 Va circuitbreaker failed to dose during tetig due to failure ofthe power

_ace

Dur rne obsvation of the 250 volt disinuon boaTds, a normal d power feeder
breake was slow to transfer and anothe failed to trmsfer. The first failure was due to
sw jins being dirty and an indkating light resistor being buned out The second
ilum was due to dirty hingejoint.
Ih dc bus inter-tie breakers filed to open due to lack of lubrication. Corrective action
was to create a pevettive mainenne and inspection schedule for these breakes.
The closing springs fo two4160Vac breakers woudnotcharge. The cause ofthe
failures were dirty contc, a dity
ing mechanism
lack of lubrication.
f peflrming tting of4160 Vac boads an buses the circuit beakers
d not
lose. Te failures were attributed to the breakers being dirty, needing lubricaton, and
due to loose connections.

Two 4160 Vac circuit brakes hiled to close. One failure was caused by the latciing
WI
spring being out of adjusmet which prevented the springs from charging. The
cause of the second filure was attributed to the racking mechanism slide interlock being
out of adjustment.

.C3

M

ediumn
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________I_I

198 Failure
o aom

time delay relayifor a 4160 volt *f breaker would time vtithn its specified
tolerance during calibrtion, ad a tine delay relay for a second breaker would not
The causes of both flures were detenined to be due to aging.
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Serl 4160 Vac circuit breakers of the vendor and type failed to trip due to age induced
arding of grommets in the electro anical overwrrent device. Corrective actions
induded replacement with new or newly rebuilt overrent devices and establishing an
adequate preventive aintenance surveillance interval.
In two seprate incidnts while attempting to realign power to suppot testing, the
alemate supply circuit break failed to trip upon closre of normal supply breaker. The
cum of failure was attributed to the rased upper limit switch being out ofmechanical
adjusiment caing a greater than 1/8 inch a betw the opratng plunger and the
eaker auxiliary switch. This limit switch provides the trip signal for the altemate

~~~~~~breaker.

_ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Mechanical Assmbly

Description

Failure

-

-

A4V supply circuit breaker closed during tsting, but failed to instantly recharge. The
cause of the failure was aging of the Ich monitor pivot bearing lubrication. This
prblen had previously surfaced and the bearings were relubricated at that time. Since
action did not flix the problem, the decision was made to eplace the pivot bearings
for all afficted circuit breakers..
Walal
e conduding monthly surveillance testing of the uit's reactor protection system, two
trip circuit break failed to cose after testing. Troubleshooting found a failure of
on breaker s under volta device. The second circuit breakers pick-up coil voltage was
h4h due to a change in charaeist of the voltage adjustment potentioneter. Both
fAilures were attributed to operational stress and/or equipment aging.
Whe conduding surveillance testing ofthe unit's reactor protection system, two reactor
p cirauit breakers' UV devices would not pick up aller tripping the breakers.
roubleahooting found that the UV deviced gap cla
were incor No direct
cw for te misadjustments was found, however, opaal stress and/or equipment
aing were suspected.
Two reactor trip baks failed to dose followg testing. Troubleshooting found one
breakees under voltage cl had failed (open circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
device pivot to umature clarance was out of adjustment. Operational/ambient conditions
Q_vibration) were cited as causes for the failuws.
g surveillance testig two reactor trip switcbgcar breakers would not close. The
fust failure was due to a defective piece prt in the cutout y switch on the breaker due to
wdk fatigue In the second failurc, a brken clamp was found on the closing
mecha_i__we
which prevented the breaka from closing.
During ormal opeat while peforming surveillance testing. two rcactor trip circuit
breakel failed the under voltage response time tes The breakees front frme assmnbly
was the suspected caue of the increased time response of the one breaker's wervollage
device. The other failure was due to loose unature laminations in the undervoltage
device. Both are known design problems with these circuit breakers.
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During sveillance testing, four of nine reactor trip cirmuit breakes iled to trip on
itge. The prmay caue ws inadequate lubrication, possibly due to an excessive
pevatve maitnce iterval, conbined wihth asmall design margin in the tripping
force provided from the undervohage coil. Corrective actions were to perfonn required
pvtive maintenance prior to the unit entering mode 2 and implementabon orfthe
temnin_ndations of IE Builetin 79-09 and vendor recormendations increased
surveillance testing of the undervoitage trip featwe and adecrse in the interval between
preventive maintenance.
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During surveillnce testing, two reactor trip breakers failed to closeduring surveillance
response time tes The stated cause was nomal wear.
Two reaor trip brers failed to trip during performance of surveillance testing One
failure was due to the auxiliavy contact for the shunt trip was not making contact due to
misalignment with the block. The other failure was due to afaulty undervoltage relay.
Th jumper to change the control vohage was installed inthe 48 volt holes nd should
been installed in the 125 voltholes causing the relay to overheat and melt.
uring survillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breaker, the under voltage trip
resMtime was found out of specification. Troubleshooting found the breake' front
frm assemblies to be lacking the proper amount of lubricant on their bearings. This was
s recuring problem with this breaker type. The fiont frame assemblies were replaced.
Two reactor nip breakers failed to close over aone-month period. Both falures were
attributed to relay release arms bein8 out of adjustment
T o reactor tip breakers were found to have defective undervoltage trip relays which
prevented opening. One hilure was detected during testing and the other was detected
durimg maintenane. The relay failures were determined to be due to aging.
During surveillance testing, the trip time requirements for two reacor trip breakers were
found to be out of specification high Historically, the bearings for the breaker fiont fame
semblies have been found worn and lacking the necessary lubrication, which increases
ptines. After replacing the front fme assemblies and lubrication the bearings, the
wbakers
were
retested satisfactonly and returned to service.
It was discovered during testing that some reactor trip breakers would not trip on
undervoltage as expected. One device would not trip and two others tripped sluggishly.
The cause was determined to be misaligned armatures in the undervoltage devices. A new
pvtative maintenance program was initiated to check the undervoltage coils
~~~~~~~independently
on a monthly basis.
In sepaate tsts, two acor nip breakers iled to close after trip testing. The failure to
was determined to be due to wom undervolage trip coil mechanisms to prevented
breakers from latching.
During unit outage, while performing functional testing, opeators found that two reactor
trip breakers would not close from the handswitch in the main control room.
Toubleshooing discovered the nertia latch (piece part ofthe circuit breaker) had stuck
in mid travel. The breakers' electrical tip function was lost, but the control rod drive
system was not affected because of an available redundant trip breaker. Plant operation
not affected. Insufficient lubrication of the nertia lch caused te latch to stick In
id travel. The Inertia latches we cleaned and lubricated and post maintenance testing
perfomied satisfactorily.
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ainteaeinterval combined with a small desip margin in the tripping force provided
from thundervolage coil. Comeive action was to perform the requied prventive
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intenance prior to aen g Mode 2. Additioally, u required by IE Bulletin 79.09 and
endor recommcndao the surveillance testing interval ofthe undervoltage trip feature
was inceased and the interval between preventive maintenance was decreaued to prevent
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eWhil
performing testing of the units reactor trip circuit brcakers, the undervoltage trip
time was found to be out of the allowale toleance for two breakers. Dirt amlation
in the front frame assembly and lack oflubrication were the suspeced cas
During testing on emergeacy bus feeder breakes the closing spring charge/discharge
indicator showed that the springs wer charged with the breaker closed, indicing tht
the main conat were dosed but not eeting full pressure against the stionary
ncn. lnvestigat showed the root cause to be failure to incorporate the latest vendor
informaio on contact adjustment into the breaker maintenance procedure.
An Emergency Diesd Generator (EDG) failed to pass survillance testing beause certain
loads were not shunt tripped from the safeguard bus when a simulated Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) signal was initiated. During troubleshooting a loose wire was
vered in one circuit breaker nd a iQed wire was discovered in another circuit
breer wires were restored to their normal positions and a portion of the test
tire was performed to verify appropiate loads were shunt tripped following a
riulaLedOCA signal. Ie losediscocd wires were believed to have come loose
a plug conneco duing repanmade to enhance elerical separation between
ecical divisons Procedures were revised to alert workers ofthe potential for wires
becming lose during removal and restoration of pluy connections on similar circuit
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Two reactor trip breakers failed to dose folowing a trip test. The cause could not be
dalmined an the failure was not repetable. The breakes that failed were replaced will
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_
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1992 Failure Partl
to Close

19U Falure
to Open

breakers failed to close on demand during testing. Hardened grease wu discovered
the stop roller and main drive link roller. When acated by the dosing coil, these
rlkrs and the associated dosing latcb release the stored energy of the breaker springs,
do0bg the breaker. Stiff rollers have reaulted in multiple breaker failures inthe pest The
r_
eprocedure provides instuctions to clean and lubicate various fiction points
of the breaker mechanism; however they are not specifically identified in the vendor
manual. These rollers wenot cleaned and lubricated during the perfonnance of the
sckedtled preventative maintenance.
A breaker failed to trip during testing. Subsequent testing and inspection revealed several
as degrded due to lack of lubrication. Lubrication was removed during
ishment by the vendor and was not re-installed.
ect of leads in each of the four plant ptective system bays were found to be
d
i
These disconnected leads removed the automatic shunt trip feature from
TB's #1, 2,03, and #4.The subject leads had been disconnected and not restored
dtring 18-month surveilance testing conducted earlier.
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Dring rwtine testing It was found at the under voltage relays for two 4160 Vac feeder
bker fom an audlity transformer to the bus were out ofcalibration. The failures
were ttibuted
th
to relay wear.
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109

During the peformance of reactor trip circuit beaker undevoltage device surveillance
t*fing, three bmakes filed to ope within the acceptac time criteria. The follOwing
da, nd then 8 das lr, two additional bakers failed to meet the acceptnce criteria.
Theractro trip breakes failed even
gh ctensive mintnae md testing was
104peifo onaileightofthetipsystnbre , 1 dayspriortoIhefist3 ilures.
Mainwance inchded prcdur specfied in thevendorservice advisoyletter The
deciesi were corecefd by again perfbrning the vendor appov refurbishment
ptoinb on te slow breakers, fllowed by successu testing.
Whilepemfningsurillamcetesig, two reactortripbeakers failed to close on
oca sions. In one case, the baker latch catch and arm we found bent,
inorret intallateaker from dosing. The cause of this failure was believed obe from
incotrec inslatl offt breaker during previousnmintenance or testing ctivities. In
the second cse, the beaker operating mechanism ltch was binding against the housing
due toInadequate lubrication drough surfaces.
Dung routing surveillance testing, twedrcuit beakers would not tripon short time
ova
hmnttriptest
The faiures were caused by the breakers being out of calibration as
aresulofnormal wear
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Undavoltage dropout relays in two sepwate, similar breakers drifted out of specification
between times they were checked by scheduled maintennce. A root cause Investigation
anbuted the relay setpoint shift to a combination of I) relay setpoint repeatability, 2)
pe sensitivity of the relays mad 3) testing techniques. Applicable test equipment
and pcedures have been changed to address the causes of the setpoint shifR
Additnaily, the testing frequency has been increased from quarterly to monthly pending
relay perfonnmance trending esults.
Theip response time of two reactor trip breakers wa slower than allowed by Technical
Specifications. The breakers were retested satisfctorily and retuned to service after
adjuslng the IUV trip device setpoints and lubricating the trip shaft and latch roller
beings. The beakers were still considered opeable since the shut trip devices were
Ioperathl
with satlsftory response times.
During surveillance testing ofthe reactor trip circuit breakers' undervoltagedevices, the
mrpors time of two breaken than allowed by Technical Specifications. The cause of the
evn was setpoint drit and woribinding front frame assembly mechanisms. The
selpoints we adjusted and the trip shaft and lat roller berings were lubricated.
During monthly surveillance test of the reactortrip circuitbreder undevolutge trip
devices, the response time of two breakas was slower than allowed by Technical
Specificatlon Thbis event was caused by setpoint drift nd womrbinding fRont frame
asebb mechanisms. Corrective actions inchided replacement of front frame assemblies
nd un-dervolge trip devices.
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Dwiagsurveilance testintL two reactor trip breaker would not dose when aclose signal
wapplied to te breaks control circit Troubleshooting found defective undevoltagr
that wwd not allow the closure ofthe breakers. The undervoltage devices we
led.

19& Failure Pat
Close

During survilance testhg, two reactor trp beakes would not re-cose. Troubshooting
found manufacturing defects inthe front frame assemblies (oose mechanical cDalrs).
problem has been identified on similu breakers. The front fame assemblies were
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eperfoming surveillance testing on reactor trip circuit breakers, two breakers failed
to
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In one failure,
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and to
thea bad
b1eaker
lose the
withleft
only
onedose
spring.
Theonsecond
breakerhad
failure
conttol power fuse that failed due to aging.

_

Test

_________

le circuit brkaer for the residual heat removal punp a failed to recharge during testing
rendering t baker inpable ofauwmauc losure In addition to performing required
surveilance tests, an investigation revealed that the breakercharging spring motor bolts
b fallen out, allowing te motor to rotae, and braking the power leads A root cause
aysis led to the conclusion that a combiation of inadquate thread engagement ofthe
mouinng bolts in the motor housing and equipnent vibration caued the bolts to loosen.
Because this event bad the potential for acommon mode failure, all safty related
breakers wee inspeed duing ascheduled maintenance outage. Thre additional
break
ere found to have loose bolts.
Two reactor trip breake faied to dose. The first failed to close duing testing. the
second failed to dose while troubleshooting the first failure. The cause of both breaker
failures was failute of the under voltage trip coil, which was thought to be due to a
maufacturing defet

_

Design/
Constuction/
ManufactdwT
nstionL

Indeuacy

_

199 iailure Pt
Close

_______
_na_ton_

The undervoltage amaures for two different reactor trip breakers wer found during
to not be fully picked up (repetitive failurs ia the same month). Based on vendDr
the aonnal amaure poicn ha littl orno detectable effect on the ability ofthe
undavoltage
device
trip teupbreaker
on low
volage. The
undervoltage
117anuwnottrip
being
fullytopicked
is the result
of of
interference
between
the undervoltage
armature and the copper shading ring around the coil co As corrective action, visual
vaifation and manual adjustmant of proper dosed air gap position is required following
energzation of th undervoltage device.
The undervolage armatur for two diffet reactor trip breakers were found during
testin to not be fuly picked up (repetitive failures in the same month). Based on vendor
lests, e abnomal rmature position has little or no detectable effect on the ability of the
v olge trippbdevice to trip the breaker on
D of of
voltage. The
undevnoltage
mm ares not being fily picked up is the result
interfarnce
between
the undervoltage
.u rem
and the copper shadiWg ring ound the coil core. As corrective action, visual
verification and mnual adjustment of properclosed air p position is required following

of the undervoltage device.

reactor trip breakers and a bypass breaker failed to open on an undervoltage tip
ii during response thne testing. The hilures were due to mechanical probleni ofthe
ervoltage medanism, which resulted flom nanufating deficiencies. Fifteen days
, one of the replaenent reactor trip breakers also failed due to the sarne cause.
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Description

IFailure

4160 Vac circuit breakes could fail to dange position due to an insulating block (a
component of the breaker blowout magmets) whose adhesive had doegaded with age,
old become loose and fall ito the beaker mechanism and prevent breaker opeation.
Wheuaumpting to dose anonnal supply breaker to a 480 Vac bus, the dose circuit
fuses blew. The failure caused by dirty auxiliuy contacts. In another cse, routine
a ond that the altemate supply circuit breaker to the same bus had failed due
toa bumned out closing relay,

Durig a plaed line outage which do-eergized a tnwformer, the altate feeder
Weaker failed to close, donrgizing a 4 kv bus tie board during automatic transfer.
Whe the transformer wa reenegized the normal feeder breaker failed to dose. The
fl dip and fue in the dose drcuit of altrnate feeder breaker were not making conac
auxiliary contacts of the normal feeder breaker wem dirty.
To reactor trip breakers failed to close during preventative maintenance. The failure to
dose was due failure of the breaker cutoff switches.
Over a period of 5 months, there were 6 incidents of circuit breakers of the une vendor
and type failing to dose on demand. Intermittent failures of the dosing coil cutoff x
reays to popedy return to teir de-energized position prevented the rays from
i2ing the breake dosing cois upon receipt of a close signal. It was determined
th dirt and dust accumulation on the moveaUe parts of the lay cases te faulty
opeatio. The symptoms ofthe x-relay malfinction were found to be failure of the
bcaker to close upon receiving a close signal, and in most cases. the breaker closes upon
reiving a second ose signal. This failure mode can cause equipment andor systems to
be inoperable without dection until that equipment is called upon to opeate. either by
test or when atually required. The x-relays on all safety-related breaken of this type
wow inspected and cleaned. The vendor did not provide for maintenance Qf the x-relays
an~~~~~~~~~
their mainenance procedures.
Tw o rcw trip break failed to cs following a trip t The cause of the failure w
believed to be due to the relay release am on the dosing solenid noving core being out
ofadjustment.

7
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Closing Coil

rest
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Design
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Two savic water pumps failed to stt upon demand. Invesgation revealed a igh
resistance electrical contact in the pump motor drcuit breaker close coil circuit
Evaluation ofthe failure determinedt the electrical contact had high resistance due to
tepe
interuption of current approximately three times raed. The installed contactor
srent nterrupt rating was inadequate. The contact failures occurred after a fraction of
design cycles. All 4 kV circuit breakers were determined to be susceptible to this

______
__ __ure.

480 Vac

Intemal to
198 Falure Partial
tomponeaL
to Cbm
.

8
_ ____

D
angastation los ofoffsite power(loop) tst, two class IE40voltload cnter
eakse failed to dose during automatic load sequencing. Subsequent investigation
rvealed that the breaker spring reease device in both breakers was binding against the
opening in the breaker base plate Wich resulted in faihre of the dosing coi and failure
oftebraker to close. OUer defective breake were also identified following
inspections.
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Durin roudne observation of the 250 volt disWbution boards, a nomnal dc power feeder
ker was slow to tnsfer and moth feled to tr afr. Ihe i failure was due to
switch joints beig dirty nd indicating light resistor being burned out The second
failure was due to dity hinge joints.
During a systm review, it wM noted tht the auiliary transformer breakrs did not trip
as designed when the Main Turbine tripped investgation determined hut this trip signal
is blocked when a low load (400D A) condition is sensed at the output of the generato.
The low load block is not part of the original digital protection system nodification and
no
n for the block coWd be detemnined. Tripping ofthese breakers on a Main
Turbine trip I needed to ensure that the timing sequence for the EDGs on a
LOOP/LOCA, as defined In the FSAR. would not be affected. The block was removed.
Tw 480 Vac ciruit breke failed to dose due to worn latching mechanisms. The latch
mechanisms were replaced.
One 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to open and several more were degraded due to
hrdened grease and lack of lubrication. This problem could affect the ability ofthe
ubect breakers to open or close. Maintename of the breakers was incomplete despite
failures due to the same cause four years earlier.
While attempting to reset the control rod driw system following a control rod dive
breaker In the reactor pectIe system filed to rese Later, during a control rod drive
breker trip test another breaker failed to reset after a trip. The first failue was due to the
breaker trip lath being out of adjustment The cause of the second filure could not be
precisely determined; however, troubleshooting revealed cracked Insulation on the close
During plant protection system functional testing, two reactor trip bmaker tripped free
when maintenance personnel attempted to close em. With the vendor present, the
problem was traced to inadequate adjustment of the trip latch ovelap. The adjustment
was initially made per vendor specifications. However, the vendor had since increased th
ncomended number of adjustment tums of the trip latch screw from 4 to a maximum o
S turns. A change was submitted to change the procedure acordingly.
A breaker tpped when the cubicle door was closed. Subsequent inspection revealed
seral Incorect latching mechanisn vere installed on 4160Vac breakers. The cause of
the ncorrect latching mechanisms being hstalled during original cnction was
pon error. The incorrect latches were installed in eight of seventeen cubicle doots in
the Division D switchgear. Conibing to thb event was that iformation relative to the
lching mechnims was not provided to personn woddng on the switchgear and that
p
_tne controls were not adequate to ensre the correct pasts were installed.
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A faDure of a roll pin secuning a spring for a latch pawl on a4KV breaker was reviewed
an a determinao made that the failue of this pin could cause the braker to fail.
Furthe investion reveled that the roll pin failed as a result of hydrogen
embrittleent Later, an issue involvaig permanently applied lubricant which was
inadvertntly removed from the breakers was identified. This also could potentially affect
opeation.
xer
The cause of the craced roll pin was the lack of knowledge of plating
induced hydrogen erbritlement. Vendor pasonnel involved in the procedure
velopmnt were not aware that zinc plating of hardened steel parts could produce

hydrogen embriulernet and subsequent cracking. The cause of the lubricant being
inadvertenly removed from breaker part is also due to the lack of knowledge by Vendor
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Ding preventive maintenance, two power supply circuit breakers to moor control
ters would not automatcally open when their associated load center wa isolated.
subsequently failed to trip when the manual trip buton or tripper bar was push
ecircuit breaker latch nehaisms were dity and sticky. The root cause was
__l___________
to be normal wear and an inadequate preventve maintenance procedure.
Itemal to
198 Failwe Complete
static fore to trip the circuit breakers exceeded allowable tolerance due to binding
t
Open
by the unused ov ent trip pads. The breakers tested satisactorily after
__________
val ~~~~~of
the ovemrcent trip pads.
ternal to
1994 Failure Partial
During unit outage, while perfonning funcbonal testng, operators found that two reactor
Component
Close
trip breakes would not close from the handswitch in the main control room.
Troubleshooting discovered the inertia latch (piece part of the circuit breaker) had stuck
inmid trave. The breakes' dectrical trip function was lost, but the control rod drive
system was not affcted because of an avadable redundant trip breaker. Plant operatn
was not affeted Insufficient lubrication of the inertia latch caued the latch to stick in
*dtravel. The inrtia lache were deaned and lubricated and post maintenance testing
_______was___
performed satisfactoily.
OperaioaV
1992 FaDure Prtial
perfonning surveDiance testing two reactor trip breakers failed to dose al
Human Error
Close
ate occasions. In one case, the breaker latch catch and an were found bent,
eventing the breaker fromn cosing. The cause of this failure was believed to be from
incorrect instaltin of the breaker during previous maintenance or testing atvites. In
second case, te breaker operating mechanism latch was binding against the housing
__________
likely due to inadequate lubrication and rough surfaces.
Desig
199 Failure
arti
Wpectin of circuit breaker limit switches revealed cam follower cracki No
Consruction/
Open
quipment malfunci or plant transints occurred, because the single actual failure
Manufacre
ocued during routine post modification testing. The root cause of this occurrence was
Installation
inadequate iniial design of Gneral Electric type SEM switdcs by the manufactuer.
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AU 4 kV vitl buses were delared inoperable following inspection that revealed eracks
in the circuit breaker cam followr One actual failure occurred during post maintenance
(maintenance was for another reason), but all cam folower lnit switches at both
wdts were replaced. The root cuse of this occurrence was inadequate iniial design of
G
a Electric type SBM switches by the manufactuer.
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Inspecions reveded cracks in the lexan cam followers of control (limit) switches
installed in4160 Vac and 6900 Vac circuit breakers. The same pert used in360 places In
u
wn number ofbrcakas. Inspection showed about one third were cracking and two
were inopemble. The root cuse of this occurrence was inadequate initial design of
In two sarate incidents while attempting to realign power to support testing, the
ah
te supply circuit breaker failed to trip upon closure of nornl supply breaker. The
cause of failure was attributed to the raised upper limit switch being out of mechanical
adjustment causing a greate than 1/8 inch gap between the operating plunger and the
beer auxiliary switch. This limit switch provides the trip signal for the altenate
Dr ng testing on emngency bus feeder breakers the closing spring chrgeldischarge
indiator showed thtthe springs were charged with the breaker closed, indicating tat
the main contKts wec closed but not exerting full pressure against the stationary
wontaY. Investigation showed the root cause to be failure to incorpote the latest vendor
informadon on contact adjustment into the breaker maintenance procedure.
phase to phase ult across the station auxiliary tansformer buswork caused a loss of
al offsite power to the unit Both operable emergency diesel generators started as
r ired. During the temporary loss of normal offsite power, several breakers in the
planf eetrical distribution system filed to operate. The plant opeors rstored station
powerthrough an alternate offsite source and restarted all necessary equipment
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Mechanical Assembly

_
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__________~~~~~~.
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Geneml Electric type SBM switches by the manufactura.

198 Failure Partil
to Open
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Failure

A decay heat removal pump hiled to start due to the circuit breaker failing to close upon
demnd The cause was determined to be an intermittent sticking of the motor cutoff
swh perator due to the operator being slightly bent, which prevented it from sliding.
Futtha inspections revealed that all 4.16 and 13.S kv circuit breakers were susceptible to
this problem. All applicable circuit breakers were subsequently modified.
A nonnal supply breaker for a 600 Vac bus failed to close on demand when switching

fm the from the alternate to the nornal power supply. The filure was due to binding o
dieclosing mechanism inthe breaker. A few days later the alternate feed breaker to
another bus failed to closed during a hot tansfer. The second failure was caused by a
stk contact finger inthe bus tmsfer htedock logic. The cause of the hilurms was
attributed to a lack of lubrication or hardening of the lubrication. he breakers were
oved from service and th closing pivot points and other moving parts lubricated.
functinal test the breakers were reumed to service.
During surveillance testing, one drcuit breaker failed to trip when the undervoltagc
device was de-energized and two others failed to trip within the specified time limit This
occnnce may have afrected the emergncy diesd generator loading and its loading
sequenoc as specified in Technica Specifications. The cause was dirt and lack of
lubricatin.
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4fO Vac
lal4nal to
1989 Fallure Pa
When wmptig to switch 600 Vac buses from normal to altemate feed, the altenmate
Component
to Close
breake failed to close when the normal brakers were tripped One failures was due to
trip rod bindung in the altenate breaker due to alack ofproper lubrication of the trip rod
bearings. Another failure was caused by abinding plunger in the breaker chaging moor
M switch due to dirt buildupL The dirty plunger caused the switch contacts to remain
open preventing the moor from charging the clsing spring and completing the closing
The third failure was cauesed by a dirt buildup on the trip mechanism and pivot
____
points, which resultd in binding of the innal moving parts.
480 Vac
Itenal to
198 Failue Partial
Te brkers failed to close during atempts to transfer bus power from alternate to
Component
Close
normal fed, the nonnal feeder break would not close One failure was caused by
co on in the cell switch. The second failwure was due to excessive dit Both werc
3* abuted to lck of preventative maitae Preventative maintenance had not been
doneduring the lst 2 years because the unit had been shuldown for an unusually long
____
dm and maintenance frequency was tied to the refueling outage.
Medium
Op tional/
199 alure
Two circuit bre
failed to open on demand during separae evolutions. During
Voltage
i
Ean
rror
Open
subsequent reviews, station personnel demiind that the condition of the thre circuit
en wa sirniar to the condition ofthe two safety-rclated circuit breakers that
to open an demand The cause of the event was determined to be
inadequatey failed
preventive
maintenance. The preventive maintenanc performed did not
lubdcate the main and auxiliary contacts in the circuit breakes u recommended by the
ircuit breaker manufacuer and also did not provide sufficient instructions to renove the
roughness on the main and auxiliy contacts.
Mcdiun
Opationai/
19
alure Partial
Four 4160 Va citcuit breakers failed to dose. Each failure was due to a diffetent
Voltage
Human Error
Close
m
hchaniW
owever, investigation revealed that all failures were related to workmanship
and quality control practices by the vendor who overhauled the circuit breakes To
eaw the safety class circuit breakers are reliable, t utility and vendor developed a
mprehenaive plan to inspect critical components of the cirtUit bear that were
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previously overhauled.

it is rolled out of the compartment

480 Vac eder brakes tripped and would not close while a special inspection of
was being conducted. The breakers failed to close due to dirt built up and lack o

1989 Failure Partial
to Close

iten to
Componetto

_

An opao racked up the emergency 4.16kv bus feder breaker from an emergency
dies generor and found that there was no ndicat of breaker position on the control
paneLIt was discovered that the breaker elevator mechanism linkage was distorwd and
had allowed te cel switch actuator am to fall into an intennediate position disablng the
automatic and manual closure circuitry. Other breaker compartments contained distorted
inkages and it was concluded that any of4.16kv breakers could fail during a seismic
eat The linkage disortion was caused by an interference with the breaker assembly as

198 Failure
artial
to Close

_

lubrication.

Wile conducting maintenance, the main feeder breaker for a 600 Vac emergency bus
wud not dos Investigation revealed the trip setpoint toleranc, contact g and trip
roller gp were out of adjustment preventing the breaker operation. This breaker
wadjusted nd retwned to service Anoth 600 Vac brcaker was found to be broken.'
o exact failure mechanism was given; however, the cause was given as 'wear,' and this
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beaer was replaced.
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199 Failure Ptial
oClose

Th breakers fail to close on demand during testing. Hardened grease was discoveed
in the stop rler nd main drie ink roller. When actuated by the closing coil, these
mIlers and the assoiated closing latch elease the stored energy of the breaker springs,
losing the breaker. Stiffrollers have resulted in multiple breaker failures in the past The
maintenane podure provids instucions
to dean and lubice various friction points
ofthe breakermechanism; however they re not specifically identified in the vendor
anual. These rollers were not cleaned and lubricated during the perfrance ofthe
____
lsdwduled
preventative maintnance.
19UFailure Proutine
ispections of the 480 volt unit bords, two fede bakers wefe binding.
to ose
The filures were attributed to dirty, hardened grease, normal aging and wear.
1991 Filure Pe
TWo 480 Vac ciruit bkers failed to close due to mechanical binding caused by dried
to Close
hardene lubrian The mechanical opeang mecaisms were eplaced.
198 Failure Parbal
During once per cycle testing ofthe suptransfer feeder to the unit bus breaker two
Open
ker trip unas ere found to be non-operational so that the breakers would not tip.
th failures we aused by lack of lubrication on the internal moving parts due to a lack
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42
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Desciption

circuit breaker hiled to trip duing asrveillance test Upon invefigation, it was
de ined tht the cmecting pin fbr the breaker trip crank located between the trip
solenoid and the trip shaft became loose due to apin weld failure which pevented
electricd nipping of the beaker. spection revealed sevel breakers with the same weld
geometry. Two procedres, an inpeion procedure and atrip crank replacement
procedure were written for ehty six affected beakers on site. Nine breakers ailed the
cacceptanceriteria.
During ruine surveillance testing ofthe reactor trip breakers two breakers did not
chage state in the required time. The causes were determined to be dirty breaker

40

I.DJ

___________________________

A rcuitbe aker failed to open due to trip linkage binding caused by misalint and
iroper asembly. Subseqmt Inspection ofodwr 4160 Vac ciruitbakers revealed
hsame problen. lhe nisalignment was the sult of a procun deficiency by the
thvendor
that
perbmed diut breaker overhauls.
During a sdieduled maintenance outage of4160v safetyelated switchgear, the plant
lectrical staffdiscovered that two circuit breakers were redered electrically inoperable
due to the filure ofa spot welded pivt pin This spot welded piot pin was onan
internal pice of linkage which aduates the auxiliay conts that track breaker position.
Th concts re also used in extenal breaker trip and close schemes as interlocks The
dfective component is being modified to preclude additional ilurs.
Two 6.9kv breaken failed to close due to manufacurer repair defect A cotter pin
installed by the manufacturer was striking the latch check switch mounting bracket and
bding it forward. This removed the factory set clearance betwen the bracket and the
swi actuating paddle, resulting in the peddle rolling the trip shaft to the trip position
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power supply circuit breakers to two notor control centers would not trip during
survillance tesng The ciruit baken were dirty. This was due to a normal
acaunulation of dirt during operations. The crcuit breakers were cleaned and verifled to
_be

operable.
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19

Deg of

Ding igh toleranc instataneous testing, several 480 Vac circuit breaker, on all tree
pha did ot trip in the required time (0-10 cycles). Failures were attributed to aging
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~nddegraded bricants resuling from an ineffec matintenance program
1
ale ai
breker faied to tip durig esting Subsqument testing a ipeioun reveaed seva
Open
br
dead due to lack of luxicaion Lubrican was roved duing
~ ~ ~~~~~~~rfijbisluant by the vendor and was not re-intaled.
1
allure
do bus IC-ti breke faile to open du to lack of lurcatn. Corrcive action
toopen
was to eatce a prevenative maintenace and inspection schedue for these breakers.
1995 Falure
artial
A 4KV supply circuit breaker dosed during testing. but faied to instantly recharg. The
Close
of the failure was aging of the latch monitor pivot bearing lubrication. This
a had previously surfaced and the bearings were relubricated at tht tm. Sinc
at
did not fx te problem, the decision was made to replw the pivot bearings
for all afi cted circuit breakers..
198 Failure Parial
_
survellance sig, th trip tme requiremets for two _t tp breakas wer
to Open
found to be out of specificaton high Hisorically, th bearings for the breaker front fm
asemblies have been found worn and lacking the necassay lubrication, which increases
rtimes. After replacing the front fame assemblies and lubricaion the bearing, the
~~~~~~~~~~~~breakers
were reesed satisfactorily and retumned to service.
19S Failure
sartial
urveillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakas, the under vollage trip
Open
ponse time was found out of specification. Troubleshooting found te breakers' front
frame assenblies to be lacking the proper amount of lubricant on their bearings. This was
arecuring problem with this breaker type. The front frame assemnblies were repced.
1989 allure artial
surveillance testg two racor trip switchgear breakes would not clos The
Close
failure was due to a defective piece part in the cutout Y switch on the breaket due to
cyd fatigue. In the second failure, a broken clamp was found on the closing

_____

mechanism which prevented the breaker from dosing.
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Description

alure Partial
Open

Dn norAl opation while pebrming surveilance testing, two reactor trip circuit
breakers failed the under voltage respone time test The breakes front frame assembly
was the suspected cause of the increased time response of the one breakers undarvoltage
de. The other failure was due to loose arure laminations in the undervolte
device. Both are known design problems with these circuit breaker
W perfonning testg of the units rcactor trip cIrcuit breakers, the undervolt trip
d was found to be out of the allowabl tolerance for two breakers, Dirt accumulAtion
in the front frame assembly and lack of lubrcation were the suspected causes
During survealince testi two reactor trip breakers would not relose Troubleshoting
foud manuflturing defects in the front frame assemblies (lose chania cous).
This problem has been identifed on similar breakes. Th front frame assembies were
replaced

_uacy

199
Humn Error
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ircuit breakers were fow to be susceptibc to tripping on normal start due to improper
g of overcurrent trip. Ihe problem was discovered when one breaker failed to ose
ondemnd A previous modifictin package wu dermined to be inadequatc in tht it
id not reqrire trip setpoint adjustnent
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Failure Degree of
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_
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bmakem. These we magnetic only breakers with an adjustable instantaneous trip range of
Oto 150 amps With the breaker, adjusted to their lowest stting, the right phase for two
bmaers tripped at 71.7 amps and 69 amps. The maxiuum allowable trip point was 57.5
amps. The breakes had a date code tht meant tley were mnfactured in August of
19t Considering the brakm were appximately 16 yars old, the drift in calibration is
iated wilh the breake service life. Therfore, it was decided to eplace the
brake. he cicuit breakers would stil trip on instneous within its adjusable range
which would prvide adequate ovewrrent proection. Tle cause was attributed to the
bea long serve life. Like for like breakers were installed. All tests werm performed
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Failure Almost
A1 72 dc molded cre circuit breakers were tested, all44 breakers of one vador type,
Open Complete installed in 4 diffeent distrition panels failed to trip on overurrent Problem was the
design of the trip lever in the magnetic trip circuit breakes. All breakers of this type and
vendor we replaced
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Ihenstantaneous trip testing of both breakers revealed excessive time prior to tripping.
7h required trip time Is less than 0.15 seconds. Breakers we tripping on insumtneous
ting between 0.194 and 0.753 seconds. Cause was determined to be inadequate
pvtive

___

(!n
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Description_____________________

A preventive maintenance procedure was being perfonned on480V molded case circuit
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198 Failure Partial
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mantenan.

During muting surveillance testing, three circuit breakers would not trip on short time
ov et trip test. The failures were caused by the brkers being out ofcalibration as
result of nomal wear.
While peforming prevenmtive maintenance on the dc feeder drcuit breakers, the
mn t trip devices would not set correcy. The cue was attributed to a lack of

~~~~~~mincs

19t Fallure

Several 4160 Va circuit breakers of the vendor and type failed to trip due to age induced
faing of grommets in the lectnmechanical overairrent device. Corrective actions
included replamet with new or newly ebuilt overrent devices and establishing an
__ _
preventive maintenmce surveillance intrval.
198 Failure Complete Four 600 Va norma auiliary power ysm ciruit breakers iled to open fom local
Op
pen
trip switch. The hilures were caused by a relay contact in breaker tip circuit that
normlly open nstead of normally closed, as shown on wiring diagram. The relays
rewired to correct the problem.
o open
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ile attempting to transfer two 4160 Va buses to their altemate power supply, the
Iteae feede circuit breaker. Separatdy, another 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to
lose on demand. Both failures were caused by an open coil winding on a telephone-type
ay within the synchronizing check rely of the circui breaker. The telephone relay
raled due to being continuously energied, which was not its intended application. A
modification was performed as the long-term corrective action.
crcuitfalbreaker contaced exposed relay terminas during rack-in, causing trips/lockout
f two breakers and lockout of another. The event was attributed to human ermr and por
lsign (location of relays).
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During peventative maintenance two reactor trip breakers failed to close Both bmaker
failures were due to failure of the same rely. The cause was assumed to be wear and
in&.
During surveillance testing seveal circuit breaker lockout relays would not actuate.
The failures would bave prevented breaker trips on overurrent. Mechanical binding
prevaned the relays from tripping Beach testing revealed seveal contributing fact bu
cld not identify the root cawe. Th failed relays' anmature force checks yielded 5to 6.5
powxt but new relays required only 3.5 pounds he vendor discourages re4ubrication
to reduce friction. Also, a vendor bulletin states that when the relay reset handle is forced
aginst the tch after resetting, tripping is delayed or prevented. The lockout relays were
replced with spares and tsted stsfiictorily.

When performing a loss of bus test, two 4160 Vac bus-tie breakers failed to trip.
Investigation conduded tat the bus-tie breakers could not trip if the diesel genator
o
breaker wu open. lbe failures to open were caused by a design error.

During surveillance testing on the plant ac distribution system, the normal feeder breaker
fiom a transfoner would not dose when trfasferring from altemate to normal power.
lbe failre was attributed to dose relay contacts hanging
up from a lack of beaker
lubrication. A second similar failure was attributed to the breaker having dirty contacts.
Four 480 Vac circuit beakers failed to dose during testing due to failure of the power
senso. The power senson were replaced.
A circuit breaker failed to dose on a safety imuection demand due to oxidation on contacts
for the alum switches. Subsequent investigation revealed II other safety-related breakers
with the sae problem. The cause was determined to be inadequate periodic inspectiDns
and eaning of the alarm switch contacts due to lack ofspecific guidance in the
maidna pcedwre. Corrective aions included revision of the maintenance
p

ocedure

A time deay relay for a 4160 volt feeder breaker would not time out within its specified
tolerance durn calibration, and a tme delay relay for a second breaker would not
actuate. he causes of both failures were determined to be due to aging.
w reactor trip breke fl
to trip during,performance of_suveillance testing. One
failure was due to te auxiliary contact for the shunt trip was not making contact due to
lgnt with the blod The other failure was due to a faulty undervoltae relay.
Tbejumper to change the control volage was installed in the 48 volt holes and should
ve been installed in the 125 volt holes causing the relay to overheat and melt
T
reactor trip breakers failed to dose over a one-month period. Both failues wur
atibued to relay rekase ams being out of adjustment.
Onset of leads in each ofthe four plant protective system bays were found to be
These disconned leads removed the automatic shurt tp feature from
TB's 1, 2,03, and #4. The subject leads bad been disconrcted and not rstored
18-tmonth survellance testing conducted eadier.
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Description

While performing initial approach to criticaity testing, opemos noted tat the B-phase
for a ractor trip breaker, was not indicating current flow after the breaker was closed.
The tin's function of providing power to the control rod drive mechanism was degraded
a one phase of power was unavailable. The failure was caned by a mechanical operatin
pring that had come loose. With the spring loose, the B-phase contact were getting
insufficient pressure to close. The vendor has provided notice dt the spring could come
loose and the vendor has provided addItIonal instuctions for breaker inspection and
maintace to address this problem. The spring was reinstalled according to the vendors
insnuctions. he breaker was subsequently tested and retued to service.
w reactor trip breakers failed to close during surveillance testing The breakers closin
spring had become detached from the pivot/actuation points. The reason for the springe
detaching could not be determined; however, this has been a recurring problem with this
braker design.
During performance testing of te reactor trip circuit breakers, two breakers failed to relo after open tem from e control room panel controls. Troubleshooting found that
thbreakes' opeating siings fell oft pventing closure but not opening, a recurring
problem wih this particular breaker design.
While perforning surveillance testing on reactor trip circuit breakers, two breakers failed
tcose. In one failure, the left side dose spring on the breaker had fallen off and the
braker wouldn't dose with only one spring. The second breaker failure was due to a bad
contro I power fuse that failed due to aging.
Four 480 Vac feeder breakers failed to dose on demand. One breaker failed t close due
to lose bolts holding the chrging gearbox assembly. When demanded, the fuses for
another breaker blev and the breaker filed t lose. e cause ofthis failure was
determined to be dirty contacts. Another breaker failed due to failure of the auxiliary
Telay. The fourth breaker failed to close due to dity and dried lubricant on the trip latch
adjustmnent pars

D_____

83 Spring Charging Motor Test

______________________

Intal to
Cmpo t

Two breakers closing springs filed to chage-up when equiprnent operator was making
ready the In-feed breaker from separate station power transforners. The suspected failure
cause for one breaker was dirty contacts in the charging mechanism. The suspcted
failure cause for the oter breaker was binding in the charging spring mechanism.
The closing springs for two 4160 Vac breakers would not charge. The cause of the
failures wee dirW conia, a dirty closing mechanism, and lack of lubcation.
While performing testing of4160 Vac boards and buses, three circuit breakers would not
lose. Te filures vwere attributed to the breakers being dirty, needing lubrication, and
due to loose
.............
connectons.

197 Failure
Close

.____________..........__

a

w 4160 Vac circuit breakers failed to dose. One failure was caused by the latching
w spring being out of adjustment, whih peted the sprinW from charging. The
causeof the secod failure was attributed to the racking mechanisn slide iterock being
of adjustment
"
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Component
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to Close

__________

87
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T circuit breaker for the residual heat removal pump a failed to recharge during testing.
re ng the breaker incapable of autwmatic closure. In addition to performing required
surveilance teals, an investigation revealed that the breaker charging spring motor bolts
fallen out, alIowing4he motor to rotate, and breaking the power eads. A root cause
ysis led to the codusion that a combination of inadequate thread engagement of the
unting bolts in the notor housing and equipnent vibration caused the bolts to loosen.
this event had the potential for a common mode failure, all safety related
erawere spected dwing a scheduled mainteance outage. Three additional
eakers ~~~~were
fo)und to have loose bolts.
ile returing a service water booster pump to service, a minor fire occurred in a 480
Vac ESF MCC. This rendered several components inoperable. Repeated cycling of the
onto the bus coupled with inadequate stab bus bar contact and dust in the MCC
cabimet caused a fire. Operators were reminded oftoundesirability
of repeated cycling of
load breaker. An engineeing study to determine if the breakers are adequately sized was
also made (the results of the study were not included in the failure report).
During an attempt to close the control rod drive circuit breakers two breakers failed to
close. The failures could not be repeated. Although the mechanical interlock, a piece part
of this circuit breaker, was found slightly dirty and in need of luIbrication, it is not
believed to have caused the failues to close. As a preventive measure, the mechanical
intedock was den and lubricated. The breakers were successfully closed on all
subsequent tests.
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92

Ttil
wo reactor trip breakers failed to close following a trip test The cause could not be
dermined and the failure was not repeatable. The breakers that failed were replaced with

Patial

wo 4160 Vac failed to open due to failure of the breaker trip coils. Tbe cause were
to be normal wear and aging.
19S3 Failure Complete
a routine startup, both reactor trip breake failed to open automatically on receipt
to pen
fa valid low4ow steam generator level reactor trip signal. The reactor was shutdown 25
latr using the manual nip on the conrol console. Subsequent investigation
ealed that the breaker failures were caused by mechanical binding of the latch
in the undervoltage trip atachment All breaker undervoltage attachments
were eplaced with new devices and extensive maintenance and testing was performed on
.

_ _ _ _

lo Open

de_d

_ _ _ _ _

the breakers.

Inlflal to
Compoent

1987 Failure
to Close

trip
eakers

Othe

196 Failure Parng
to Open

______-____

______

Two reactor nip breakers failed to dose following testing. Troubleshooting found one
breakers under voltae ccil had failed (open circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
devke pivot to armature clearance was out of adjustment Operational/ambient conditions
wected as cause for the failures.

Trip Assembly
93

preventive maitanc O the reactor trip breakers, the undervoltage tip units on
breakers were found to be out of specifaion. One undervoltage device could not be
jwted within specification and was replaced The cause for both failures was
to be vibration and aging.
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AR installation of new undervoltage trip relays, the reactor trip breaken would not stay
closed. The original trip bar design gap was satisfactory with old style undervoltage
lays but not with new style relays.
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A potential safety hazard was identified concerning certain citical dimensions of the
undervolage trip device on a particular model eactor trip circuit breaker. An out-of.
tleance measuremnt was found between the moving core and rolling bracket in
addition to a missing lock ring on the shaft pin ofthe undervoltage trip device. The
.
potential existed for either Intennittent operation or total hilure of the device. The cause
attributed to manufacturing variations ofthe undervolthge trip devices. All
undervoltge trip devices on all reactor trip breakers were replaced.
Partial
During eactor trip breaker surveillance tesing, the undervoltage trip devices for two
ircuit breakei exhibited scatered and unacceptable response times. The reactor trip
~~~bekens were replaced with sare.
rtial
Duing rutine smveillance testing, a the control rod drive AC breaker experienced a
delayed trip. Subsequent testing of all AC and dc control rod drive breaker resulted in a
control rod drive dc breaker also experiencing a delayed trip. Ifa reactor trip had
ocved, and if both malfunctioned breakers had delayed in tripping two control rod
groups would not have dropped immediately.
Partial
During routine testing it was found that the under voltage relays for two 4160 Vac feeder
breakers from an auxiliary transformer to the buses were out of calibration. The failures
attributed to rely wear.
Parial
ndervoltage dropout rels in two separate similar breakers drifted out of specification
times they were checked by scheduled maintenance. A root cause investigation
tuibuted the relay setpoift shift to a combination of 1) relay setpoint repeatablity, 2)
tmpemtusensitivity of the relys, and 3) testing techniques. Applicable test equipment
and pccdures have been changed to address the causes ofthe setpoint shif.
Additionatly the testing frequency has been increased from quartery to monthy pending

____ _ _relay
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Odher

performance trending results.

1983 Failure Partial
Open

During surveillance testing ofthe reactor trip circuit breakers' undervoltage devices, the
time of two breakers thn allowed by Technical Specifications. The cause of the
was setpoirt drift and won/binding front
frame assembly mechanisms. The
were adjusted and the trip shaft and latch roller bearings were lubricated.
1983 Failure Partial
g month surveillance test of the reactor trip circuit breaker undervoltbge trip
Open
en, the response time of two breakers was slower than allowed by Technical
Specifications. This event was caused by setpoint drift and wom/binding front frame
ssembly mechanlns. Corrective actions Included replacement of front frame assemblies
_____
and undervoltage trip devices.
1983 Failure Partial
trip response time of two reactor trip breakers was slower than allowed by Technial
Open
Speciffcatons The breakers were retested satisfactorily and returned to sevice after
diusing the UV trip device setpoints and lubricating the trip shaft and latch roller
. The breakers were sfill considered opeable since the shunt trip devices were
______operationad with satisfactory response mes.
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Description
Du
sueillance
rv
testing, three reactor trip breakers failed to trip an undervollage. The
pruimy cause was inadequate lubricaion, possibly due to an eceive preventive
matennc interval, combined vwith a small design awgin in the tripping fore provided
fm the undervollage coil. Conectivc action was to perform the required preventive
aifnce pior to entering Mode 2. Additionally, as required by IE Bullein 79-09 and
vendor recommendations, the surveilance tesig interval ofthe undervoltage trip featre
w iresed and the iteval between preventive maintenance wa decreased to prevent
_ _ _ _ _ _a_
of this even
Dung surveillance testing four of nine reactor trip circuit breakecs failed to trip on
undervolag be prinay cause wvs iwequate
ricon, possibly due to an excessive
maintenance
mventive interval, combined with a small design margin in the tripping
psovided
v
frote
m the unevoltage coil. Corective actions were to pform required
ventivmaienanc pnor to te unit cnterg mode 2 and implementation of the
rcommendaon
of lE Buletin 79-09 and vendor recommendati , increased
urveiance testing of the undvoltage trip feature and a decrease in the in l betwecn

o

mpreventive
maintenance.
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reactortip breaks were found to have defective undervolage trip relays which
ented opening. One failure was deected during testing nd the othr was detected
during ainteanc The relay failures were delermined to be due to aging.
Whe conducting monthly surveillance testing ofthe uni's reactor protection system, two
reator trip circuit breakers faikd to close after testing. Troubleshooting found a failure o
on breakers under voltage device. Th second circuit breakers pick-up coil voltage was
higb due to a chage in chaaeristics of the volge adjustment potentiometer. Both

106
___________

107
____________

108

were attributed to opertional stress and/or equipnent aging.
While conducing surveiln testing of the unit's reactor protection system, two reactor
circuit breakers' UV devices would not pick up after tripping te breakes
roubleshooting found that the UV device gap deaances were inconect No direct
for the misadjudmeons was found, however, opeional tress and/or equipment
______ a_____
ging were suspected.
r*
reactor trip brcakers failed to dose following testing. Troubleshooting found one
ea under voltage coil had filed (pen circuit) and the other breaker's undervoltage
ice pivot to anmature dearance was out of adjusiment Operational/ambient conditions

_

nance

(beat/vibration) were cited as

Failure
Close

___________

110
_________ ______

_ ______

ciuses for the failures.

n ste
tests, two reactor trip breakes failed to dose after trip testing. The failure to
eset was detwmined to be due to wom undervollage trip coil mechisms to prevented
______
tbe___
breakers from latching.
t was discovered during tesatng that some reactor trip breakers would not trip on
olbge as expected One device would not trip and two others tipped sluggishly
cause was determined to be misligned amatres in the undervoltage devices A
entative maintenance program was initiated to check the undetvoltage coils
_ independenty on a monthly basis.
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194 Failure Paral
During surveillance testing two reactor trip breake *iled to close during surveillance
to Close
rpense time test The stated cause was normal wear.
1983 Failure Almost
Both reactor tripbreaken and a bypass breaker failed to open on an undervolge trip
Open Complete igna during rspons time testing. The failures were due to mechanical problems of the
undetvolsage rrcchanisms, which resuited from manufacturing deficiencies. Fifteen days
-_atr
one of th plaement actor trip breakers also filed due to the same cause.
193 Fallure
rtial
undervohage matures for two different reactor hip breaker were found during
open
to not be flly picked up (repetitive failures in the same month). Based on vendor
the abnorma amture position has litfe or no detectable effect on the ability of the
olbge trip device to tip the breaker on Ios ofvoltage. The undervoltage
2rmatur not being flly picked up s the result of interference beween the undervoltage
ature and the copper shading ring around the coil cor. As corrective action, visual
rifcation and manual adjustnent of proper closed air gap position is required following
n ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~of
the undervoltage device.
199 Failure Partil
rwo reactor trip breakers failed to close. The frst failed to close during testing, the
o Close
econd failed to close while troubleshooting the first failure. The cause of both breaker
fkilures was failure of the under voltage tip coil, which was thought to be due to a
anufcturing defect
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Duringthe perfonmance of reactor trip circui breaker undervoltage device surveillance
test hree breakers failed to open within the acceptance time creria. The following
day, and then Sdays later, two additional breakers failed to meet the acceptance criteria.
reactor trip breakers failed even thmgh extensive maintenaice and testing was
rmed on all eight of the trip system brakers II days prior to the first 3 faihres.
Maintenance inclided procedures specified Inthe vendor service advisory letter. The
deficiencia were corrected by again pefforming the vendor approved refurbishment
on the slow breakem, followed by successful testing.

Dung srveillance teting, two reactor trip breakers would not close when a close signal
was applied to the breakeres control circuit Troubleshooting found defective undervota
dufactu/
evices that would not allow the closure of the breakes. The undervoltage devices were
eplaced.

193 Failure Pnrtd
open

M uervoltage armatures for two different reactor trip breaken were found during
est to not be fly picked up (repetitive fiMures in the same month). Based on vendor
es, the abnorma awmature position has litfe orno detectable effect on the ability of the
unrvoltage ip device to trip the breaker on on of voltage. e undervolotage
rmatura not being flly picked up is the result of interference between the undervoltge
anure and the copper shading ring around the coil core. As corrective action, visual
erification and manual adjustment of proper closed air gap position is required following
of the undervoltage device.
983 Failure
omplete ollowing performance of the manI reactor trip functional test, it was noted that the
Openr
called brjmpering outthe UV trip coils whh the reactortip breakes closed
the rods capable of withdrawal. This was a procedural error that caused the removal
fboth trains ofautomatic reactor trip logt. The procedure was revised to prevent
ecurrence of the event
CD
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An megency Diesel Genera (EDO) aid to pass surveillae testing becaue cetain
oads wre not shut tripped from the safegud bus whn a simuled Loss of Coolant
iiiated. During troublahootin, a loose wie wan
AcoWot (LOCA) signal
dLoverd in oae cirit breAer and a lifed wire wa discovered in another circuit
wirs wre restored to their normal positions and a portion ofthe test
Thmeaer.
oedure was peformed to wvti* appeopriale loads were shunt tripped following a

simulated LOCA signal. The loose/disconnected wires were believed to have come loose
at a plug coneion during repairs made to enhance eectrical separtion between
elctrical divisons Prooedures were revised to alert worker ofthe potential for wires
becoming oosa during removal ad resotion of plug conections on suilar circuit

_

_
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Appendix B
Breaker Type Data Summary

Appendix B
Breaker Type Data Summary
This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF) data
collection effort for breakers. The data is sorted by breaker type, and supports the charts in Section 4 of
the report. Each table is sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Table B-i. Breaker CCF event summary.
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While retutning a srvice water booster pump to service, a minor fire occurred in a 480
Vac ESF MCC. This rendered several omponents inopeable. Repated cycling of the
pump onto the bus coupled with inadequate stab to bus bar contact and dust in the MCC
cabinet caused a fire. Opertors were rminded of undesirability of repeated cycling of
oad breaker. An engineering study to detetmine if the breakers a adequately sized was
also made (the results of the study were not included in the failure report).
Whral
en attempting to close anormal supply breakerto a480 Vac bus, the close circuit
fuses blew. The failure caused by dirty auiliary contacts. In another case, routine
obseton fnd hat the alkrnate suly circuit breaker to the same bus had failed due
o a burned out closing relay.

aintenance

____

_

_

Design/
Construction/
Manufacturet
Installaion
Inadequacy

Stabs/Connectors

_

1987 Failue Complete Four 600 Vac normal uxiliaty power system circuit breakers failed to open from local
o Open
manu trip switchL The failures were caused by a relay contac in breaker trip circuit that
wanuaturd
normally open instead of nonally closed, as shown on wiring diagram. The elays
we rewired to correct the problem.

I
_

_

_

_Afser

1984 Failure Partial
to Open

a period of 5 months, there were 6 incidents of circuit breakers of the same vendor
and type failing to lose on demand. Intermittent filures of the closing coil cutoff xrelays to properly return to their deenergized position prevented the relays from
energizing the breakers? losing coils upon receipt of a lose signal. It was detemined
t dirt and dust accumulation on the moveable parts of the relay causes the faulty
opertion. The symptoms of the x-relay malfunction were found to be failure of the
breaker to lose upon eceiving a close signal, and in most cases, the beaker closes upon
receiving a second close signal. This failure mode can cause equipment and/or systems to
be inopeable without detection until that equipment is called upon to operate, either by
test or when actualy required The x-relays on a safety-related breakers of this type
were inspected and cleaned. The vendor did not provide for maintenance ofthe x-relays
in their maintenance procedures.
wo 480 Vac circuit breakers failed to close due to worn latching mechanisms. The latch

anims wre replaced.

A normal supply breaker for a 600 Vac bus failed tD dose on demand when switching
from the from the alternate to the normal power spply. The failure was due to binding of
the closing mechanism in the breaker. A few dys later the altesate feed breaker to
ana
bus faied to closed during a hot tranfer. The second failure was caused by a
stock wntact finger in the bus trasfer interlock logic. The cause of the failures was
attributed to a lack of lubrication or hardening of the lubricadon. The breakers were
removed from service and the closing pivot points and other moving parts lubricated.
functional testing, the breakers were retuned to service.
Durig surveillane tesdng one ciruit breaker failed to trip when the undervoltage
vise w deergized and two others failed to trip within the specified time limit. This
may have affected the emegency diesel generator loading and its loading
as specified in Technical Specifications. The cause was dirt and lack of
lubrication.
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Two brakes ailed to close during auenps to tansfer bus power from alrnate to
&ed,
eno the nomial feeder breaker would not dose. One failure was caused by
wausion n the cell switch. Th second failure was due to excessive dirt. Both were
.abuted
to lack of preventative mainnane Preventaive maiintenance had not been
done during e last 2 year because the unit had been shutdow for an unusualy lorg
___________ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~rieand maintenanice frequency was tied to the refueling outage.
Mechanical Assembly M
cenanc199 Failure Partial
W
anemptirgto switch 600 Vac buses from normal to altemate feed, the alternate
Close
beakrs failed to loe when the nornal breake were tripped. One failures was due to
iprod bindog in the alernate breaker due to a lack of proper lubrication of the trip ro
bearings. Anodier failure was caused by a binding plunger in the breaker charging motor
cutout switch due to dirt buildup The dirty plunger caused the switch contacts to remain
open preventing the motor from darging the dosing spring and compilting the dosing
sequce The third failure was caused by a dirt buildup on the trip mechanism and pivot
______ ___
points, which resulted in binding of the ineal moving pars.
s Asemnbly
Ah
Design
19S alure PadA pha to phase fault acros the station auxiliary transformer buswork caused a loss of
Close
normal offsite power to the unit Both operable emergency diesel geerators strted as
required During the temporary loss of normal oflsite power, several breakers in the
plants electrical disributo system failed to operate The plant operators restored station
___________
_power
through an altrnate offsite source, and restarted all necessary equipment
Sig Charging Motor Maiance 1985 Falure Patal
Four 4S0 Vac feede breakers failed to dose on dema One breaker failed to dose due
Close
to lose bolts holding the darging gearbox asemly. When demanded, the fuses for
ther breaker blew and the breaker failed to dose The cause of this failure was
lldrmined to be dirty conacts. Another breaker faied due to failure of the auxiary
relay. The fourth breaker failed to dose due to dirty and drid lubicant on the trip latch
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198
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adjustment parts.

1989 Famle Puti
Close

Two 480 Vac feede bre tripped and would not dose while a special inspection of
breake was being conducted. The breakers failed to dose due to dirt built up and lack o
lubrication.
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breaker was replaced.
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198
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to Close

15
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Ding preventive maintenance, two power supply circuit breakers to motor control
ca would nt autoatically open when their associated load center was isotd.
Thy subsequently failed to tp when the manual trip button or tripper bar was pushed.
Tlw circuit breaker lath
echanisms were dirty and sticky. The root cause was
demine to be normal wear and an inadequate preventive maintenance procedure.
e conduting maintenance, the main feeder breaker for a 600 Vac emergency bus
uld not dose Invetgption reveled the trip setpoint tolerance, contact p and trip
l4 roller gap wer out of adjustment preventing the breaker opeation. This breaker
wasadjusted and returned to ervice. Another 600 Vac breaker was found to be "broken.'
o exact failure mechanism was given; however, the cause was given as 'wear,' and this

_____

a station losw of offsite power (loop) test, two dass IE 480 volt load center
eaks failed to dose during automatic load sequencing. Subsequent investigation
ealed that the breaker spring release device in both breakers was binding against the
opening in the breaker base plate which resulted in falure ofthedclosirg coD and failure
f the breaker to dose. Other defective breakers were also identified following
inspections.
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Description

During once per cycle testing of the startup tramfer feeder to the unit bus breaker, two
breakef trip units were found to be non-opetional so that the breakers would not trip.
Bot failures were caused by lack of lubrication on the internal noving parts due to a lack
f proper maintenance.
Duringhigh tolerance instantaneous testing sevral 480 Vac circuit breakers on all three
bases did not trip inthe required time (0-10 cycles). Failures were attnbuted to aging
dedd lubricants resulting from an ineffective maintenance program.
480 Vac circuit breakers filed to close due to mechanical binding caused by dried
hardened lubricant The mechanical operating mechanisms were replaced.
no power supply ircuit breakers to two motor control centers would not trip during
survellane testing. The circuit breakefs were dirty. This was due to a normal
wumulation of dirt during operaions. 7he circuit breakers were dceaned and verificd to
operable.
During routine ispections of the 480 volt unit boards two feeder breakers were binding.
failures were abud to dirty hardened grM nomal aging and wear.
Tlw instantaneous trip tsting of both breakers revealed excessive time prior to tripping.
The required trip tirm is less than 0.1 sonds. Breake were tripping on instantaneous
testing between 0.194 and 0.753 seconds. Cause was determined to be inadequate
p__v__dve maintenance.
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22Vac
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1983 Failure Partal
to Cose
1988 Faire Patidal
to Close

23

Four 480 Vac ircuit breakers failed to dose during tstng due to failure of the power
sors. The power sensors were replaced.
A circuit breaker filed to close on a safety injecton demand due to oxidabon on contacts
for the alrm switches. Subsequent investgation revealed 11 other safety-related breakers
whthe same problem. The cause was determined to be inadequate penodic inspectons
ckang
l
of the alarm switch contacts due to lack of specific guidance in the
maintenance procedure. Correcive actons included revision of the maintenance
procedumh
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Close
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1992 Failure Partial
o Close
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D g urveillance testing on the plant ac distribuon system, the normal feeder breaker
from a transformner would not close when transferring from alternate t normal power.
h failre was attributed to close relay contacts hanging up from a lack of breaker
ubrication A second similar failure was attributed to the breaker having dirty contacts.
Circuit breakers were found to be susceptible to tripping on normal sTart due to improper
tting of overcurrent trip. The preblem was
when one breaker failed to dose
on denand. A previous modification packagedscovered
was determined to be inadequate
inthat It
did not require trip spoint adjustment
During testng on emergency bus feeder breakers, the closing spting charge/discharge
indicator showed that the springs were charged with the breaker closed, indicathig that
the main coftacts were closed but not exerting full pressure against the tonaty
Col.
.Investigation showed the root cause to be failure to incorpote the ltest vendor
infomation on contact adjustmen into the breaker maintenance pcedure.
breaker filed totrip during testing. Subequent testing and inspection reled seveal
deraded due to lack of lubrkation. Lubrication was removed during
rfizrbishment by the vendor and wa not re-installed.
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Iee breaks failed to close on dmd during testing. Hardened grease was discovered
in the stop roller and main drive link roller. When actuated by the closing coil, these
llers and the associated closing latch release the stored energy of the brcaker springs,
osing the breaker. Stiff rolle bave resulted in multiple breaker failures in the past The
m enance pocedure provides instuctions to dean and lubrkate various iction points
f the brekr mechanism; however, they are not specifically identified in th vendor
nanual. These rollers were not deaned and lubricated during the performance of the
sd_eduled preventative maintenance.
1993Falure Partial
An Emgenc Diesel Geneaor (EDO) failed to pass surveillance testing because certain
to pen
loads were not shunt tripped from the safeguard bus when a simulated Loss of Coolant
idt (LOCA) sign was initiated. During troubleshooting. a loose wire was
isvered in one circuit breaker aad a lifted wire was discovered in another circuit
ber.
The wies were restored to thir normal positions and a portion of the test
pocedure was perfirmed to verfy appropiate loads we shunt tripped following a
inulated LOCA signal. Ihe loose/disconnected wires were believed to have cone loose
a plug connection during repas made to enhance electrical separation between
lectrical divisons Procedures were revised to alert workers ofthe potential for wires
beconing loose during removal and restoration of plug connections on similar circuit
bm_akers.
1994 Failure Parbal
preventive maintenance procedure was being performed on 48OV molded case circuit
to Open
breakers. These are magnetic only breakers with an adjustable instantaneous trip range of
0 to 150 amps. With the breakers adjusted to their lowest setting, the tight phase for two
reakers tripped at 71.7 amps and 69 amps. The maximum allowaNe trip point was 57.5
The breakers had a date code that meant they were manufactured in August of
1978. Considering the breakes we approximately 16 years old, the drift in calibrationi
ssociated with the breakers' service life. Therefore, it was decided to replace the
breakers. The circuit breakers would still trip on instantaneous within its adjustable ranue
which would provide adequate overcurrent protection. The cause was attributed to the
reakers' long service life. Like for like breakers we installed All tests were performed
________
alisfactorily.
1985 Falure Partial
routin surveillance testing, thre circuit breakers would not trip on short time
to pen
vercurrent trip test The failures wer caused by the breakers being out of calibration as
________
_a
result of noamal wear.
19 Failure Almost
72 dc molded case circuit breakers vwere tested, all 44 breakers of one vendor type,
to Open Complete nstalled in 4 different distribution panels failed to trip on ovcurrenL Problem was the
ksign of the trip lever in the magnetic trip circuit breakes. All breakers of this typ and
endor were replaced.
198

ailure Parial
Close

_______

I

alure
to Open

ring routine observation ofthe 250 volt distribution boards, a normal dc power feder
bmaker was slow to transfer and another failed to tansfer. The first failure was due to
witch joints being dirty and an indicating light reistor being bumed out The second
failure was due to dirty hinge joints.
dc bus inter-tie breakers failed to open due to lack of lubrication. Corrective action
wa to create a preventative maintenance and inspection schedule for these breakers.
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1995 Faiure Partial
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Whil perforning preventive maintenance on the dc feder circuit breakers the
eruent trip devices would not sat correcty. The cause was attributed to a lack of
intenenee.
service water pump failed to statt upon demand. Investigation revealed a high
istance electrica contact in the pump motor circuit breaker close coil circuit
Evauation of the filure dtennined that the electrical contact had high resistance due to
pe
mtenption of curent apprx ately three times rted. The installed contactor
cure interrupt rating was iadequate. The contat failures occurred after a ftaction of
th design cycles. All 4 kV circuit breakers were determined to be susceptible to this

1995 Failure Paral
t Open
_

While attempting to transfer two 4160 Vac buses to their aemate power supply, the
seate feder circuit breaker. Separately another 4160 Vac circuit breaker failed to
cManufacture/
lose on demand. Both failues were caused by an open coil winding on a telephone-type
relay within the synchronizing check relay of the circuit beaker. The telephone relay
failed due to being continuously energiTed, which was not its intended application. A
eduign modification was performed as the longterm corective ation.
During a system review, it was noted that the ailiary tansformer breakers did not trip
designed when the Main Turbine tripped. Investigation determined that this trip signal
is blocked when a low load (4000 A) condition is sensed at the output of the generator.
low load block is not pat ofthe original digital protection system modification and
no eason for the block could be determined. Tripping of these breakers on a Main
Turbine trip is needed to ensure that the timing sequence for the EDGs on a
LOOP/LOCA. as defined in the FSAR, would not be affected. The block was removed.
A breaker tripped when the cubicle door was closed. Subsequent inspection revealed
several incorrect latching mechanisms were istaled on 4160 Vac breaker. The cause of
incorrect latching mechanisms being installed during original constctueon was
perso
error. The incorrect latches were instaled ineight of seventeen cubicle doors in
the Division switchgear. Contributing to this event was that information relative to the
latching mechanisms was not provided to personnel working on the switchgearad that
trw
controls were not adequate to esure the cor ect parts were installed.
Inspection of circuit breaker limit switches revealed cam followercracking. No
equipment malfunctions or plant transients occurred, because the single actual failure
dutring uttine post modification testing. The root cause of this occurrence was
inadequate initial design ofGeneral Electric type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
All 4 kV vital busses were declard inoperable following inspecton that revealed cracks
inthe circuit breaker cam followers. One actual failurc occurred during post maintenance
teing (maintenance was for another reason), but all cam follower limit switches at both
units were replaced. The root cause of this occurrnce was inadequate initial design of
Gen___ Electric type SBM switches by the manufactuer.
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An operator racked up te emergeicy 4.16kv bus feeder breaker from an emergency
diesel generaor and found that there was no indication of breaker position on the control
panel. It was discovered that the breaker elevator ndaism line was distorted and
hd allowed the cell switch actuator ann to fall into an iterediate position disabling the
auomatic and rnanual cosue circuity. Other breaker cortments conained distored
linkages and it was concluded that any of 4.16kv beakes could fail during a seismic
event The linkage distortion was caused by an interference with the breaker assembly as
it is olled out ofthe compartmenL
Inspections revealed cracks in the lexawn can followers of control (limit) switches
installed in4160 Vac and 6900 Vae circuit breakes. The same part used in 360 places in
unknown number ofbeake. hpection showed about one tird were cracking and two
e inopeable. The oot cause of this occurrence was inadequate initial design of
eneral Electic type SBM switches by the manufacturer.
Tw 6.9kV breaks failed to clane due to manufacuer repair defect A cotter pin
installed by the manufaturer was siking te latch check switch mounting bracket and
bending it forward. This removed the facory set clearance between the bracket and the
switch actuating padWe, esulting in the paddle rolling the trip shaft to e trip position
when

Mediun
Voltage
45

_

the breaker attempts to dose.

Dwrg surveillance testing several circuit breaker lockout relays would not acte.
Thes failures would have prevented breaker trips on overcurrent Mecbanical binding
prevented the relays from tripping. Bench testing revealed seveal contributing factors bu
cwid niot identif the root cause. The failed relays' armaure force checks yielded S to 6.5
pounds but newer elays required only 35 pounda The vendor discouages re-lubrication
reduce frictionL Also, a vendor bullctin states tnt when te relay reset handle is forced
the latch after reseUing, tipping is delaysd or prevented. The lockout reLays were
replaced with spares and tested satisatorily.

Wen perfoming a loss of bus test, two 4160 Vac bus-tie beakers failed to tip.
vestigation conluded that the bus-tie breakers could not tip if the diesel geneator
output breakerwas open. The fiilures to open were caused by a design error.

_

Thcircuit breaker for the residual beat removal pump a failed to recharge during testing
rendering the breaker incapable of automatic closure. In addition to performing required
surveilance tests, an investigtion revealed that the breake charging spring motor bolts
had fallen out, allowirg the motor to rotate, and breaking the power leads. A root cause
alysis d to the conclusion that a combination of inadequate thread engagement of the
mouning bolts in the motor housing and equitne vibration caused the bolts to loosen.
Bocausa this event had the polent for a common mode failure, all safety related
beakers were inspected during a hedued maintenance outae. Three additional
br-akers were fowd to have loose bolts.
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Maintenance

1981 Failure Partial
Close

48
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During a planned line outage which de-energized a tansformer, the altenate feeder
brkfailed to close, de-energizing a 4 kv bus tie board dwing automatic transfer.
W the tansformer was eenergized the normal feeder breaker failed to close. The
fuse ip and fuse in the close circuit ofalterate feede breaker wer not making contact
lhe auxiliary contacts of the normal feeder breaker were dirty.
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hilure cause for the othe breaker was binding in the charging spring mechanism.
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During a scheduled maintenane outage of 4160v safety-related switchgear, the plant
electrical saff discoved that two circuit breakers were ndered lectrically inopeable
due to the failure of a spot welded pivot pin. This spot welded pivot pin was on an
internal piece of linkage, which actu the auxiliary contats that track breaker position.
These ctac ar also used inextera breaker trip and close schemes mintelocks. The
compont is being modified to pd_e additional hilures.
In tWo separate incident while ttmpting to reaign power to suppo_t tsting, the
ahelate supp circuit breaker failed to trip upon closure of normal suply breaker. The
cas of filure was attMbuted to the raised upper limit switch being out of mechanical
adjuse c using a greater thn 1/ inch gap between the operating plunger and the
ba auxiliary switch. This limit switch provides the trip signal for the alterate
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One 4160 Vac circut breaker biled to ope and several more vwere degraded due to
ardened grease nd lack of lubrication. This problem could affect the ability of the
subject breaken to open or close. Maintenance ofthe breakers was incomplete despite
Is~~~~~~~___
ihzr due to the san aus four year earlier.
A decy heat rmoval pump failed to start due to the circuit breaker failing to close upon
erand. Tle cause wa determined to be an intermittent sticking of the motor cutoff
switch operator due to the operator being slightly bent. which prevented it from sliding.
Furher inspections revealed that all 4.16 and 13.8 kv circuit breakes were susceptible to
problem All applicable circuit breaker we subsequently miodified.
Two 4160 Vac failed to open due to flur of the braker trip coils. The cau were
to be nmal wer and agng
160 Va circuit breakers could fil to change position due to an isulating block (a
ponent of the breaker blowot mas), whose adhesive had degraded with age
d become loose and fal into the breaker mechanism and prevent breaker operatior
To akees dosing spings filed to charge-up when equipment operator was nakng
dthe in-feed beker from separate station powe transfenmers. The suspected failure
cause for one breake was dirty cntacts in the charging mechanism. The suspected

breaker.

Met
echanical A mbly

Aaciut breaker failed to trip during a surveillance test Upon investigation, it was
deltrmined tat the connecting pin for the breaker trip crank located been the trip
solenoid and the trip haft bame loose due to a pin weld failure, which pevantd

56

lectrcal tripping of the brke. Inspetion revealed several breakers with the same weld

geometry. Two proceds an wmton pocedure and tp cank replaca0
procedure were wrine for cit
six affected beakers on site. Nine brealrers filed the

~~~~aceeptmaneciteria.
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4KV supply circuit breaker closed during testing, but failed to instantly recharge. The
cam of the failure was aging of the latch mnitor pivot bearing ubriati.
his
probhan had previously surfaced and the bearings were relubicated at tha tinme. Snc

__________
_
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_

tat action did not fx the poblem, the decision was made to replace the pivot bearings
for all affecd circuit breakers..
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199 Faiure Paial
Close

A faiure of a roil pin securing a spring for a latch pawl on a4KV breake was reviewed
and adetermination made tat the failure of this pin could cause the breker to fail.
Further investigation revealed that the roll pin failed as a result of hydrogen
embritdement. Later, an issue involvigpermanently applied lubricant which was
inadvertenty removed from the breakers was identified. This also could potentially affect
breaker operation. The cause of the cracked roll pin was the lack of knowledge of plating
induced hydroge embrittlement. Vendor personnel involved in the procedure
development vere not aware that zinc plating of hardened steel prt could produce
ydrogen embdulanent and subsequent cracking. The cause of the lubricant being
inadverteny removed from breaker pats is also due to the lack of knowledge by Vendor

199F
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Two circuit breakes failed to open on demand during sepaate evolutions. During
subsequent reviews, station personnel deermied that the condition of the three circuit
bre was similar to the condition ofthe two safety-related circuit brekers that
pcmously faied to open an demand. The cause of the event was determined to be
ma
preventive maiiance The preventive maintenance performed did not
ubrica the man and iliary contacts in the circuit breakers as recommended by the
circuit breaker manufacturer and also did not provide sufficient instmutions to remove the

on the main and auxiliary contacts.

__rougbns
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______________

_____________
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The closing sprinags for two 4160 Vac breakers would not harge. The cause of the
f u were dirty contts, a dirty dosing mechanism, and lack of lubrication.
Four 4160 Vac ciruit breakers failed to close. Each failure was due to a different
mechanism; however, ivetigation revealed that all failures were related to wo1nanship
and quality control practices by the vendor who overhauled th circuit breakers. To
ense the safety class circuit bte s are reliable, the utiity and vendor developed a
omprehensive plan to inspect critical cponents of the circuit breakers that were
pfc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~gviously
ova4wed.

_

rational
Human Error

edium
Voltage

included replacemt with new or newly rbuilt overrent devices and etablishing n
adqsepreventive mainlenance surveillance intuval.

lurePat
Close

Spring Charging Motor Mamtnce

uman Error

Sveral 4160 Vaccircuitbreakem ofthevendorand type faded to trip dueto age induced
hadening of gronmets in the electromechanical overcurrent device. Corrective actions

tim delay relay fora 4160 volteder breaker would not ime out within its specified
lerancedunng calibraonand a time delay relay for a second breaker would not
The causea of both faiures were deteumined to be due to aging.
Tw 4160 Vac circuit breakers failed to close. Oqe failure was caused by the latching
1987 Failure Partial
wl spring being out of adjustment. which prevented the springs from chaging. The
Close
cause of the second falure was attributed to the racking mechanism slide interlock being
_______________ ______ __ _ou_
ut ofadjusanenL
19 Falure Pai
peifming testing of4160 Vac boards and buses, three circuit breakers wuld not
dose. The failures were attributed to the breakers being dirty, needing lubrication, and
Close
19

__

ena/
mand

alure Pa
Open

psed relay terminals during rack-in, causing trips/lockout
oftwo breakers and lockout of anotber. The event was attributed to human error end poor
desipo (location of relays).
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Maintenance
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UV Trip Assembly
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W Trip Assembly
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74
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Maintenance

Mecharical Assembly

1994 Failure
aose

1983 F
o Open

_unitage
1984 Failure
o Close

Dsiption

circuit bfeaker failed to ope due to hip linkage binding caed by misalignme A
improper assembly. Subequent spection of other 4160 Vac circuit breakers revealed
the sam problem. The mislignment was the result of a procedrl deficiency by the
v_a_or that perforned circuit breaker overhauls.
al
During routine testing it was found that the under voltag relays for two 4160 VBC feeder
breakers from an auxiliary transformer to the buses were out of calibration. The failures
were atributed to relay wear.
a l
Undtage dropout rly intwo spaate, similar brakers drifted out ofspecification
h e
wn times theyw checked by sdieduled mainteance. A root cause investigation
attnbuted the relay setpoint shift to a combination of: 1) relay setpoint repeatability, 2)
tern sensitivity of the relays, and 3) testing techniques. Applicable test equipment
s procedures have been chnged to address the causes of the setpoint shift
Additionally, the testing frequency has been increased from quartley to monthly pending
lay performance trending resuls.
P l
gupln
PI roteti system functiona testg tworeactor tip breaker tippe free
when
tenance personnel attempted to clse them. With the vendor present, the
pblem was traced to inadequate adjusment of the trip latch ovedap. The adjustment
was initially made per vendor specifications. However, the vendor had since increased the
rcommene number of adjustnent tums of the trip latch screw from 4 to a maximum of
turns. A hage was submitted to cange the procedure accordingly.
a
Flpottial safety ha d was idnified concerning ctin critical dimensions of the
uderotage trip device on a particular model reactor trip circuit breaker. An out-oftolerance measurement was found between the moving core and rolling bracket in
addition to a missing lock ring on the shaft pin ofthe undervoltge trip device. The
potet existed for eiher intermitent operation or total hilure of the device. The cause
wat tributed to manufactning variations of the undervoltage trip devices. All
trip devices on all reactor trip breakers were replaced.
Partial
A teralladon of new undervoltge trip relays, the reactor trip breakers would not stay
losed. The original trip bar design gap was satisfactory with old style undervoltage
relys, but not with new style relays.

Quality

1984 Failure Pg
Close

surveilnce testing, two reactor trip bakers would not re-close. Troubleshooting
found manufacturing defects in the front framn
e assermblies (ose mechanical collars).
Tis problem has been identified on similr breakers. The front frne asemblies were
replaed.

Design

1988 Failure Partial
Close

Twreactor trip breakers failed to close during surveillance testing. The breakers' closing
springs had become dtadied from the pivot/actuation points. The reason for the springs'
ing could not be deternined however, this has been a recurring problen with this
i.

_

Spring

_

_

_

_

_

__

_

_
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Year FMode
Failre
Faolue Degm__Of_Description
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alure awo
Close

During survllane testing. two reactor trip brakes would not close when a cose signal
was aplied to the brakers control circuit. Troubledwoting found defective undervoltag
drCJevices
tat would nt allow the dosue of the breakers. Te undervoltage devices were
reaor trip beakers failed to close. The first failed to close during testing, the
seco failed to close while troubleshooting the first failure. The cause of both breaker
failures was failure of the under voltage trip coil, which was thought to be due to a
manactring defect

Inadequacy

RPS trip
77 breakers

Extenal
Environment

Test

rechanical Assembly

Eviroental 19S4 Falure
t Open

Driing routine srveillane teting of the reactor trip breakers, two bakers did not
dge ste inthe rquired time. The causes were determined to be dirty breaker

RPS tip
78 beaers

Iternal to

Demand

rlosing Coil

Mainance

1992 Failue Part
ompnent
Close

w feactor trip breakers failed to close following a tip test The cause of the failure was
believcd to be due to the relay rdease ann on the cosing solenoid moving core being out

trip
breaksers

Internal to
Component

Demand

Latch Assembly

Maintenance

1992 Failure Patial
to Close

While attenpting to reset the control rod drive system following a control rod drive
beaker in the reactor protective system failed to reset Later, during a control rod drive
eaker trip test, another breaker failed to reset after a trip. The first failure was due to the
breaker trip latch being out of adjustmea The cause of the second failure could not be
precisey ddermined; however, troubleshooting revealed cracked insulation on the close
cog.

RPS tip
breakers

Internal to
Component

Danand

Unknown

1993 Failwure
to Close

During an attempt to dose the control rod drive circuit breakers two breakers failed to
lose. The failures could not be repeated. Although the mechanical interlock, a piece part

of adjuse

79
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80
.________.___

RPS trip
breakers

Intenal to
Component

RPS trip

Intemal to

Trip Assembly

ity

8I

W Trip Assembly

82 breakers

Component

83

RPS tip

Internat to
Component

M

P trip

Inteal to

Maiteance

3 Ieakers

84 b

s
-~~
-

Component

tenance

tenance Aux. Contactor
ay

gainteniance

art

f this circuit breaker, was found slightly dirty and in need of lubrication, it is not
believed to have caused the failures to close. As a preventive measure, the mechanical
interlock was deaned ad lubricated. The breakes were successlUly dosed on all
ubsequnt tests.
198
le
Cmplete During a toutine stwtup, both reactor trip breakers failed to open automatially on receipt
to pen
fa valid low4ow steam geneator level reactor hip signal. The reactor vas shutdown 25
coDds later using the manual trip on the contol cnsole. Subsequent investigation
mvealed tat the breaker failures were caused by mechanical binaCng of the latch
machaismn in the undervoltage trip attachment. All breaker undervoltage attachment
* replaced with new devices and extensive maintenance and tting was performed on
he breakers.
1987 Falure
wo reactor tip breakers failed to dose following testing. Troubleshooting found one
to Close
breaker's under voltage cdl had failed (pen circuit) and te other breaker's undervoltage
leice pivot to arnature clearance was out ofadjustrnenL Operational/ambient conditions
w__ _cited as causes foir the failure
19n9ance
Falure Partial
w reactor trip breakers faied to close during preventative maintenance. The failure to
to Close
waose
ws
due failure of the breaker cutoffswitches.
19S6 Falure Putial
preventative maintenance two reactor tip breakers failed to dose. Both breaker
to Close
ure were due to failure ofthe sarme reay. The cause was assumed to be war arnd
ing
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Test
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Maintenance

RPS trip
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Test
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RPS trip
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Test
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Mchanical Assembly

Maintenance
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Component
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Mechanical Assembly
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Test

Mechanical Assembly

__
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RPS trip
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Component

Test
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Test
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Tat
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Year Failure Deef
Mode

Failure

1994 Failurm Paral
to aose

Description
________________________

Duimg unit outge while performing functional testing, operators found that two reactor
trip breakers would not close from the hadwitch in the main control room.
Troubleshooting discoverd the inertia latch (piece part of the circuit breaker) had stuck
in mid travel. The breakers' electrical trip fction was lost but the cotrl od drive
San was not affected because of an available redundant trip breaker. Plant operation
was not affectedL Insufficient lubrication of the inertia latch caused the latch to stick in
mid travel. The ineria latches were cleano
d hbricated and post maintenance testing
_ _s performed satsfactorily.
193 Failure Complete Thc static force to trip the circuit breakers exceeded allowable tolerance due to binding
to pen
used by the unused overcurent trip pads. The breakers tested satisfactorily after
~~ -vlof
the overcurent trip pads.
194 Failure Paral
During surveillance testing the trip m requirmets for two reactor trip brakers were
to Open
found to be out of specification high. Historically, the bearings for the breaker front frame
assemblies have been found worn and lacking the necersmy lubricaton which increases
trip tme After replacing the front frame assemblies and lubrication the bearings, the
_____
_
breakers were retested satisfactorily and retuned to service.
1984 Failure Patial
During surveillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers, the under voltage trip
to Open
respon time was found out of specification. Troubleshooting found the brakers' front
frame assemblies to be lacking the proper amount of lubricant on their bearings. This was
pblem with this breaker type. The front frame assemblies were replaced.
198 Failure Paria
While performing testing of the units ractor trip circuit breakers, the undervoltage trip
Open
the was found to be out of the allowable tolerance for two breakers. Dirt accumulation
___________
in the front frame assembly and lack of lubicaton were the suspected causes
1985 Failure Paial
During normal operation while performing surveillance testing, two reactor trip cicut
to Open
btkers failed the under voltage esponse time tst The beakees front frame assembly
was the suspected cause of the increased time response of the one breaker's undervoltage
device. The other failure was due to loose amature laminations in the undervoltage
device. Both are known design problems with these circuit breakers.
1989 Failure Paril
During surveillance testng two reactor trip switchgesr breakers would not close. The
toClose
first failure was due to a defective piece part in the cutout y switch on the breaker due to
c ic ffatigue. In the second faile, a broken clamp was found on the closing
mechanism, which prevented the breaker from closing.
1984 Failure Partial
Two reactor trip breakers failed to close over a one-month period. Both failures were
o Clwose
tribued to relay relea arms being out of adjustment
19a Failure Partial
Two reactor trip breakers failed to trip during performance of surveillance testing. One
to Open
failure was due to the auxiliary contact for the shunt trip was not making contact due to
misalipment with the block. The other filure was due to a faulty undervoltage relay.
jumper to change the control voltge was instaled in the 4 volt holes and should
___
_
have been installed in the 125 volt holes causing the relay to overheat and melt
1989 Falure Partial
While performing surveillance testing on reactor trip circuit beakers, two breakers failed
to Close
to close In one failure the left side close spring on the breaker had fallen off and the
breaker wouldn't close with only one spring. The second breaker faihre was due to a bad
c_
ontrol power fuse that failed due to aging.
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_
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FailureofDesiption
1*0
19 Failure Patial
During petormance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers, two breaker failed to roClose
ose after open them fm the control mom panel controls. Troubleoti oud that
die beake' opraing spn fell ofl preventing closre but not opening, a recurin

Coupling
Factor
DesigA

problem with this paticular breaker design.

RPS tip
96 breaers
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omponent

Tat

RPS trip
97 breakers

Internal to
Component

Test

W Trip Assembly

RPS trip
breakers

Interal to
omponent

Tat

UV Trip Assembly

199 Failure awo
to Close

nnown

reacor trip breakers failed to close folowing atrip test The cause could not be
and the ilre wu not epeaable. The breakers that failed were replacd with

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~spareL

_

19neFailure
19
to Close

In sqate tests, two eactor trip breakers failed to close after tp testing. The failure to
reset was detennined to be due to wom undervolige trip coil mechanisms t prevented
the breakers from latching,
sveilla testing, three reactor trip breakers failed to tip on undervoltage. The
cause was inaduate lubricaion, possibly due to an excessive preventive
maintenance inrval, combined with a small design margin in the tripping force provided
from the undervoltage coil. Corrective action was to perform the rquired preventive
maintenance prior to entering Mode 2. Additionally, as required by E Bulletin 7909 and
vendor commdaons, the surveillance testing inteval of the undervoltage trip feature
wu increased and the intrval between preventive maintenance was decreased to prevent
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o pen
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RPS trip
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W Trip Assembly

Mainlance

RPS trip
breakers

tenal to
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Test

W Trip Assembly

RPS tip
rea0 rs
RPS trip
breakers

Desig

101

xcunence

_

D ring
eactor trip breaker surveillance testing, the undervoltage Vip devices for two
ircuit breakers exhiied scattered and unacceptable rsponse times. The reactor tip
___ .brs
_
wer replaced with spare.
19S Failure A ost Both reactor trip breakers and a bypass breaker failed to open on an undervoltage trip
toit
Open Complete signal duing rponse time testing. The failures were due to mechanal probiems of the
undervoliage membanims, which rsulted from manufacturing deficiencies. Fifteen days
______
____________
_____
ater one of te replacement reactor trip breakers also failed due to the same cause.
19S Falure Partial
T undervolge armaures for two different reactor trip breAkers we found durn
to Open
tesingto not be fully picked up (repetitive faiures in the same month). Based on vendor
tests, the abnoma amature position has littie or no detectable effect on the ability of the
undervoltage trip device to trip te breaker on loss of voltage. The undervoltage
annatu not being flly picked up is the result of interference bween the undervoltage
annate and the copper shadi ring around the coil core. As corrective ction visual
verification and manual adjustment of propr closed air gap position is required following
______

RPS trip
102 breakers

_________________ae_

1990 Failure Partia
Open
______ _________

103

.____________

of tis event.

19S3 Failure Partial
to Open

_______

198 Failure Partial
to Close
_______________

Environmental 19S Fallure Partia
to pen

104
____________

e

ation of the undervoltage device.

Two reactor tip breakers were found to have defective ndervoltage trip relays which
prevented openig. One failure was dcted during testing and the other was detected
_d_ uring maintenance. Te relay failures were determined to be due to aging.
Two reacor trip breakes faied to dose following testing. Troubleshooting found one
under voltWe cl had failed (open circuit) and the odh breakes undervoltage
unears
ice pivot to amature clearance was out ofadjustment. Operational/ambient conditions
v ibraion) were cited as causes for the failures.
routin surveillance testing, a the control rod drive AC breake experienced a
layed tip. Subsequent testing of al AC and dc control rod drive breakcs resulted in a
ntrol rod drive dc breake also experiencing a delayed trip. If a reactor trip had
and if both mallinctioned breakers had delayed in tripping two control rod
gro_________
ups would not have dropped immediately.
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Mme std cause

was normal wear.

During surveillance testing, four of nine reactor trip circuit breakers failed to trip on
Itage. The primary cause was inadequate lubrication, possibly due to an excessive
hive mainenance iteval, combined with a small design margin in the tripping
forceprovided fom the undervolage coil. Corrective actions were to perform required
p enti maintenance prior to the unit entering mode 2 and implementation of the
mendations of IE Bulletin 79.09 and vendor recommendations, increased
urveillance testing of the undervoltage trip feature and a decrease in the interval between

ye maintenance

. __preventiv_

107

Description

During surveillance testing two reactor trip breakers failed to close during surveillance

aintenance

1986 Failure Paral
to Ce

aintenance

1992 Failure
to Close

While conducting surveillance testing of the units reactor protection sytem, two reactor
trip c it breakers UV devices would not pick up after tripping the breakers.
Troubleshooting found that the U devices' gap clearances were inrec No direct
cause for the misadjustrens was found, however, operational stress and/or equipment
ging wee suspected.
Trip Assably
ity
193 Failure Partial
Me ndervoltage armatures for two different reactortrip breakers were found during
to pen
testg to not be fully picked up (repetitive filures inthe samre month). Based on vendor
te, the abnormal matumre position has little or no detectable effect on the ability of the
ndervoltage trip device to trip the breaker on loss of voltage. The undervoltage
res not being fully picked up is the result of interference between the undervoltage
ature and the copper shading ring around the coil core. As correcive aion, visual
verification and manual adjustment of proper closed air gap position is required following
anergization of the undervoltage device.
Trip Assembly
Maintenance
19W Failure
ai
t was discovered during testing that some reactor trip breakers would not trip on
to pen
undoltage as expected. One device would not trip and two others tripped sluggishly.
T cause was determined to be misaligned armatures in the undervoltage devices. A new
pmvaftte mmaintenance program was iniated to check the undervoitage coils
_______
independently on a monthly basis.
Trip Assembly
aintenance
1986 Failure Partidal
While conducting monthly surveillance testing of the units reactor protection systm two
to Close
reactor trip circuit breakers iled to close after testing. Troubleshooting found a failure of
one breaker's under voltage device. The second circuit breakeres pick-up coil voltage was
high due to a change in characteristics of the voltage adjustment potentiometer. Both
________
failures we attributed to operational stress and/or equipment aging.
ires/ConneoBoard aintenance
1983 Failure Complete Folowing performance of the manual reactor trip ftial
teAt, it was noted that the
Open
called for jumpering out the V tip coils with the reactor trip breakers closed
nd trods capable of withdraal. This was a procedural ror that caused the removal
of both trains of automatic reactor trip logic. The pecedure was revised to prevent
recurence of the event

112

Assembly

atia While performing surveillance testing. two reactor trip breakers failed to close on
oate
ccasions. In one case, the breaker latch catch and arm wm found bent,
112pevdg the breaker from closing. The cause of this failure was believed to be from
incorrect instalation ofthe breaker during previous maintenance or testing activites. In
thsecond case, the breaker operating mechanism latch was binding against the housing
likely due to inadequate lubrication and rough surfaces.
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194 aile Partial
One etof leads in each of the four plant protectve system bays were fowd to be
Open
disonn These disconnected leads removed the automatic shunt trip feature from
RTB's #I1, 2, #3, and #4. The subject lead had been disdnnee and not restored
durng 18-month surveillance testing conducted earlier.
alure
aial
While performing initial approach to cdticality testing, operators noted that the B-phase
to Close
for a rector trp breaker, was not indicating curent flow after the breaker was clsed
Ih train's fuction of providing power to the control rod drive mechanism was degraded
as one phase of power was unavailable. The failure was caused by a mechanical operating
sping that had come loose. With the sprng loose, the B-phase contacts were geting
inswcient pressure to dose. Th vendor has provied notice that the sprng could come
oose and te vendor has provided aditional isruction for b ker inspection and
to address this problen. The spring was reinslalled according to the vendors
instrucs. The breaker was subsequeny tested and returned to service.
1983 allure Partial
During the perfa
of reactor tdp circuit bteaker
u ndervoltage device surveiane
t Open
testing trce breakers failed to open within the acceptance time crtera. The following
day, and then 8 days bter, two additional breakas failed to meet the acceptance crteria.
The actor tp breakers failed even though exsive maintenance and testing was
p rmed on aU eight of the trip system breakes II days prio to the first 3 failures.
Maintenance included procedures specified in the vendor service advisoty letter. The
deficiencies were corrected by again performing the vendor approved refurbishment
___
rprocedures on the slow bfeakers, followed by successful testing.
1986 Falure Partl
Duig preventive mainteance on the reactor tip breaker, the undervoltage trip units on
to Open
two breakers were found to be out ofspecification. One undervoltage device could not be
usted within specification and was replaced. The cause for both failures was
detetmined to be vibration and aging.
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1983 Falure Partial
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117
______

Be trip response time of two reactor trip breakers was slower than allowed by Technical
SpecificaLons. Te breakers were retested satisfactorily and retuned to service after
adjuirg the UV trip device setpoints and lubricating the trip shaft and ltch oler
bearings. The bteakers were stU considered operable since the shunt trp devices were
with satisfiAoty response times

___operational

118

nthly
oing surviUance test of the teactor tripcircuit bteaker uidevoltage trip
ices, the response time oftwo breakers wvs slower than allowed by Technical
Spciffications. This event was caused by setpoint drift and worn/binding front frame
asembly mechanists. Corrective actions included replacement of front frame assemblies
and

19

__________

,t

___

_

etvoltage trip devices.

Dwing surveillance testing of the reactor trip circuit breakers' undervoltage devices, the
rponse time of two breakers than allowed by Technical Specifications. The cause of the
eat was setpoint driftand wo/buduig front frame assembly mechanisms. The
se ts were adjusted and the trip shaft and latch roller bearings werc lubrcated.
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